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:-e · open the 212th plenary meeting of the Committee en 

At the outset, allm., me to welcome in the Committee the Deputy Minister for 
Foreign Affairs of Poland, His Excellency ML'. Henryk Jaroszek, who · is well mown 
to the members of the Committee because of his vast diplomatic experience, in 
particular in United Nations affairs. Before being assigned to his important · ' 
duties as Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs, he served as Permanent Representative 
of Poland t ·o the United Nations and held important posts in various United Nations 
bodies, including that of Chaiman of •the First Committee, and ·in his capacity as 
representative -of 'his country in New York was also involved-- deeply irivolved, 
I may say - in disarmament questions. Deputy Minister Jaroszek is listed to speak 
today and I am sure that members of the Committee will follow his statement with 
special' iriterest. May I now call on His Excellency the Deputy Mini·ster for Fo~ign 
Affairs of Poland to take the floor. 

Mr. JAROSZEK (Poland): Mr. Chaiman, let me at the outset express my 
since;re appreciation and than.~s for your yery kind words of welcome to me. I would 
like als.o to a~sociate my delegation with the congratulations already .expressed 
to you on your . assUlDption of the chairmanship or this important body for the .month 
of April. I am confident that under your skilful guidance this Committee will 
be able to make the so much needed progress in ~:~.ts work. 

-
It is a privilege for me indeed to be able to address the Committee on 

Disarmament, the important and respected multilateral disarmament negotiating 
body. Poland has consistently attached great significance to the Committee's 
endeavours and to those of its predecessors for over two decades now. It is 
with a feeling of pleasure and pride that I recall my own participation in its 
work, as chairman of my country 1 s delegation in the late 196os. You were very 
kind to refer to my involvement in disarmament matters. At present, when two policy 
lines are competing, that of confrontation w1d ama.ments on one hand, and that of 
p~aceful co-existence and disarmament on the other, the Committee has a very 
important r~le to play and there can be no doubt which line it should follow. 

. . . . 
Poland ,and other socialist States - as, I am sure, the international 

community at large - have been gravely alarmed and . disappointed at the 
unprecedented delay and loss of time in working out the Committee's agenda for 
1983. It is, indeed, regrettable that some States should deem it appropriate 
to bring this body to a virtual standstill over the legitimate proposal of an 
overwhelmtng majority of its members to include in the agenda - pursuant to 
the broadly supported resolution of the thirty-seventh session of the 
United Nations General Assembly - the a,ll-important -question of the prevention 
of nuclear war. We would like to hope that with the compromise solution reached 
on the agenda and the resumptio.n of business by the working groups, nothing 
should now stand in the way of the Committee's productive work. 

Obviously, its pace will be largely determined by the evolution of the 
international climate. At prGsent, that climate is characterized by tensions 
generated, as they ar2, by the confrontation and amaments-oriented policy 
of the NATO alliance, a policy espoused and implemented with particular dedication, 
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resent United States administration. On the other 
na.na., unere are rugruy encouraging indications in all parts of the wol:id ·or the 
will to work for peace and return to detente. This has been manifested in 
particular by the Declaration of the Political Consultative Committee of the . 
States Parties to the .Warsaw Treaty of 5 January 1983, as well as by the 
documents adopted at the rec~nt Seventh Conference of Heads of States or 
Governments of Non-Aligned C0untries in New Delhi. 

The principal threat to world peace and international security stems from 
the imperialist policy of strength, pressure, interference in the intemaJ. affairs 
of f?tates and encroachment on their national independence and sovereignty. 

A part of .. this policy and its instrument are the evel:'-expanding armaments 
programmes pursued by the United States, both in the nuclear and the conventional 
fields, with a view to gaining military superiority. They bring the world 
dangerously close to nuclear catastrophe. A particular danger derives from the 
United States preparations to deploy in Western Europe a new generation of nuclear 
missiles, . persistently carried on despite the pretended arms control formulas of 
a "zero option" or an "interim solution". Such schemes clearly aim at seriously 
upsetting the eXisting balance of forces, both in Europe and in global strateglc 
terms. The so-Ca.lled "interim solution" would result in a clear NATO superiority 
in nuclear warheads. It could therefore hardly be construed as designed to 
create premises for an agreement with the Soviet Union. It should not be a 
surprise to anybody that it has not been accepted. The just solution of the 
question of medium-ra.nge · nuclear weapons in Europe should exclude the deployment 
of new AmericS.n missiles while ensuring the maintenance of a military-strategic 
balance ·at an ever de creasing level. 

The latest ordinance of President Reagan authorizing the development of 
entirely new weapons systems, irlVolving an intensive militarization of outer 
space, further testifies to the scope and long-term character of United States 
awesome armaments designs. 

The threat of a nuclear co11.flict in which - as it is widely realized -
there could be only losers and no winners, is highlighted by the repeated 
references in United States official quarters to the dangerous doctrines of 
"limited", "protracted" or "winnable11 nuclear ware, launched and spread around 
with an evident aim to rationalize the irrational -- the use of nuclear weapona. 
The international community can therefore hardly be misled by Washington's claims 
that its latest doctrine is innocent and purely defensive and seeks nothing but 
to render nuclear vreapons obsolete. That doctrine must and will be taken for · 
what it is a step aimed at ushering in a new and frightful dimension of the 
arms race, of the highest immediate danger to mankind. 

Speaking of Europe, for which the impeding spiral of the nuclear arms race 
has particularly grave implications, one cannot overlook the fact that a countljr 
actively promoting NATO military designs shows ever less restraint in reviving 
the revanchist schemes that' in effect, aim at undermining the political and 
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)pe, the b<;l,aic premises of peace and security on our 
continent. Tlie negative consequences 'o:f these tendEmcies for the pOlitical 
climate and for detente and co-operation in EUrope have been .indicated in the 
coliiliiWlique of . the ··recent Prague . meeting of the Foreign M.irl:isters of States parties · 
to the Warsaw . Tr~aty~ · 

: Grave as . the international situation is, however, it still carries ~ as I 
have observed - a prospect of possible reversal of the negative trends ¥t 
international relations. Indeed, political forces and civic movements st8.nding 
up against the nuclear menace are becoming ever more numerous and active. . The 
socialist States, as well as the non-aligned countries., are more firm thl¥1 ever ·. 
in speaking up, and acting, to stop the international 13ituation from sliding doYIIl 
the nuclear collision course. · We note that next to formidable peace and 
anti-nuclear movements in western Europe and the United States·, political parties, 
including some of those .in power, are bec01ni.ng vocal in insisting upon a nuclear 
freeze and effective disarmament. 

'l'he· political declaration of the Seventh Non-Aligned Summit Conference 
suc-cinctlyd.escribes the present-day situation by saying that ''Disarmament, in 
particular nuclear disarmament, is no longer a moral issue: it is. an issue of 
human survival" ~ · · 

Against that background, it becomes Olear why the socialist States and the 
Group of 21 set so great a store by the agenda item in this Committee on the 
prevention of nuclear war. Its importance has been accurately BUimDed up in 
document _ CD/341 of the Group of 21 which states that all nations have both the 
right and the obligation to work collectively to dispel the danger of a nuclear 
holocaust. It has also be.en forcefully underlined in document CD/355 of a 
group of socialist States. 

As is well known, it was on ihe initiative of .the USSR that the United Nations 
General Assembly adopted at its thirty-sixth session the "Declaration on the 
prevention of nuclear catastrophe". The call to prevent nuclear war was 
approved by the General Assembly at its thirty-seventh session. At the 
aecond apecial session of the United Nations General Assembly devoted to disarmament, 
the Soviet Union undertook a unilateral commitment on the non-first-use of nuclear 
weapons, a step of the highest significance. 

Realizing the potential for nuclear conflict held by the increasingly ominous 
confrontation between the NATO and Warsaw Treaty States, the socialist countries 
have been persistently looking for ways to alleviate and ultimately eliminate 
this confrontaticn. · 

In the Declaration of the Political Consultative Committee of States Parties 
to the Warsaw Treaty adopted in Prague last January they came out with a concrete 
and realistic alternative to the course of confrontation. Among other things, 
they proposed to the ·N!Td States the conc~usion of a treaty on the mutual non-use 
of military force and the maintenance of peaceful relations. The treaty would 
be open to all other interested States. 
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vtmu.r:cu uu l::lu.un a. u.n~a.u,y would be a mutual commi troent of the States members 
of the two alliances not to be the first to use either nuclear or conventional 
weapons against each other, hence not to be the first to use military force at 
all. This co:tmr:'.tment could be made to ;over third countr:: es also. It is 
evident that the conclusion of the proposed treaty would have a positive impact 
on the course of international affairs, and in particular on disarmament efforts. 
It would greatly l~lp to restore mutual confidence, an indispensable premise of 
any effective disarmament effort . 

At the meeting in Prague a few days ago, the Foreign Ministers of States 
parties to the Warsaw Treaty considered further measures to be taken for the 
implementation of this initiative. They noted the interest with which the 
proposed treaty has been received by Governments and public opinion throughout 
the world. The stated intention of the NATO countries to examine the proposed . 
agreement has also been acknowledged. The ministers expressed the hope that the 
examination will be constructive. It is the intention of the socialist States 
to co-operate closely with all interested countries in a. productive consideration 
of various aspects of the proposed: agreement, including those concerning the scope 
and content of possible obligations, their relationship to commitments under the 
United Nations Charter, the Final Act of the Conference on 'security and 
Co-operation in Europe, as well as other bilateral and multilateral agreements 
and, last, but not least, the question of securing compliance with the treaty 
obligations. To this end, the participants in the Prague meeting deemed it 
useful to continue bilateral contacts with the States members of NATO and with 
other States, while also taking into consideration the possibility of dealing 
with some questions multilaterally at a level and in forms acceptable to all. 

I have taken the liberty of speaking at some length on the topic of the 
proposed two-alliance treaty on the non-use of military force in view of its 
expected positive effect on the international situation, and in particular for 
maintaining and enhancing the policy of dialogue and understanding in Europe and 
in the world. Needless to say, it would also greatly increase the prospects 
of success of th.is Committee 1 ~:: endeavours. 

With your permission, J.'f1r. Chairman, I should like to turn now to another 
l'~"""' :inP,', high-pri0rity item on the agenda of this body,'namely, the question 
of the eJimimd:ion of chemical weapons. As is vmll kno"m, that question has 
trarlit.i0naJ.ly figured prominently among the disarnament issues on which my country 
has focuse~its attention, both around this conference table and in the 
United Nations. At the thirty-seventh session of the United Nations 
General Assembly, I had the opportunity of putting on record Poland's satisfaction 
with the productive results w~ich this organ, through its subsidiary body, had 
been able to score in 1982. Indeed, we hope that also in 1983, despite the 
regrettabl~ delay in the reactivation of the chemical working group, it .will 
prove poss~ble to make a meaningful advance towards the long-overdue goal of 
a mult~l~teral convention on the prohibition of the development, production and 
stockp1l~g of chemical weapons and on their destruction. 
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1 of States ,fmies to the Warsaw Treaty, which - as 
" ......... "'"' .................... -... - QU.U...I.o::;l:lded also a nWri'ber of other priority items on . tl:i~ agenda 
of the Committee, urged t.his body to accelerate the · elaboration of an int4hnational. 
convention on banning and liquidating chemical weapons. · 1ve believe that 
constructive proposals and important croncessiona, especially with regard to the 
acope of prohibition and verification in a future. convention, made by the USSR, 
both at the second special ses8ion of the United Nations General Assembly devoted 
"-I') disa:rmament and again last :Feb:ru.a.ry in the Committee on Disarmament, should 
gl.'.:O.:J.tly help in achieving early, positive results of the Committee's nearly. 
15 years of efforts. The question of chemical weapon$ has its speCif!OS.l.iY 
European aspect, too. There i~ the prospect of the immineJtt deployment by the 
United States of the most lethal, '})inary weapons in Western Europe, on the 
territory of some of its NATO a.llles. Bearing this in mind, i.ri the Prague 
Declaration the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty offered a constru.Qti ve, 
practical and far-sighted proposal, It provides for practical steps, parallel 
't.o the efforts of this Committee, to be taken in order to rid Europe of these 
weapons of tiiass annihilation. Poland and other States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty 
welcome the interest shown in this idea on . the part of a number of European 
countries. Building upon this understandable interest, the socialist States are 
prepared to initiate mea.ningtUl contacts with all interested States, including 
States members of the NATO alliance, in order to arrange for a common consideration 
of practical problems with a view to achieving the goal of a Europe free from 
chemical weapons. This readiness of oilrs has been reaffirmed by the Foreign 
Ministers of States parties to the Warsaw Treaty meeting in Prague last week. 

We have no doubt in our mind that the successful outlawing of these weapons 
from the continent of Europe would greatly contribute to the comprehensive ban 
on chemical weapons which we in this Committee have been tirelessly seeking for 
more than a decade. 

I have referred in my statement only to selected matters connected with some 
of the priority items on the Committee's agenda. In the opinion of the Polish 
~ :,-.-cT.n'Jlertt, these are matters of immediate urgency and utmost importance. Poland 
continues to stBnd determined to make its active ~d constructive contribution 
towards the cessation of the arms race, disarmament• the restoration and 
consolidation of detente and of the ciimate of confidence in international relations 
as well as the development of broad peaceful co-operation among States. This 
determination is based upon the invariable principles of the foreign policy of 
the Polish People's Republic, upon our historical experience and best-conceived 
nP,tionaJ. interest. This policy is being carried out in close collaboration with 
our allies, in co-operation with the non-aligned countries and aJ.l other States 
that are willing to go along this path. 
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The taA!RMAN: The qhair thanks His Excellency the Deputy Minister for Foreign 
Affairs of Poland for his contribution and for the kind words addressed to., the Chair. 
The Chair has five mcire speakers on the .list for this morning - the reprQ.Pentativesvcif 
the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Sri Lanka,. Kenya and the United Kingdom, and 
I now call ~n the distinguished representative of the German Democratic Republic, 
Mr. Thielicke, to take the floor. 

Mr. THIELICKE (German Democratic Republic): Mr. Chairman, the head of .riry · 
delegation, Ambassador Dr. Herder, v1ill soon take the opportunity to conoo:ratu:Tate you 
en your assumption of the chairmanship of the Coilll!rittee for the month of April. 
Permit me today to address two items on our agenda. 

This week is -devoted to a consideration of the prohibition of new types and 
systems of weapons of mass destruction, which is by no means a new item. 

Since 1975 it has been discussed at the sessions of the United Nations 
General Assembly, in this Committee, in its predecessor and in other forums. Its 
urgency has been emphasized in quite a number of United Nations resolutions. 
Comprehensive and detailed draft treaties and working documents have been tabled by 
the Soviet Uninn and other socialist countries in the Conference of the Committee on 
Disarmament and the Committee on Disarmament. Together with many other delegations, 
we have responded to arguments Gasting doubts on different aspects of the proposed 
approach. 

So, there is no shortage of ideas concerning the prohibition of new weapons of 
mass destruction. But the ques t ion 1night be asked, why, then, have we not come to an 
agreement in this field? 

wby have appropriate, business-like negotiations not even started, and why has it 
not been possible to set up a group qf exrJerts? Obviously, here as in other cases, 
one side is not yet ready to embark on such negotiations. Thus, one possible road to 
forestall the arms race has not been sufficiently explored, and no positive action has 
been taken. 

But the Vlclous circle is going on -- new weapon systems provoke the creation o·f 
new dangerous warfare doctrines, unclermine existing arms limitation ag.reements · and 
ongoing negotiations, and, last but not least, lead t o the channelling of ever more 
resources from peaceful to military purposes. In this forum of cou;rse it is not ; 
necessary to elaborate this in detail. Suffice it to mention . one example which 
clearly illustrates this dangerous process. Only recently .the Administration of the 
United States announced its intention to begin what >vas called an "aggressiven 
research and development progran:lme on 8. baliistic missile defence system v;hich is 
supposed to materialize tm~ard the end of this century. • Such a programme, . obvioru>ly, is 
part and paroel of plans t o achieve military superiority by creating in· parallel an 
offensive nuclear first-strike capability as "!;Jell e.s a defensive strategic potential 
which are to complement each other and make possible "successful11 limi ted· ~· 9r protl.'acted 
nuclear \.Jars. At the ongoing Berlin International Scientific Conference, 11Earl Marx 
and our time-- the struggle for peace and s ocial progresst!, the Head of State of the 
German Democratic Republic~ Erich Honecker, emphasized that "the most recent plans of 
the Ur~ted States to convert also outer space into a missile platform woula only open 
the doors to another escalation of the armr; race and increase the risk of war on 
Earthn. 

In advancing such a ne·..; AB.t-1 project? its inventors obviously hope to tak~ 
advantage of the state of the art in the fielcl of the military application of lasers, 
particle beams, microwave devices and others. It is alleged that the ~litary use of 
such v1eapons and devices would be confined to purely defensive purposes, a kind of 
surgical operation against other v/eapons. 
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DUll YJ.J.s seems 110 oe oru.y the tip of the iceberg. Particle-beam weapons, . for 
example, could hardly be denied to have a mass ·destruction potential. Nearly two 
years ago, the head of my delegation, Ambassador Dr. Herder, underlined in this 
Committee: 

"Generally it is emphasized that particle-beam weapons should be used for 
defensive purposes against such targets as satellites and missilee. Veryoften 
it is forgotten that they could have a mass destruction capability against 
biological targets as well. Such a weapon could be space-based and operate lll{e 
a large-scale neutron bomb. In this context a United States official was 
qtioted as saying, 'This would destroy a population without breaking a single 
brick'." ( CD/PV .136, 9 July 1981). · 

So, there is a clear necessity to prevent such dangerous concepts as 
particle-beam weapons, infraso~c weapons o.r weapons based on certain types of 
electromagnetic radiation from entering military arsenals as new weapons of mass 
destruction. 

To embark upon serious work in this regard, we advocate the establishment of an 
expert group to clarify questions connected with the scope of a comprehensive 
agreement on the prohibition of new kinds and systems of weapons .of ·mass destruction 
and to· review developments in this field, as called for by paragraph 77 of the 
Final Document of the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to 
disarmament. 

Scientists . all over the world are concerned about the escalatingarms race, 
particularly its qualitative aspect. Ever more they express their reaC.iness to 
shoulder their responsibility for peace and disarmament. Another proof of this was a 
round-t~ble conference which took place last week in Berlin, the capital of the 
German DE!mocratic Republic, organized by the World Federation of Scientific Workers. 
About 40 scientists and peace researchers from 15 countries, including the 
United States and West European countries, addressed the subject, "Science and the 
qualitative arms race". Particular attention was directed to preventing the misuse 
of new discoveries and scientific and technical achievements for military purposes, 
including the creation of new types and systems of weapons of mass destruction. It 
was stressed that the use of science and technology for exclusively peaceful purposes 
should become a basic ethic principle. 

Diplomats and politicians earnestly concerned about the future of mankind carmot 
afford to neglect such appeals. 

Let me summarize. To tackle in a practical manner the question of the prohibition 
of new types and systems of weapons of mass destruction, my delegation favours the 
following approach: 

(a) The adoption of a declaration by the permanent members of the 
Security Council as well as militarily significant States concerning the refusal to 
create new types and systems of weapons of mass destruction; 
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. 1.. b) The establishment of an ad hoc group of experts; 

(c) The conclusion of a comprehensive or numbrellan agreement which would be 
supplemented by a list of single types and systems of prohibited new weapons of mass 
destruction; 

(d) The ~onclusion of single agreements on the prohibition of specific new types 
and systems of weapons of mass destruction, if this is deemed necessary. 

Before I conclude, allow me to n~e some remarks with regard to the prohibition 
of chemical weapons. In the course of this session my delegation has already 
commented on recent regional initiatives which -have been motivated by the danger of 
the production and deployment of new kinds of chemical weapons. At their recent 
Prague meeting, the f'linisters of. Foreign Affairs of the \varsaw Treaty member States 
further developed the proposal to free Europe from cheniical weapons. ·: The :t-linfsters 
expressed the readiness of the socialist countries to consider with other interested 
States practical questions related to this objective. This would especially apply to 
the scope and sequence of the relevant measures, the content of the commitments and 
verification of their observance. 

In this connection I should like to draw your attention to the proposal made by 
my coUn.try on the creation of a chemical-weapon-free zone in central Europe. 

These proposals have met with interest and response in many European countries. 
At the same time we heard here in this Committee argwnents according to whioh the 
proposals in question would be bound to distract attention from a comprehensive 
solution of the prohibition of chemical weapons. 

The recent Prague meeting gave an unequivocal and pertinent answer to those 
arguments in stating that "the Warsa>-T Treaty member States continue to maintain that 
the ' radical solution of the problem of the prevention of chemical war would be the 
prohibition and the destruction of chemical weapons on a global scale". It was 
emphasized that the creation of a chemical-weapon-free zone, as a parallel measure, 
should facilitate the achievement of this goal. 

As . far as the further negotiations on a chemical weapons ban in this Committee 
are concerned~ my delegation outlined on 22 February its approach aiming at 
beginning a new phase in our negotiations. In the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical 
Weapons, we no.ted with interest the ideas of its newly appointed Chairman, 
Ambassador McPhail of Canada, on the further proceedings .of the Group. We will 
support all efforts directed at reaching quick results in drafting a chemical 
weapons conve1;1tion. Having this in mind we see much merit in a kind of "double 
approach", .i.e. to draft in, the Working Group and its contact groups the basic 
provisions of the convention on which there is agreement, and to proceed with the 
clarification of unresolved questions as well as the elaboration of detailed 
provisions connected with the implementation of the convention. 

In the Working Group, the delegation of the German Democratic Republic will 
actively take part in such work and elaborate on the issues in question. 
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\t the outset, Mr. Chairman, I would like to congratulate 
yuu uu yuur· ao::~o::~urup!.J.un uJ. 1-nt: chairmanship of the Committee for .the month of April. 
I would like to assure you of the full support of my delegation in your efforts to 
achieve the results commonly desired. 

My words of appreciation go also to fu~bassador Skalli of Morocco for his 
efficient activity displayed as the Chairman for the previous month. 

I would, in addition, like to join you, Nr. Chairman, in welcoming Deputy !"1inister 
for Foreign Affairs Mr. Jaroszek, whose statement today was a contribution of great 
value to our work. 

In my statement today, in connection wlth the item inscribed in our programme of 
work, I would like to deal with the qualitative aspects of the arms build-up and 
those of disarmament. 

Let me start with a quotation. It goes like this: " nothing was needed but 
the political will to make the Treaty and to carry it out. 11 I am sure that there is 
nothing extraordinary in this statement, as we could witness similar ones here in the 
Committee on Disarmament, not to mention about other disarmament forums. Consequently, 
there is nothing interesting about the fact that it was made here in Geneva. But 
nevertheless what makes the above-mentioned statement so significant in the eyes of 
my delegation as to cite it, is that it was made in September 1933, that is, half a 
century ago, in the Assembly of the League of Nations, two months after the Horld 
Disarmament Conference had broken off as a result of the failure to come to an 
agreement, on other things, about a treaty on qualitative disarmament. 

I do not want at this juncture to dwell upon the highly hypothetical question of 
how far different would have been the path of subsequent events in the 1930s had the 
conference adopted the treaty on qualitative disarmament. Let me rather point out 
that although 1933 is separated from 1983 by 50 years and -- I do not hesitate 
promptly to add -- by the second world war, with all the differences one can find 
many similar features in comparing the international situation now and then: similar 
rapidly deteriorating international relations, a similar continuing build-up of 
armaments, similar skyrocketing military expenditures, a similar stagnation of 
international trade and disorder in monetary relations, and a similar concern about 
the future on the part of world public opinion. And one should add legitimately to 
the similarities, the same lack of agreement or, to be more precise, the same lack of 
political readiness of some to come to an·agreement about the limitation of the 
qualitative arms build-up and about qualitative disarmament. Even some of the 
arguments used nowadays to oppose qualitative disarmament seem to be really similar, 
as if the years that have passed since that time and the severe lessons of subsequent 
events have left them untouched. 

Having made these introductory remarks, I would like to state the aims of my 
statement today: I would like to refute, on the one hand, those arguments which, 
alluding to the paramount character of national security, try to approve the justness 
of the qualitative arms build-up carried out to the detriment of international 
security, and on the other hand those counter-arguments which deny the feasibility 
of a comprehensive or specific approach to qualitative disarmament negotiations, 
referring to technical difficulties of different nature. 
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' affairs in the field of qualitative disarmament from 
the point of view of efforts \vhich have been displayed to that end, \ole might have the 
impression that significant steps have been taken in this field. As a proof of that 
point, it may be recalled that on the question of new types of weapons of mass 
destruction, fvialta initiated :resolutions in the United Nations General Assembly as 
far back ~s 1969. Since 1975, when the Soviet Union proposed the conclusion of an 
international agreement on that question and sub~itted a draft of it as well, the 
General Assembly has been dealing regularly tvith the question and adopted sGveral 
re'solutions. The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament and this Committee have 
been considering the question since 1976. In spite of the fact that some delegations 
rejected the approach of the socialist States aimed at a comprehensive treaty, 
parallel \vith special agreements to be concluded on specific >wapons, the Commi tt.ce 
on Disarmar.1ent. held a number of informal r1eetings on the subject with the participation 

. of experts, aithough it is only to be regretted that certain members failed to agree 
to the establishment of a group of qualified governmental experts to consider the 
question. 

Another set of examples of efforts to curb qualitatively the development of new 
weapons can be identified as well: there are agreements of that kind like the 1963 
partial test-ban Treaty, the 1972 ABM Treaty, the 1974 threshold test-ban Treaty and 
the 1979 SALT II Treaty. 

But if we consider the above-mentioned disarmament efforts, not in themselves, 
but in the degree to which they contributed to curbing the qualitative arms build-up, 
the whole situation is far from being s3tisfactory. If, for example, we take into 
consideration that after a quantitative arms build-up carried out in the course of 
the early 1960s, one of the great powers shifted the emphasis to qualitative factors, 
and has generated and maintained the process Hhich was characterized by Ed\mrd Teller 
as 11a race of technology 11 , 2. process ¥1hich until recently has not ceased to yield 
order-of-magnitude improvements of destructive capabilities. The sole multilateral 
negotiating body in the same period of time, because of the unwillingness of certain 
delegations, has not been able to address adequat~ly the problem of neH types and 
systems of weapons of mass destructiori, either in a comprehensive or in a specific 
manner. 

· As for the agreements cited above as curbing the qualitative at•ms build-up, it 
speaks for itself that one of the pa!"ties to the partial test-ban Treaty still, in 
1983, considers as a long-term objective the obligations assumed by the provisions 
of Article 1, subparagraph (b), of the Treaty. The threshold test-ban Treaty and 
the SALT II Treaty have not· entered into force because of the reluctance of the same 
State to ratify them, and probably no o~e fails to Pecall that the fate of the li.Bi"l 
Treaty was brought into question not so long ago. 

In order to assess the situation, let me review those technological developments 
initiated by one of the great powers which 'could not but generate a qualitative arms 
race in the past 10~15 years. In general, one may state that throughout that period 
of time developments were not charact~rized by revolutionary breakthroughs but by 
persistent and more or less steady advances in all the systems that constitute the 
whole range of strategic offensive armaments and anti-mi~sile and space defensive 
systems. 
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In more concrete terms, I would like to enumerate the following areas: 

A major qualitative development called multiple independently targetable re-entry 
vehicles (MIRVs) resulted in the early. 1970s in a substantial increase i.n the number 
of deliverable warheads on land-based and sea-based missiles. 

Another .development has been a significant increase of missile accuracy during 
the 1970s. That increased accuracy is to be further ir.1proved by the deployment of 
manoeuvrable re-entry vehicles (MARVs) in the 1980s. As a result of technological 
refinements, a twofold efficacity improvement in warhead yield has be.en carried out. 

Significant advances were made in the field of anti-submarine warfare ensuring 
the attainment of a near real-time detection and location of submarines. 

The air-, sea-, and ground-launched cruise missiles represent another 
technological development realized in the 1970s. 

A new "stealth" technology has been developed during the same period of time 
which, .by reducing the radar cross-section of bombers and cruise missiles, enables . 
them to penetrate enemy air defence systems. 

An additional item among major qualitative developments is the research and 
development of a ballistic missile defence syster.1 culminating in the high-level 
statement made on 23 March of this year about the objectives of the programme. This 
is a subject on which my delegation had ample opportunity to dwell in a statement 
made on 15 March. 

Research and development have been carried out at an accelerating pace to 
achieve such near-term capabilities as ground-, air-, and space-based laser weapon 
systems. 

One should not fail to add that the 1970s brought about such w~apons as the 
enhanced radiation weapon (nuclear neutron weapon) and the binary chemical weapon. 

As a logical result of the review of what has taken place in the field of 
military technology of ·strategic importance in the last 10-15 years, the question 
nearly automatically arises: How does the State that initiated so many new rounds in 
the arms race wish to have its security interest safeguarded by the utilization of 
those qualitative developments? The basic principle and endetivour behind those 
developments can be understood if we place the whole complex of technological advances 
in a double context: the first one is the characteristics and capabilities of those 
weapons; the second one is the effect they have on strategic concepts. 

Having scrutinized the qualitative developments, we can state that as a result of 
the qualitative build-up during the period under review, more accurate, sophisticated 
and flexible weapon systems have emerged, brealcing those technological limitations 
which earlier made nuclear weapons unthinkable as useful instruments of political and 
military power. As a result of that process and of some other changes in political
military concepts, greater emphasis than ever before has been placed on the possibility 
of fighting and winning nuclear 1•ars to render the nuclear threat more credible. The 
above-mentioned process characterized by the continuous shift -- using the authors' 
terminology -- "from deterrence to counterforce strategy" is raising several questions. 
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~"''' <:>v~.,;.Lct.L.L"''- ~.,;u:..tuvl · J.~::;:;, .Ln statements delivered at the highest level, made it 
clear a long time ago that they oppose deterrence, that is, the basing of security on 
the nucle::tr threat, and they treat it as a situation historically c:.nd technologically 
imposed upon them. At the same time we should net forget that vrhile the doctrine of 
deterrence at least reckoned Hith some ldnd of equality between States concerning 
possibilities, the shift in strategic concepts raises well-founded concerns as the 
qualitatively new weapon systems, both those already deve loped and those under 
development, fully coincide Hith the prerequisites of a pre-0mptive first strike. 
Thus they can only be evaluated as an endeavour to obtain absolute strategic 
superiority; . As a matter of fact, the following requirements necessary for a 
pre-emptive first strike are enum0rated in the 1981 SIPRI Yearbook: 11 Most of an 
enemy's retaliatory capability must be destroyed quickly, efficiently and without 
wa rning. This requires offensive t-~eapons 1•hich either reach their targets very quickly 
or can approach their targets without detection. It requires highly accurate and 
r e liable weapons Hhich possess a high one-shot kill probability n. Further, it points 
out the nece~sity of the defence of both oilitary and civilian targets against those 
rotaliatory forces t-~hich do remain. 

And thus 1-se have come to the quintessence of the subject, namely Hhether the 
qualitative arms build-up at present being c~rried out really enhances the security 
of the State involved, and in what manner it influences the security of other nations 
and international stability as a whole. First of all, there is a solid empirical 
basis to prove that any kind of superiority, be it quantitative or qualitative, is 
only a temporary one. One can suppose that this axiom vrill retain its validity in 
the futute as well. ~t the same time, tho present endeavours to gain qualitative 
superiority are radically different from earlier ones as they direct the arcs race 
along the path of an ever-growing increase in the relative advantages .of a pre-emptive 
first strike . Thus, doubts about future intentions are becoming stronger than ever, 
resulting in a situation characterized by a total lack of confidence and goneral 
insecurity. A situation like this may become fatal in a military or political crisis. 
Even without bold fantasy one can imagine 1-1hat consequences it would have in the event 
of false alarms, especially if, as a result of the deployment of new types of 
ballistic missiles in vrestern Europe, the warning tine vrere to be reduced to six 
minutes, a time-frame which has been necessary on seve r a l occasions to . identify false 
alarms. All that means that such aspira tions not merely f ail to recognize the 
principle of equality and equal security vrhich was generally agreed on in various 
treaties, but, as we can see, they are detrimental to the security of the State 
involved. !t might sound paradoxical but it is true that c::. r e lative increase in 
qualitative superiority actually brings about a decrease in national security. The 
world has reac!1ed the stage in the devolopr.1cnt of military technology where the 
strengthening of national security cannot be artifi~ally separa t ed from the 
strengthening of international 3ecurity. It is our firm conviction that in the 
period to come , national security can be enhanced only in organic connection with 
into rna tional security, and not through a quali ta t i ve P. rms build-up but through a 
qualitative arms limitation and disarmament. In order to achieve that aim, 
qualitative a'rms limitation and disarmament must be an integral part of disarmament 
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efforts so as to plug efficientl:y all future channels of the qualitative arms race. 
Such an approach shoulQ. , ~ot exqltide the qualitative limitation and prohibition of 
concrete types and sy3tenis ·of \jeapons. On the contrary, such an approach requires 1 
for example, the negotiation and conclusion of a ·aet of individual agreements. Another 
example of a comprehensive manner of handling the problem is to be found in 
resolution 37177 ' B', in which the General Assembly called · for the renunciation of. the 
use of new discoveries and scientific and technical achievements for military . J5ur·poses. 

In the Pelitical Declaration adopted in Prague on 5 January of this year, th-e . 
leading· repi-es.entatives of ·the; Hat-saw Treaty .member States emphasized that, "the l'irtns 
race is adv:mcing into a quali ta ti·vely new ; and much more dangerous- stage involving · . · .. 
all kinds of weapons both nuclear and conventional and all types of military activity 
and :--:affecting virtually all regions of the worldll (CD/338, . p.2). ·· · · · .. ·. 

· · In i/iew of the great dangers inherent in a new round of the qualitative arms race, 
the world simply cannot afford to let meaningful . negotiations on the subject .bc 
further blocked by some States which make allusions to technical problems of definition, 
classification or identification, as has been the, case in the Commit tee on Disarmame'nt 
in connection with new types an:d new systems of _weapons of mass destructj,.on. I do not 
thinl< it is difficult to recognize that there are qualitatively new types and systems 
of Hcapons which are of strategic importa.nce. The disarmament community $auld be . 
able to match the challenge posed to world security by these weapons i.f . States give 
up routine-like arguments over-emphasizing technical difficulties and abandon counter
arguments opposing real and meaningful negotiations. This is not an easy task, but 
results _will justify our efforts if we succeed. 

As an epilogue, permit me to single out the example of 1·1IRV warheads to shaH 
what the world community might gain from curbing the qualitative arms race. Rece~tly 
several politicians in the Uhited .States have ·realized that the technologically 
generated arms race might bacl<fire. They are proposing a \-tide variety of steps to 
solve the problem. Forrne1~ National Security Adviser and Secretary of State, 
Henry,'iKis9inger, in an essny published in Time magazine on 21 Harch, .. reQommends a 
dramtttic f net-r approach to face . the challenge of , technology. . His prqposa(,deservos the 
utmost fntet~cst, not only ·because his plan would scrap all l"!IRVs ~nd-~ ins~ea!;t ' deploy 
single-waf.head rni~siles, but ' because he was one of the foster-fathe~s of )~he _MIRVs. 
One feels tcrlipted to imagine how much the \-lorld eould hnve gained. had the :decision
makers at the appropriate moment been able to rosiot the temptation of the. illusion 
of greater security through technological supcriorlty. Concerning the ~r~astc of 
material resources, it is a difficult and probably time-consuming task to evaluate 
it. ' Cinc 'is probalYly hot wrong in guessinc; that it is not a ·small amount -~pf' money. 
It i~ c6asior to tell the time-factor: it is nearly 20 yoars since the decis.;i.on to 
put ~JIRV warheads on United States submarine-lm,mched ballistic missiles Wei~ taken. 
in 1964. It might mean as well that qualitative disarmament in that particular field 
lags behind ' the arms build-up by at least 20 years or, to put it in another . way, it 
has tal<en nearly 20 years after identification to recommend concrete actions to 
abando~ these weapons, an argument which is not really in favour of th()~q ·?PcP:psing the 
comprehensive tind preventive approach to nevr types and s ystems of weapons. The · 
simplest task is to estimate llm-r much the world community should win from it in terms 
of secur'ity, though security is not a catogor'y in the realm of tho exact sciences. 
The ans\.ier 'is: incredibly much. 
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___ _ _ _ ______ _ ___ ---·-- thanks Ambassador Komi ves for his contribution and for 
the kind words addressed to the outgoing and incoming chairmen. I now call upon 
the distinguished representative of Sri Lanka, Ambassador Jayakoddy, to take the 
floor. You have the floor, Mr. Ambassador. 

Mr. JAYAKODDY (Sri Lanka): As this is the first time that the Sri Lanka 
delegation -is addressing this Committee in the month of April, permit me to 
associate my delegation with the congratulations and welcome that have been extended 
to you on your assumption of the chairmanship of this Committee for April. The 
effective. manner in which you are presiding over our deliberations, Mr. Chairman,, 
deepens our conf'idence in your l-Tise and experienced handling of the manifold duties 
of the chairmanship of this Committee. MY delegation wishes you further success 
and assures you of its fullest co-operation. Permit me also to extend my delegation's 
sincere appreciation to distinguished Ambassador Ali Skalli of Morocco for his 
putsta.nding stewardship of the chairmanship of this Committee in the month of March. 
The elegant skill and understanding with which he successfully guided this 
Committee's work was indeed confirmation of the excellence of the international 
diplomacy of the Kingdom of Morocco, for which all of us here have the highest 
regard. MY delegation thanks distinguished Ambassador Skalli sincerely for his 
valuable contribution. .(Ulow me also to extend a warm welcome to the 
Deputy ~nister for Foreign Affairs of Poland, His Excellency Mr. Henryk Jaroszek, 
and express our appreciation of the contribution he has made to this Committee's 
work. 

Mr. Chairman, as I may not be in Geneva for a few days next week, I seek the 
indulgence of the Committee to address it on item 7 of our agenda, the preventiorL of 
an arms race in outer space. 

At last year's summer session of this Committee, the delegation of Sri Lanka. 
expressed in detail its views on item 7, the prevention of an arms race in outer 
space. We tried to highlight what was taking place in the development of weapon 
systems that are designed for use in outer space. We emphasized that at least one 
system had reached operational capability, and that other weapon systems would fast 
reach their full development and thus become operational. Our concern was that 
these new weapon systems would soon be integrated into military doctrines and 
strategies that included. their use, thus converting outer space into an arena of 
the arms race. 

My delegation concluded that if the arms race in outer space had not commenced, 
then it was very close at hand, and if no concrete, urgent action was taken now to 
prevent it, the ~rorld would find itself very soon in the midst of a situation that 
would be far more complex and dru1gerous than what we face today. 

In recent months, particularly during the last few weeks, there has been an 
incessant flow of information, analysis and comment which confiXms that the 
apprehensions and fears that have been expressed in this Committee and outside it 
about the extension of the arms race into outer space have not been exaggerated. 
Many distinguished representatives in this Committee last year, and during the 
currep.t session, have presented us with striking evidence ofdevelopments that are 
inevitably leading the world into an arms race outside this planet. I shall not 
try today to regale this Committee with details of these developments as we are now 
quite familiar with vhat is happening and what we can expect in future years up t;o 
and into the next millennium. I shall restrict myself to quoting a few sentences 
from an article entitled "The decisive frontier" appearing in Omni magazine in 
November 1981 in which the author, Mr. Jerry Pournelle, says a'S'fOllows: "It is 
an unpalatable t:ruth, but we must face it: before the end of this century
probably in this decade -- space weapons will end the balance of terror that 
has made nuclear war all but unthinkable for the last 36 years. They will make 
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os.~- undamaged victor could dictate terms to a . . 
disarmed and helpless loser". I have no comment to offer on the'se·wards except 
to say I hope the author will no~ be proved correct. Since preparing this t~t l 
have seen this ulorning's Herald Triblllle and it is worth quoting from an article by 
Flora Lewis on a . recent conference held in London: "A small group of people, 
including some top ,: experts on spa9e war, has held a conference near here on the 
military use of space. Their chilling conclusion was that the military space age has 
arrived and cannot be revoked. The questions remaining are whether there will be 
weapons in space and war in space". 

For my country, the prevention of the extension of the arms race into outer 
space ~s a major political issue of our times. It is both a political issue and a 
disarmament issue. Inherent in ·the political issue is whether the international 
community intends to shut off outer. space once and for all from the a:ruis race a.nd 
thereby preserve it for peaceful p~rposes. Having saturated this planet with enough 
explosive and incendiary power to blow it u~ and roast it ·many times over, do ·we 
now intend to invade the heavens with new weapon systems so as to protect and 
safeguard our nuclear arsenals down below? There are philosophical a~ moral aspects 
to the issue, but they are not for this forum andtherefore I shall bypass them. 
But we must face up to the political issue that is involved and \'te, as the Committee 
on Disarmament, the only forum for multilateral di sarmamerit negotiations, are the 
appropriate body to negotiate on it as a disarmament issue. 

Sri Lanka, a country >'li thout any space capability for the present or the 
foreseeable future, has welcomed 111i th appreciation the achievements of all space 
powers in their civilian space programmes. \ve hope that they will contirrue and 
benefit the world as a whole. It therefore comes as a disappointment to us to know 
that a State with major space capabilities has decided to commence research on an 
anti-ballistic missile system to be used for defensive purposes in outer space. The 
concept underlying the system envisaged is not new and has been around for several 
years in different forms. But what is new and significant is that the decision to 
staxt research amounts to beginning the first stage in a familiar four-stage process 
with regard to new weapon systems. It begins with research, which of course comes 
out of what is felt to be a perceived need. Tnen .follm-Ts development, with 
simulated testing followed by acquiring operational capability. Inevitably, there 
then arises the pressure to deploy. .Once deployed and forming part of .strategy and 
tactics, there is proliferation, quantitative and qualitative. And after.· a: ~ririe-lag 
during which unlimited resources would have been spent will come moves to dismantle 
and eliminate the ~wstem, either through bilateral negotiations or perhaps as an . 
item on the agenda of work of this Committee because more reliable, more effective, 
more destructive systems have been dev_eloped. 

The decision I referred to, coming as . it does at a time when concern and 
apprehension about the extensionof the arms race into outer space are high and 
widespread, complicates even more the complexities that are involved in safe~ing 
outer space for peaceful purposes. We hope that reason, and _the awareness of the . 
responsibility that goes with being a State with major space capabilities, will 
prevent action that can lead to an extension -of the arms race into outer space. 

This Committee last year and earlier in this session has addressed item 7 both 
in plenary and in informal meetings. At the thirty-sixth and thirty-seventh sessions 
of the United Nations General Assembly, too, the issue has been examined. To .my 
delegation it appears that there are at present three different approaches to the 
issue prevailing in the Committee. Let me take them up in ascending order. 

·-----
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__ l I regretfully characterize as the passive or do-little 
approach, suggests that item 7 remain on the Conuni ttee' s .a{ienda and that it is of 
some importance. At the same time, it is said that item 7 is a highly complex 
is sue, vecy technical, and that the Committee ha~ -~C: ~::-T~~.~ ?nce of negotiating 
disarmanent issues relating to outer space. Inherent in this approach is the view 
that the item be discussed and debated further in the Committee both in plenary and 
infonnal sessionB, but there is no willingness or readiness to r~cognize the need 
for setting up a subsidiary body of the Committee to negotiate on the issue. If 
this approach is followed by the Committee the outcome would be that all of us could 
have excellent opportunities for spelling out 1,001 scenarios of coming star-wars 
and perhaps transform this Committee into being a learned society .on outer space. 
But the Committee will make no progress .in tackling the substance of the issue. The . 
Committee's immobility in adopting any meani·ngful action will be matched on the 
outside wi·th the intense pursuit of developments which will make it even more 
.Jifficul t to initiate action, as desired by the great majority of States, on the 
prevention of an anns race in outer space. 

My delegation regrets the continuation of this approach in the Committee. To 
limit .ourselves to debating, discussing and exchanging of views on what i .s 
manifestly a serious concern about preventing a danger to humanity before it grows 
more threatening and irreversible, is an abdication of our responsibilities towa:rds 
the living and the generations that are to follow. In the early years after the 
Second vlorld \o/ar, countries such as mine were either newly independent or still 
colonies, and we had no voice in disarmament negotiations. We were innocent 
bystanders whilst the nuclear arms race started and gathered momentum. The mushroom
like clouds from the nnclear-weapon tests lifted and we found ourselves hostages of 
the nuclear-weapon States. But now the picture is significantly different. We have 
fou.."ld seats in this forum -- the only forum for multilateral disarmament negotiation<:> 
-- and it is our intention to act vigorou sly and persistently in pressing for 
meaningful action towards preventing an arms race in outer space before it is too . 
late. :f'.iy delegation is not alone in this. The majority of States members of this 
Committee have told us that they cannot rest satisfied with the passive approach of 
doing little. They have cp.lled for a more positive .attitude to be sho-vm. \ve trust 
that this call will not be rejected. 

The second approach that we find, the intermed.iate one, contains more positive 
elements. It encompasses the desire to set up a subsi~iary body of this Committee 
to negotiate an _agreement related to one weapon system that is now operational or ·i:;o 
a restricted number of aspects of the entire issue of preventing an arms race in 
outer space. The chief characteristic of this approach is that it fragments e.nd 
coUIJlartmentalizes the main issue and presses for urgent action on aspects that it 
identifies as of highest priority. But it fails to give due consideration to the 
fact that in the prevention of an arms race in outer space there are many aspects 
that are interrelated and linked inextricably, aspects that must be taken up 
together, and that fragmentation contributes to delayingand avoiding a comprehensive 
l ook .at the entire issue. Once again the argument of complaxity and lack of 
expertise in the Committee on negotiating disarmament r elating to outer space arises, 
but thi.s .in itself cannot be an insurmmmtable obstacle. 
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.r-zy delegation welcomes the initiatives that have come from a number of States 
that can be identified as s.upporting this intermediate approach. These initiatives 
have helped to give better shape and direction to our deliberations and to shed light 
on the complexities that we . shall face. But my delegation wishes to stress that a 
partial, fragmented apprqach avoids the main issue, viz., addressing ourselves to 
preventing an arms race in all its aspects, and I repeat, in all its aspects, in 
outer apace. The informa:tio!J. that has been presented to this Co.mmi ttee this year and 
last year, what is. ~wn publicly a.bqut developments that are now under ~' the 
consequences of such d~ve+opments and the repeated concern that has been expressed 
by the international co~ ty cannot 'Qe ignored or responded to by partial measures 
alone. 

I now come to the. third approach with which my delegation is fully associated. 
The elements in this third approach, the comprehensive one, are: 

(i) It looks at the issue as a single integrated one that ie .made up of 
several aspects; 

(H) It addresses itself to sealing off outer space in its entirety as an arena. 
of the arms race; 

(iii) It calls for the setting up of a subsidiary body of the : Co.mmi ttee as the 
vehicle for carrying out. negotiations to draft an ·agreement or agreements, 
as appropriate, to prevent the extension of the arms race into outer 
space; 

(iv) It is flexible in its formulation, providing for taking up on a priority 
basis, if that is called for, particular aspects of the issue within a 
comprehensive, all-inclusive framework; 

(v) By being comprehensive it is not discriminatory or weighted to one side, 
and 

(vi) It has the expressed support of the overwhelming .majority of States 
members of the United Nations and in this Committee. 

This approach, in our view, off~rs the best prospects for this Committee to 
respond as it should in working for the prevention of an arms race in outer space. 

The Group of 21 proposed this approach in this Committee last year and it is 
presented in doc11ment CD/329. It will be recalled that at the thirty-seventh session 
of the United .Nations General Assembly a eroup of non-~ligned and neutral countries 
and a group of socialist countries co ... sponsqred reso11l:~io!l37/03 on the prevention of 
an arms race in. out~r space, which w:as . adopted by 138 votes in favour, 7 abstentions 
and one against. Paragraph 6 of that 'resolution states that the General Assembly 

'~ther requests the Committee on Disarmament to establish an ad hoc working 
group on the subject at the beginning of its session in 1983, with a view to 
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undertaking negotiations for the conclusion of an agreement or agreements, 
as appropriate, to prevent an arms race in all its aspects in· outer space". 

The United Nations General Assembly has thus in clear terms communicated its 
request to this Committee. We: are aware that in certain circles it is fashionable 
to attach little weight to United Nations General Assembly resolutions and to give 
~hem a minimum of attention or even less consideration. nut the General· Assembly 
still reJP,ains one of the main channels by which the.-wishes of member States · can be 
communicated to this Co.mmi ttee. If "'e in the Committee pay little regard to the 
requests of the . General Assembly, we might be confronted with a si tuatiO"n where · a.l r 
States Members of the United Nations would want membership in this Committee, or may 
choose to come here as observers, to get their concerns heard. l1y delegation 
d~fends very strongly the autonomous character qfj;_his Commj,_ttee and its riGht to 
order and organize its vmrk in independent fashion. But this Committee does not 
work in a world of its own-- in a vacuum that it might choose to create for itself. 
It works in the international political environment and must be responsive to and 
reflect the concerns of the overwhelming majority of mankind. It must listen to 
and respond constructively to what comes out of the annual gathering of States' 
representatives at the United Nations. It must therefore respond positively to 
resolution 37/83. 

In this ·Committee there is very broad support for the approach contained .in 
the Group of 21 1 s proposal. This support comes not only from the Group of 21. The 
group of socialist countries in this Committee, which have submitted their own 
proposals here and which were co-sponsors of General Assembly resolution 37/83, I 
believe hold a view not different from that held by the Group of 21. 

It is my delegation's view that the deliberations of this Committee on item 7 
up to now have provided adequate substance and demonstrated strong political will 
to set up a subsidiary body, an ad hoc working group, on the basis of the Group of 21 
proposal, with the kind of mandate suggested in document CD/329. The setting up of 
ad hoc worldng groups is now a tested and proven method for deepening this Committee's 
work on an agenda item, and for moving from the general area t o the spe·cifics of an 
issue. As vie all know, disarmament negotiations when conducted through a subsidiary 
body of the Committee envisage a preliminary stage when we must deal with defining 
the issue with clarity and precision, identifying aspects and focusing on 
interrelationships and · linkages. It involves fixing elements and priorities and 
profiling components with a view to giving the proper weight, dimensions and 
recognition to all ~spects of t he issue. The essential prerequisite of agreeing on 
language, to be sure that we all attach a common meaning to the words we use, must 
be heavily underlined at the beginning. The Committee has accumulated invaluable 
experience and expertise in negotiations through the subsidiary bodies. In calling 
;for t.he setting up of an ad . hoc working .group on item 7, the Group of 21 proceeds 
from this experience. The lack of success on some items in ad hoc working groups 
need not deter us from choosing similar mechanisms f6r resolving the issues that 
still confront us. 

~ ·· · · · ~·~ · ... ... ... .. ~ - - - -·-.. . 
l·1ay I now .. say a few words about the complex1 ty o.f the issue and the need for 

technical expertise. Every issue that comes before us is complex and in different 
degree they all call for technical expertise. Several delegations in the 
Committee have already expressed their intention and even readiness to come before 
this Committee with the technical expertise that may be required on item 7. It is 
the view of my delegation that the members of the Committee can decid e and organize 
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uu.:;; .J...V,LW QUU WV'AC>.J..J, 11.1.<:01:> v.y which it can benefit from tecnnical expertiae., .lio. ... single 
method or forrii' 'ne'ed$ t6 be considered sacrosanct to the extent •that it must be 
adopted because it ·\tali! the 'mode in· the past. The Committee must not be bound by 
pas.t practice alone. It should be inventive and innovative in deciding on the 
m<?~ali~i~s o:f'. ' se:cuf'i~ · the ~edmical expertise that it may require. 

:r.ty ' d~legatioh thereforq ~hopes that the Committee this year will reach a 
donserisus ·on th~ sctt:i,ng up of an ad hoc 'working group on the l:)asis of what is 
proposed in ·doc:ument: CD/329,• In the event of this being realized, my c'lelegation . 
would suggest that the .ad hoc working group address. itself to . the following: 

. .. ... . ..... 

'Firstly, negoi;iatiqns to draft · a comprehensive agreement or agreements, as 
approp~iate, to prohibit 

,' · , ,, · ... . 

_(a) 'l!he stationing in orbit around the Earth, on any celestiCll ·body or at any 
other location ·:i:n 'outer space of any weapon which ha:s been designed to inflict injury 
or cause any other form of damage on the. Earth, in the atmosphere or on qbjectf:) · 
placed in space; and 

. (b)' The testl.ng, production, deployment or use of any space-based, air-based 
or ground~based weapons sys-frem which is designed to damage, destroy or interfere · 
with the funct~oning . of any space.:..craft of any nation. 

It is hardly necE;ssary to . emphasize that this work involves exam1n1rig and 
establish:Lng ' adequate ·and effective measures for verifying compliance· with t ·he . 
terms of any agreement or agreements that will be negotiated. . ' 

Secondly, the ad hoc working group would start examining the-·..feaaibi·lity· 
of extending article IV of the outer space Treaty of 1967 to include a ban on all 
kirid s of weapons . from space, incl'ud ing all weapons based in space ~for .: use a&"ainst 
any target artd. all. anti-:satelli te .weapons regardless of where they ar'e " 'ba'aed'~- . 

vie are confident that such a start is feasible and reflects the desire of the 
United Nations General Assembly as expressed in resolution 37/83. The Committee, in 
our view, has an excellent opportunity either to begin on a meaningful co~r!3~ .. .0.:f 
action . or to remain deadlocked and. divided on the issue. 

Finally, may .I address a .few words,. with your permission, Mr. · Chairman, to . the 
di~t.~ished representatives of the United States and the USSR. Your countries 
p6ss·ess the major space capabiH ties. Through tb.e excellence of your scientific, 
technical and technological cadres and the willingness of your two governments to 
invest very large resources, even in times of unprecedented world economic turmoil, 
you have contributed immensely towards realizing what is perhaps mankind's oldest 
dream -- discovering, exploring and benefiting from outer spa·ce. You have · the 
biggest responsibility in preventing outer space from beooming 'a new arena of the 

. arms race. · That responsibility can be truly carried out by a resumption .of your 
bilateral talks that faded away in 1979, and by assisting ,this Committee . .fully .to 
initiate and follow through ac.tive, meaning-ful w6rk on item 7 of the ,ageriaa: ~ · .. · 
My delegation is confidemt that both your countries will respond positiveiy··to 'th.e . . 
challenge and the opportunity that is before you. 
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thanks the distinguished representative of Sri Lanka, 
Ambassador Jayalcoddy, for .his statement and for the 1'-.ind words addressed to the 
Chairman .for the month of !-larch and to ~he Chairman for the month of April. 

Distinguished delegates, it has in the meantime become apparent that we shall 
not be able to conclude today's debate before 1 o'clock. Since there are not orLly 
two more speakers on the list, but also a number of procedural items to be dealt 
with, . the .Chair woulcl therefore. propose that vTe deal with the procedural items nm-r, 
and ask the distingUished representatives of Kenya and the United Kingdom to 
reserve 'their interventions until 3.30 this afternoon, when the session will be 
resumed. This would also imply that the Contact Group on Principles of the Ad Ih££ 
'Vlorking Group on a Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament could .only talce place 
after _..:. immediately after - the closure of this afternoon's continued 
plenar,y session, and that the meeting of the informal working part,y on procedures 
which was scheduled for 3. 30 this afternoon 1vill also commence only after the 
.closing ·Of today' s formal session. If that can meet >fi th the ;;tpproval of delegcttes, 
I would then propose to invite the Committee now to consider tvio requests for 
participation in our vmrk received from non-member States. · 

I .have requested the secretariat to circulate draft decisions which are 
contained respectively in Working Papers Nos. 96 and 97. In conforini ty with the 
practice followed by the Committee, we shall take up those r equests in chronological 
order. The first request is from Denmark? it is dated 6 April 1983, and the 
relevant draft decision is contail).ed in \\forking Paper No. 96. If there is 
no objection, I will c.onsider that the Committee adopts the draft decision in 
Harking Paper No. 96. )j Is there any objection? 

It was so decided. 

The CHAIRNAN: ·The second request, dated 7 April 1983, has been received from 
Viet Nam and the .draft decision appears in Working Paper No. 97. :?} If there i :3 no 
objection, I will take it that the Committee adopts the dr::.ft decision. Is there 
any? -- the USSR. · 

1/ "In response to the request of Denmark (CD/376) and in accordancewith 
rules 33 to 35 of its rules of procedure, the Committee decides to invite the . 
repf~sentative of Denmark to participate du:ting 1983 in the discussions on the 
substantive items ori the agenda at plenary and informal meetings of the Committee, 
as ·well as in the meetings of the ad hoc working groups established for the 
1983 session. · 

"\'h th • reference to the agenda of · thE) Committee for the 1983 session · the 
representative of Denmark is invited to indicate in due COUI;'se . the particular 
concerns of Denmark." 

· Y "In response to the request of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam ( CD/377) 
and in accordance vTi th rule 34 of the rules of procedure, the Committee on 
Disa,rmament .decides to invite the representative·of the Socialist Republic of VietNam 
t6 make a statement on item 4 of the agenda, 'Chemical weapons', at the 
213th plenary meeting, to be held on 19 April 1983 ." 
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·-, ···--w· , ...... -....... ........ Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): 
Thank you, Mr. Cha.i.rma.n. I should like to suggest a smaJ.l drafting amendment 
to the text that has been distributed, I think it would be advisable to insert the 
words "the representative of", so that the third line of the text reads: "to invite. 
the representative of the SoCiaiist Republic of Viet Nam ••• ". 

The CHAJllNAN: The Chair thanks Ivlr. Nazarkin for that proposal, Would that 
small correction meet with aqy objections? It appears not -- is there aqy 
delegation wishing to take the floor on this proposal? The distinguished 
representative of China, Mr. Tian Jin, you have the floor. 

Mr, TIAN JIN (China) (translated from Chinese): Mr. Chairman, the Chinese 
delegation wishes to make the following statement. 

Concerning the request made by Viet Nam to allow it to send someone to speak 
at the Committee on Disarmament on the International Symposium on Herbicides and 
Defoliants in War held in Ho Chih Minh City, we have had occasion to express . our 
vie,ts. We do not think it necessary to bring up such a spec.i,.fic question time and 
a.o"'ain. Since other countries made no objection to the reques·t by Viet Nam to make 
a statement at one of our plenary meetings, the Chinese delegation went along with 
the consensus, However, the Chinese delegation would like to reiterate that 
China's position towards the requests of non-member States to participate in the 
work of the Committee on Disarmament is consistent and unchanged and that it is 
also known to all the delegations. 

The CHAIRUA.N: The Chair thanks the distinguished representative of China for 
his contribution and I understand that it ·does not constitute an objection to a 
consensus decision on this issue. Mey- the Chair therefore take it that the 
Committee adopts the draft decision? 

It vras so decided. 

The CHAIR11AN: Thirdly, the secretariat has circulated todey- at II\Y request a 
timetable for meetings of the Committee and its subsidiary bodies during next 
week, As usual, the timetable is merely indicative and ma;y be adjusted as we 
proceed. If there is no objection, I will consider that the Committee adopts 
this timetable. . . -- -·- -- .. . - .. 

It was so decided. 

The CHAIRHAN: In addition to the meetings scheduled in connection with the 
. Committee's work, I ma;y also note that informal consultations have been convened 
by the Chairman of tile United Nations Disarmament Commission in Conference Room I 
next Tuesdey- at 4 p.m. Finally, distinguished delegates, tile Chair has been 
asked by several delegations to summarize the debates, both formal and informal, 
that took place on the issue of the mandate of the Ad Hoc ':lorlcing Group on a 
Nuclear Test Ban, and believes that it would indeed be useful to do so, 
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... ... . .. . .... ;..; .... . , .. · .... . . 

After the debate that took place in the plenary sessions of the Committee on 
5 and .7 April and last Tuesday's informa.l exchange of views, it has once again 
become cle'ar that a number of delegations hold the vie;w that the existing mandate· 
of the Ad Hoc vlorking .Group is too narrow and that its scope should therefore be 
1·ridened. Other delegat ions arc of the opinion that the present mandate has not 
nearly been exhausted and that a great. deal of useful vrork can s t ill be done 
under' this present mand<3. te. Consequently, no consensus has emergeil on a.' revision 
of the mandate of the Ad Hoc Vlorking Group on a Nuclear Test Ban, either by 
drawing on the proposal tabled by the Group of 21 in 19~1 (qocument CD/181), 
since then revised by India, or on the draft proposed by t he group of socialist 
countries in Working Paper No. 95. 

·-· ___ ..: . . ....:.·- .. · ·-" ·~ · . . ; _ 

While recording this conclusion, ,.,hich of course does not rule out further 
informal contacts on this issue, it would be remiss not to note some constructive 
trends that in .nw vie,., emerged from our consultations. It became clear that: 

(a) making further progress towards a nuclear tes t ban remains the 
undisputed goal of the Ad Hoc vlorlr.ing Group, and that 

(b) the substantive e laboration of Bsseritial prerequisites for a treaty 
is recognized as specifically contributing to this goal. 

Those delegations vrhich support ed the pre s ent mandate at the time of its 
conception, a mandate that lays er~hasis on i s sues relating to verification and 
compliance, continue to do so. At the same time, the se delegations have 
confirmed that they do no t intend in any way to bar other delegations from 
forwarding vie1o~s on particular issues t hat, in their, opinion, have a oea:ring on 
the verification and compliance aspects of the prosp,ective trea ty as a whole. 
This flexibilitY would seem to open the vray f or a broadly r anging substantive 
examination by the \forking Group, under its present mandate, of most, if not all, 
essential and relevant issues rela ting to tha t point on the agenda. 

The Chair firmly hopes that the clarification thus obtained will assist 
the Chairman of the Ad Hoc ¥forking Group in carrying out his important task in 
a cons t ructive spirit. 

Mr. NUNEZ NOSQ.UERA (Cuba) (trans lated. from Spanish)~ I1r. Chairman, UW 
delegation has taken note of the summary you have just given us , and I should like 
to state that we deeply regret that, in spite of the extensive support given to 
the proposal of the Group of 21 contained in document CD/181, it ·has · not prove·ci 
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in :the Comm.i ttee on the establishment .of a working 
group to negotiate on provisions relating to the scope, verification of compliance 
and the final clauses of a treaty banning nuclear-weapon tests • 

Since we ~ discussing questions of procedure, I should like to take 
advantage of the occasion to ask you a question about a proposal ma4e at an 
earlier plenar,y meeting b,y the distinguished alternate representative of Mexico, 
acting in her capacity as co-ordinator of the Group of 21, when she requested the 
Chairman of the Committee to hold consul ta tiona at informaJ. meetings with a view 
to the setting up of two working groups on item 2 of our agenda, one cin'""'th.e 
cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disaXma.ment and the other on the 
prevention of nuclear war, · l>\y delegation would be grateful if you could tell us, 
Mr. Chairman, as far as yot; are able; hm-1 you intend to proceed with respect to 
that request.. · 

The CHAIRMAN' The Chair thanks the distinguished representative of Cuba 
for his intervention and is pleased to reply to f~. Nufiez Mosquera's question. 
This -~tter is indeed the . subject of informal consultations; it will be further 
discussed at a lllE!eting of.the co-ordinators cf the various groups and China which 
is scheduled for tomo~ow morning, when · this will be a specific issue to be dealt .. 
with in that informal consultation. The Committee will, of course, be informed 
as early as possible of i;he plans that exist or may emerge in that respect. The 
distinguished rep~esentati~e of· the German Democratic Republic has asked for the 
floor: I am pleased to give it to him. 

Mr. THlELICKE (German Detrtocratic Republic): Iv~. Chairman, you just made a 
statement on the mandate of the _nuclear test ban Working Group. Could I reque$.t 
you ki.tldly to distribute that statement? 

The CHAIRMAN: The Chair will be pleased to comply with that request, If 
there are no fur~er requests for the floor at this moment, I will suspend the 
meeting until 3.30 this afternoon. 

The meeting was suspended at 12,45 p.m .. and resumed at 3.30' p.m. · 
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____ _ __ __ 1 plenary ~eeting of the C.ommi ttee on Disarmament 
is ·resumed. 

The Ccmmi ttee ''~"ill now listen to those speakers who very lO.ndly agreed to defer 
their statements this morning in vie''~" 'of the time limitations imposed upon us, and 
I am pleased to call upon the first speaker for this afternoon, Mr. Don Nanjira 
of J.(enya. You have ·the floor, Sir. 

Mr. DON NANJIRA (Kenya): Hr. Chairtna.n, it is amazing how parado;es and 
~aradoxical situations have become so over~helmingly numerous in the , discussions and 
negotiations held on the problems of disarmament, development anq international 
security. The expression "great povrers" or "major povrers" is a political expression 
which, for the past 38 years at least, has beeri assocfated with those States 
members of the international community which, because of their "greatness" in wealth 
and political status and power in the world, and the "victorious" role they -ple.yed 
in the Second World War, were given the heavy and -primary responsibility of 
maintaining international peace and security. So, they -proudly acce-pted their 
ba-ptism of ''custodians of the -peace", the "victorious powers" and the like. And · 
obviously, -proudest among them were two which, .for very obvious reasons, assumed the 
super-name of "superpowers". It is fascinating to note the definition of the 
expression "superpower". An authoritative dictionary has defined su-perpower as 
-power, especially mechanical or electric -power on an extraordinary scale secured 
by the linking together of a number of separate -power systems, with a view to more 
efficient and economical generation and distribution. 

If I may -paraphrase this definition, it is not difficult to see ~he cqnditions 
for the successful functioning of a system t o which the superpovrers belong. 
First, they ought to cultivate trust and confidence in each other and collaborate 
through contact, consultation and co-ordination, as well as ha~onization of their 
activities. Secondly, they should not use their potentials and potentialities for 
destructive purposes. And thirdly, they ought to aim at efficiency and not 
extravagance, as well as ~haring their possessions with others for -peaceful 
-purposes. 

I!'or, what greatness is ther~ ... .. in. .. l?§li:p.g wealthy . in the -- midst of poverty, 
inequality and human ·misery? . What greatness is there in talking about world peace 
and security and in claiming to be a custodian of t he -pe8Ce when insecurity surrounds 
all, and wars and armed conflicts occur while the great and the -powerful watch and 
are unable to assure even a durable cease-fire? \~1at greatness is there in 
squandering colossal amounts of money on ar'llaments which are incapable of buying 
enduring peace and security? 

Sentiments have been expressed herein and elsewhere that "1983 is going to be 
a crucial year for disarmament". But, if I may ask, what is going to make 1983 
"a crucial year" for disarmament, and when exactly will this be? Will the year be 
"crucial" for disarmament, or for armament? How can it be "crucial" for 
disarmament when the war of words and tensions in East-West relations and over 
nuclear '·reapons are already exceptionally intense? We are already in mid-April, 
and before long the summer will arrive, and soon thereafter, in the autumn, we shall 
have to report to the thirty-eighth sesoion of the General Assembly on the work of 
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lllu::> vuiiiW..1.llllee ..1.u.r .L.:Jo::;. "lhat will have happened by then? Shall we be in a 
position to p;resent to the General Assembly _this coDling autumn a revised text of 
the comprehensive programme of disarmament, ·even with less brackets than it has 
now? If we cannot answer this question in the affirmative, then why talk about 
1983 being a crucial year for disarmament? Surely, we would be better off to wish 
that 1983 be a critical year for disarmament. But words alone will not bring 
this about. . The significance of such a year for disarmament can only lie in 
action-- the type of action .that has been called for by the recently concluded 
seventh summit Meeting of the noD-aligned nations and the type of action that is 
called for by those who are genuinely and seriously interested in disarmament 
negotiations. 

. :rt so happens that j;h~ ·committee on Disarmament has a list of "permanent" 
cu-eas of work, better known · as the "decalogue'•, and that the flexibility of· 
the · Committee 1 s rules of proc.edure allows us "to address a:ny of the items in the 
decalogue at any time and in any _form we deelll fit. A grand design indeed. But 
supposiz18 we did not have such rules of proceduXe, how on earth would we have 
ju~tified the kind of situation that persisted in this Committee for seven to 
eight lons weeks? If the Coinmi ttee cannot agree on mere procedural issues for 
such 'a length of time-- and I would add here that it was 16 weeks altogether, if 
we .take into accotlnt the . informal consultations that were held on the Committee's 
agenda and work programm~ for 1983, beginning on 30 November 1982 in New York -
if it has taken so long and to date we have not been able to resolve these issues 
the vray we should, then I wonder how long it will take us to agree on a comprehensive 
nuclear teet-ban. treaty; I wonder how long it will take us to agree on the 
cessation of the nuclear a~ race and nuclear disarmament; I wonder hoW long it 
will take us to agree on a comprehenai ve programme of disarmament; I wonder ho"W · 
long it will take us to agree on the prevention of nuclear war, to mention but 
several of the issues before the Committee for negotiation, and, most of all, I 
wonder how long it will take us to agree on and attain complete and general 
disarmament under effective international control. 

Procedure, then, and the 1a·ck of comm.i tment on the part of some, as well as 
their Unwillingness to negotiate and translate into concrete action their 
utterances and even decisions .and resolutions of the international community, have 
become the greatest ene~ and the greatest impediments to progress in the work of 
this Committee. By the time the Committee convened on l February for the first 
part of its 1983 session, I had sensed the moodreigrcingthen among the delegations 
and that was why I hastened to make my delegation's first statement at the very 
first meeting of this session of the Committee. In that statement, I said, among 
other .things: 

"Thus ••• I have the following practical .proposals to make: 
One: we should dismiss, i.e., decide on, procedural issues as soon as 
possible and adopt our work programme for this session of the Committee 
this week ••• 
~o ••• I hold the view that the existing subsidiary bodies should be 
Fe=established on an automatic basis at the beginriing of every session 
of the Committee, unless a decision is taken to the contrary prior to the 
convening of the session, ·which decision would, for instance, call for the 
SuSpension or abolition of a given subsidiary body of the Committee." 
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That. sentime:pt was express_ed b:pce again by the ~ugO'E!lav qelegation a month and two 
days later, .on 3 'March, arid has · sinde then been 'ci te_d as the Yugoslav ·pr~posal , in 
th~ followingw6rds: 

'
1The Commi~t~e , should, in the view of my (i.e. the Yci.gosl~v] delegation, 
re.ach an agreement most urgently · • • • _ SUch · an agreement ·should stipulate 
that '~ once an item has beem placed on the agenda or 'a workirig group' with 
an already existing mandate established, they should be automatically 

,renewed at the beginning of each year's session of the Committee.'1 
I ; ·,· ~ - , . ! - • : ' , , • • • • 

My delegation looks forwarq impatiently to participating in 'discnssions a:lmed 
at ~ncing the , compE:ltence of the Cmruni ttee on Disarmament to tackle the ques ·tions 
brought_ befo:x;e it for resolution. - N() : one who is genUinely and seriously concerned 
about the e~:dy · cqnclLJ.~lQp. ·of ' the ~ wqi-k or': tp,is Committ~e- the sing~e multiiateral 
Committee c~rged )'lith · .the h,eav:i,es t _ ~.E:!spon~i bili ty : of paving the way for · the very 
survi"{a.l . o;f humank;ind itself-~ can be proud of the· Committee's performance, when 
it takes _ 15 weeks ,to finaJ.i:lie itsagenda:,and 16 w~e;ks to finalize a work programme 
for :i,_ts curi;ent' ·session. One hopef:l that _that will never happen again. We hope 
that . the coinini ttee will fiiid arid, indeed devise a·, better and . faster way of . disposing 

·tOf such qifficul ties. We hope, Mr._ Chairman, th~t yo11 will _ do your utmost to 
. secure agreement on procequral issues. before the Committee meets for its summe:r 
sessio;n. - .Even if it '\'rould mean your ini tiatirig now · ihformal consultations on 
th~ ~gemda and work progra_mme rb~ th~ Go~ ttee' s' SUmmer session of 1983, my 
delegation would fully su,ppor.t ~uch a move. Even if it _ would mean . subjecting 
these questions. to a : separate discussion now, in order •to avoid future procedural 
wrangles _ on i;hes_e issues' with.}ri the Gotrunittee, I would fully ~uppo';rt ·su9h a mo·ve. 
Even if it would mean adopting now __ p, p;r~ced\U'al. ru::)..e _which. wouid obligate the 
Committee -to decide at its previous session on · tJie agenda and workprogramllie for 
the cfommi ttee ' ,s next se'ssion, . I >wuld ful],y support such a move. 

And so~ - Mr. Cbairm?.n~ I cong;r-atulate. you most sin-cerely on your assu!Ilption of 
the Cohuiri ttee i a: chairmanship for tp.e month of ApriL I am fully aware of the 
valuable contribution your d~legation. has made to the work of the Committee. My 
delegation hence 19qks f'or'ward to the impartial and effective leadershlp you will 
be giving us during ·this · sef!sion and ipdeed :i,n the interse·ssional period. I 
p1~ge to· .you, Sir, the fullest co.:..operat;i,.on and support of the_ Kenya delegation. . . .• ' .. · ·_ . . ~ ' ' ' . . . . 

Permit me also, .Mr. Chairman, to express the deep arid sincere graiii tude of 
my delegation to yo_ur . . predeces!3or, Ambassador Skalli of Morocco, for the 
outstanding ,job he ·aid during the month · of. March. We are proud of ltis untiring 
efforts which resulted in.the remova'J. of tP,e inipasse 'and in the meeting of minds 
on the agenda and work programme for the Committee is spring session of 1983._ 

The itein conc.e:rriing disarmament and develop!I!ent is almost · Q.ormant on the agenda 
of the Committee. In fact, it is so very rarely talked about in the Co!lllllittee 
that it appears ,as if it we;re non-existentl .Thanks to the efforts of a few 
observers, however, ,._delegations are reminded about the item from time to time. 
And here, permit me --to pay a sincere tribute to the work done •by Mr. and Mrs. '\>lhittle 
of the Quaker Liaison Office in Geneva. Peter and Margaret Whittle have regularly 
and consistently organized informal ge~togethers to discuss issues of disarmament, 
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including the fundamental question of disarmament and ·development. I very much 
appreciate your efforts, Mr. Chairman, and my delegation urges you and of course 
the Whittles, whom I don't see -- I thought they would be here this afternoon -
and I urge you, Mr. Chairman, and I urge them to continue with your efforts and 
their involvement because I do know that the sentiments and words expressed at 
meetings - those meetings which Mr. and Mrs. Whittle organize at their bouse -
those words and those sentiments do not fall on deaf ears as they do so often in 
this Committee. 

Let us make no mistake about this: the talk about peace and security has 
little or no meaning, and world peace and security are unattainable, unless and 
until the problems of poverty, hunger and inequality, malnutrition and ignorance, 
illiteracy and ill-health, unemployment, you name them all -- the socio-economic 
problems that cause human misery - are tackled and resolved. Ignorance breeds 
fear and violence; hunger breeds desperation and violence; poverty and 
inequality breed envy, demoralization, crime and violence; unemployment breeds 
deprivation, want, civil disobedience and violence. Poverty, hunger, ignorance, 
inequality and their derivatives breed insecurity, and the latter always calls 
into being, always prompts national as well as international consequences. 

Today, then, with your permission, Mr. Chairman, and of course under rule 30 
of. the Co~ttee's rules of procedures, I wish to address myself to the question 
of disarmament and development. I must hurriedly add that, as a delegation, we 
attach the greatest importance to this item VII on the Committee's decalogue. 
The reduction of military budgets, item v of the decalogue, is closely related to 
item VII. We shall discuss it here and elsewhere, in the appropriate forums of 
the U~ted Nations. To the great surprise of many of us, some delegations herein 
participating ·have refused to acknowledge the close interconnection that exists 
between disarmament and development. They have even argued that attainment· of 
socio-economic development and of the .over-all New International Economic Order 
is not., and cannot be, an objective of our disarmament negotiations! For those 
delegations, the advice is simple: take trouble to consult the numerous and 
relevant literature, · including United Nations documentation on the subject. Let 
us look at a few examples. 

For many years, the General Assembly of the United Nations has called for 
the reduction of military budgets in favour of the social and economic development 
of all .nations and peoples, but in particular of the developing countries. 
Alreadyin 1950, in;i .. ts resolution 380 (V) of 17 Hovember 1950, for instance, the 
General -Assembly stressed, in operative paragraph 2, point (2) (d), the necessity 
for every nation to agree "to reduce to a ~imum . the diversion for armaments of 
its human and economic resources and to strive towards the d,evelopment of such 
resources for the general welfare, with due regard of the under-developed areas of 
the world". For ten years, between 1954 and 1964, the call for reductions in 
military budgets was constantly made a~ the United Nations, and whether the 
reductions would be made unilaterally or through legally binding international 
agreements, the central message was always the same: it makes absolute sense to 
deploy the scarce resources (human, material and financial resources) on socio
economic development rather than for destructive purposes. 
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-·· ~··~ v .. ~~ ~~ ... ~~~u~~ .. , ~516 (XV) adopted by the General Assembly on 
15 December 1960, the Secretary-General of the United Nations was requested to 
examine, among other things: 

The national economic and social consequences of disarmament in countries 
having different economic systems and being at different stages of .economic . . 
development, as well as in different economic situations, in order to absorb the 
human and material resources released from military uses; 

The possibility of adopting corrective measures with respect to structural 
imbalances in .national economies through, inter alia, expanded capital assistance 
to underdevelopep countries; 

The impact of d~sarmament on international economic and trade relations, and 
especially its impact on the trade of the underdeveloped or developing countries; 
and 

The utilization of resources released by disarmament for the purpose of economic 
and social development, in particular of the developing countries. 

The question of reductions in military expenditures was also the subject o:f 
a proposal contained in a memorandum on disarmament presented by.the French 
delegation as far back as July 1955 at the so-called Geneva Summit of July 1955, 
whic~ was attended by the Heads of State of Fr~~ce, the United Kingdom, the 
Soviet Union and the United States of America. The ]Tench initiative was most 
welcome, because it proposed that the resources made available by reductions in 
militacy budgets be used in whole or in part to assist underdeveloped colintries. 
Another similar initiative was crowned with a General Assembly ' resolution 914 (X), 
adopted later in the same year (1955), in which a request vras made for the 
publication and exchange of information regarding military expenditures and 
budgets, and the States concerned,. especially Canada, France, the USSR, the 
United States and the United Kingdom-- which had become members of the Sub-Co~nittee 
of the Disarmament Commission that was formed on 19 April 1954 -- were urged to 
study the French proposals for the allocation of funds resulting from disarmament 
for improving the standards of living everywhere in the world but in particular in 
the developing or 1ess developed countries. The subsequent years saw many other 
calls for such allocations and reallocations for socio-economic development. 

,But unfortunately, the popularity of the idea of reducing military expenditures 
was overshadowed by anew phase of the arms race. The turning point occurred :in 
1962. On the one hand, tensions in East-West relations intensified the mistru:st 
between the NATO and Warsaw Treaty alliances and thereby prolJlpted an acce:J.eration of 
the arms race. (Today, 20 years later, we seem to be experiez:1cing a similar· 
situation!) On the other hand, around 1962 decolonization had reached a point of no 
return and had, in fac~, become an irresistible force on the international scene. 
Thenceforth, the demands for decolonization, disarmament and development became very 
closely interrelated and had, as they have novr, . thei.r fortress in the third \Tvrld. 

SL~ce then, the most earnest call for disarmament in favour of development, in 
particular of the develoi>ing countries, has always come from the third world. Only 
very rarely indeed, as I have said, does one hear of a genuine pronouncement on the 
issue from the countries of the North. When Hr. Andreani of France addressed this 
Committee on 10 March 1983, he raised my hopes, but he did not, unfortunately, 
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elaborate on his . remark. He said: .n':rhe question o! disarmament and develo-pment 
today constitute the ,two main objectives of co-o~eration, between the nations. 
Mrs. Gandhi has just reaffirmed this at the o~ening . of the summit meeting of the 
non-aligned countri·es". :· .. Again, · two im~ortant ·statements emanating from . the North 
which were among the very few well-balanced and meaningful statements delivered at 
the second s~ecial session of the _General Assembly on .disarmament touched on this 
issue. · '. One was by Mr. Clawle Che~son; the French .~ster for Foreign Affairs, 
and the 'other. was by Mr. Helrilut. Scm,idt, the then ChB.iicellor of : the Federal Republic 
of Germany. ·· . . 

In his statement, Mr. Cheysson _said in ~art: 
. . 

"Lastly, can one s~eak of the third world and its inde~end.ence without also 
speaki.ng of develo~ment? • • • • My Government believes that it is time to begin 
the transfer to development of the human md financial resources now fuelling 
the arms . race • • • • I want. to say · that among the many inequalities to which 
the third world is condemned by the international order -- or rather, the ~resent 
interna·tional disorder -- the inequality in security is one of the most shocking. 
To provide for their security, to.o many third world countries must draw u~on 
their necessary minimum for life, whereas the su~erpowers finance their over
armament by skimming off the to~ of their higher quality of life •••• 11 • 

Talking about what he called the "o~en challenge", Mr. Helmut Schmidt said in ~art: 

"An impenetrable web of secrecy sow · _the seeds of mistrust and impedes the 
conclusion of concrete agreements •••• This year, for the third time my 
country has submitted its figures to the standardized re~orting system of the 
United Nations for military expenditure • • • • U~ to now the countries of the 
Warsaw Pact have not -participated at all I ap~eal to all Governments to 
join in these important efforts aimed at greater openness in militar,y 
expenditure .~ •• ". 

We V€r.1 much hopa to hea~ more from those two Governments and indeed from the other 
governments of developed and industrialized as well as centra111 ~lanned countries, 
on the questions of reduction of military expenditures (budgets) and the ·. ··. 
interconnection between disarmament and development. 

I stress this point because the .available and competent literature contains 
shocking revelation·s ori global expenditures on the arms race and on armaments in 
general. . In his statement, for instance, to the thirty-fourth session of the 
General Assembly on 12 October 1979, Commander in Chief Fid~l Castro Ruz, 
First Secretary of the Central Committee 9f the Communist Psrty of Cuba, President of 
the Council of State and of the Council of Ministers ·of the Re~blic of Cuba and 
President of the Movement of the Non-Aligned Countries, said inter alia: 

"According to statistical data, as I stated at .the inaugural session of the 
Sixth Summit Conference of Non-Aligned Countries, world military expenditures 
amount to more than $3QO billion a : year. This sum could build 600,000 schools, 
with a ca~acity for 400 million children; or 60 million comfortable homes · · 
for 500 million ~eoples or 30,000 hospitals, with 18 million. beds; or 20,000 
factories, with jobs for f!lOre than 20 million workers; or an irrigation sY"stem 
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Ior ~,u m1~~1on nec~ares of land that, with the:application of technology, could 
feed a billion people. Mankind wastes this much every year on military spending. 
Moreover, consider the enormous quantities of young human resources, techriicians, 
fuel, raw materials and other items. This is the.fabulous .price of preventing 
a true climate of confidence and peace from existing in the world ••• ". 

_I:did, on that occasion, count the number of applauses given in the 
General Assembly in support ·or · P.tesident Castro.' s assertions: there were 17 applauses 
and a long standing ovation at the end of his statement. That was in 1979, and 
barely three years later -- by the end of 1982 -- the total world expenditures on 
armaments had increased by more than 200 per cent; it amotinted to650 billion 
United States dollars. Imagine the amount of developmental activity for peaoefttl 
purposes the $650 billion could accoinplish. Is peace assured now more than it vras 
in 1979? Of course not! On the contrary, the .world.was a safer place to iive in 
then than it is now. What a paradoxl It · is incredible; . it is insane, it is 
indeed inhuman that $650 billion should be squandered per year on .the arms race, 
when tens of millions of ·people throughout the world live in absolute poverty, when 
more than 800 million people sUffer from chronic hunger and malnutrition, when more 
than 900'million people-- close to 1 billion people--- are illiterate, when 
250 Iliilliori ' children are deprived of school education, and and when 1,500 million 
people are denied medical facilities. 

: In 1982 alone, 23 States -- the 16 members of the NATO and the 7 members of the 
Warsaw Treaty military alliances combined -- spent $260 billion, which was 40 per cent 
of the total amount of money squandered on armaments in that year alone. China 
spent $110.5 billion on armamen-ts in 1982, and that was 17 per cent of the total . 
amount of dollars spent on armaments last year. The rest of the members of the 
international community s-pent $247 billion on armaments. in 1982, i.e. 38 per cent of 
the total military expenditures in that year. These shocking revelations also 
indicate that the total military expenditures of 1982 were much more than the total 
income of 1.5 billion people living in the 50 poorest countries of the world. 
Furthermore, it has been established that the price of one modern fighter plane '~ould 
suffice to innoculate 3 million children against major childhood diseases. . The ;pric~ 
of one nuclear submarine with its missiles would provide 100,000 working years of 
nursing care :for old people. Also; more than $1 million :per minute is spent on the 
arms race. PJld the total world military spending per day is cttrrently $1.66 billion. 

But despite these colossal amounts o:f dollars ·...rasted annually on the crazy arms 
race, no genuine security has been bought so far, and the clear indication -- th~3 
truth-- is that the more the expenditures on armaments, the higher will be the 
interests and unemployment of the developed countries:: the lower \vill be the eco:oomic 
growth and productivity growth rates of these countries, the higher will be inflation, 
the more the human misery and, consequently, the less the security of all people:3 
and nations. 

So far I have been exam1n1ng the financial resources wasted on the arms race. 
Let me now say something about the human resources squandered on the arms race. 
CUrrently, about 50 million people are directly or indirectly engaged in military 
activities all over the world. A breakdown in this figure indicates that 25 millior 
people serve in regular armed forces; 10 million in paramilitary forces; 4 million 
are civilians; 5 mill-ion are workers directly engaged in defence produotion; and 
500,000 scientists and engineers are engaged in military research and development. 
This includes the world's topmost scientists and engineers and in fact the figure 
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represents, as we all know, 20 per cent of all qualified scientists and engineers in 
the world. . The total annual expi:mdi ture on military research and development is 
about $35 billion. This is about 25 per cent of the total almua.l expenditure on all 
research and· development. .And as we all know, the monopoly in 1ille world's total 
research and ;development rests with a handful of countries- the .Soviet ·Union, the ' 
United States, the ·Federal Republic of Germany,· France and Javan. · The other personnel 
directly.· engaged in ·military activities throughout the world number 5.5 million people. .. .- . . ~ . ' . . . 

The third dimension of the scarce resources squandered on armaments consists ill 
non-renewable energy and mineral • resources. Anybody interested in finding .· out · · 
details aoout the use of these resources fo.r, ,militaey -purposes should ·read the 
competent ::study made by·· E ~E. · Hughes and others; entitled Strategic resoUrces and 
national eecuri t : an initial assessment (:publ .• : Menlo ·Park, Stanford : Research 
Institute~ ·1975 • ere is a: general consensus~ even in other documentation dealing 
with the ·same 'subject, in·cluding the United Nations study contained in· 
document A/36/356 and The lobal 2000 re ort to the President: enterin the · 
21st century (publ. Government Printing Press, 1980 , vol. II, pp. 20 207. All 
these studies indicate that 5 to 6 per cent of the total global coneumption of 
petroleUm· is used world-wide for military purposes; and that from 3 to 11 per cent 
of the vi tal minerals are used world-wide for military purp0see in this order: 
copper- 11.1 per. cerit; lead- 8.lper cent; aluminium- 6.3 per cent; 
nickel- 6.3 per cent; fluospar - · 6 per cent; zinc- 6 per cent; 
silver- 6 per cent:; the platinum group - 5.7 per cent; tin- 5.1 -per cent; 
iron ore ... : 5.1 per cent; mercury - 4~5• per oent; chroDli.um - 3.9 per cent; 
tungsten - 3.6 per cent and manganese - 2,1 per cent. 

International trade in arms consumes about $26 billion per year. It has been 
estimated that, .:. on· average, 1 United st·ates tax dollar in 6 is devoted to military 
expenditure, which means that at the present levels of military spending, the average 
taxpayer can expect over his lifetime to give up 3 or 4 years of his income to the 
arms race. And yet this will not at all bring him peace ·and. greater security. It 
has also been estimated that if .the current world expenditure on armaments of 
$650 billion per anriiim continues, then · by the begi.nnl.ng of the twenty-first century, 
the total annual global military expenditure will be $2 trillion. And yet .this 'Will 
not bring mankind greater peace or greater securityl · 

And so, if I give you all these facts and figures, it is not because I want to 
overwhelm you with· them; it .i:s not because I want to bother you with them. · No; 
it is. ·because I want to share with you and · ·with everybody else seated around .~s 
table~ -my strongest conviction -that genUine and ' lastirig ' world peace will never ever 
be found in military competition; it will never ever be fourid in military 
confrontation and conflict which currently dominate relations among nations. Rather 
we must seek enduring · world peace and seeuri ty through consultation; we · mus-t · seek it 
through conversation, through compromise; through confidence-building efforts and 
trust; through·co-operation and understaridmg·and good will among nations, and we 
must seek it through coriuni tment. to political agreements and decisions taken in the 
political, military .. and .. socio-economic fields. Reductions in military spending and 
the redeployment of :··the resources squandered on the arms ·race to social and economic 
development would .not only increase -the prospects for resumed growth in the world 
economy; they would also convert to Civilian uses the scientific, technological and 
technical resources now . being used .for destructive military purposes. :. · Such 
reductions would alsq be consistent with the . repeated call of the , intemational 
community for structural changes to be brought about in the existing unjust and 
inequitable system of international economic relations. They would, in short, 
facilitate and accelerate the attainment of the New International Economic Order. 
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Those who oppose spending more resources on development rather than on 
armaments always associate the expression "development" with the developing 
countries and believe that the talk about socio-economic development favours the 
developing countries and . should be their business. Anybody who . holds th,is view is 
terribly wrong. · Granted that the South is characterized ,by underdevelopinept whose 
constituent elements include poverty, chronic hunger, dis~ase and .squalor, the fact 
still remains that there is no society on earth and no country in the world which does . 
not experience poverty. Even in the midst of the overdevelopment, wastage and 
affluence of the North, poverty is not at all lacking. It is, parad9~cally, one 
of the greatest evils of affluence. Most of the people in the world are poor 
because they inhabit countries in which per capita national income and output in 
general are very low relative to population. In the affluent countries, very many 
people are poor, not because of low per capita income, but because of the unjust 
system of distributing or dividing output among the country's residents and also 
because of governmental policies of wastage -- for instance, wastage of resources on 
the arms race. · 

This is why the resounding outcry against armament favours the social and 
economic development firstly of all nations and their peoples, and then in particular 
of the developing countries. Why "in particular of the developing cl)untries"? 
Why should the North assis.t in the socio-economic development of the developing 
countries? The reasons for such. assistance are many and varied and are very well 
known to all of us. The question of greater equality between the North arid the 
South, between the "hav.es" and "have-nota", between the peoples of . the various 
countries, has been very widely recognized and proclaimed as the main and 
fundamental moral imperative of our time. 

From time immemorial, the history of family relations, of international relations 
and of coUli!lUnity relations is full of t he re cognition and appli cation of the principle 
that the interests of t he community, ~orhc ther that is a fami l y , a community .of a . · 
nation or all nations, must be protected by all, and that the rich and powerful J;:ta.ve 
a socio-moral obligation to assist the poor and . the weak. Abraham Lincoln, that 
eternal model of justice and equality, once said, 121 years ago: "I hold that while 
man exists' it is his duty not only to improve his own condition but to assist ir:i 
ameliorating mankind's ••• ". · 

Secondly, if the scarce resources spent by the North on the arms race were to be! 
diverted and reallocated to the ·south, the resources would substantiallY iotprove the 
South's per 'capita gross domestic product, industrial, .employment and capital stock, 
and would provide significant economic gains for all regions of the world, including 
the most developed region among them, i.e~, the North. 

Thirdly, the South provides an enormous market for the North. The South also 
has many markets in the North. In the field of raw materials, for example, the 
North consumes far more aluminum, copper, nickel, platin~m, tin, rubber, m,anganese, 
tungsten and cabal t than the over-all demand of these commodities in Africa, Asia 
and Latin America combined. And yet it .is these third world regiona that are the 
main producers of these minerals. I must hasten to add that the economies of the 
developed countries increasingly depend on the ability of the d~velqping countries 
both to purchase the former's exports and to supply them with important raw 
materials, including in particular those minerals which the developed countries use 
for military purposes. With the intensification of the arms race, the North's 
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consumption of minerals and energy {petroleum) for militacy)?'ilrPoses .~ in fact been 
steadily and dramatically -growing, particularlY its conswtlptitm of aluminiUm; 
titanium, beeylliu.lil 'and other relatively exotic minerals <i · In energy ·tel."'lis, 
petroleum is much more important for the mil1tary sector than for the -economy as a 
whole. Most people are not aware of this fact. And most of the oil is, .of course, 
imported from the third world. 

Fourthly, the question of national security and national interests· is a complex 
and sensitive isSU:e, which entails domestic as well as foreign policies;· es-pe·aially 
in the mili tacy, political . and economic spheres. Therefore, the mutuality ·of ·· 
political, strategic and e.conomic interests and vulnerability, as' ··wel'T is ti&tiOrial· 
se6uri ty interests and the shrinking of the world by' modern science and ' teohndlogy; 
dictate that the North should help the South overcome its economic problems and this 
in turn will help to improve the international political climate and to bring about 
universal political stability and peace. : 

The close relationship existing between disarmament and development was 
recognized by the international community long before the adoption of the Final 
Document of the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to disa~ent, 
for instance, the International Development Strategy for the Second United Nations 
Development .,Decade adopted on 24 October 1970, stipulated as follows: 

"PrOgres~ towards general and complete disarmament should release 
substantial additional -resources which could be utilized for the purpose of 
economic and social development, in particular that of developing countries. 
There should, therefore, be a close link between the Second United Nations 
Development Decade and the Disarmament Decade". 

The provisions in the International Development Strategy for the Third 
United Nations Development Decade, adopted on 5 December 1980, are more specific, 
and the·· attainment of development throug..'I-J. disarmament was recoghized as an important 
objectiye. Paragraph 39 of the Strategy for the 1980s reads thus: 

nThereis a close ·relationship between disarmament and development • 
. Pr<?sress in: ' the former would help greatly in the realizati6n . .of ·the latter. 
THere-fore, resources released as a result of the implementation of disarmament 
measUres shduld be ·devoted to the economic and social development o~ all 
nations and should contribute to the bridging of the economic gap be~een 
developed .and developing countries". 

The · releva;nt provisions of the Final Document are · 'too well known to be ci te:d, 
here .. bY m~, W..t ·w~t is imPortSnt is not the existence· · 'Cif these ':paragraphsf . ~ ... d • 

including para'graphs 16, 35 (which is identical with paragraph 39 of .the Third 
Development Strategy), 89 and 90, but the application of these provisforis - the 
translation int6. concrete action of the relevant paragraphs and cbaptei-s of the 
Final Document of the first special session of the General As.sembly devoted to 
disarmament of the United Nations Charter and of~ other document 'adopted by the 
International coiiiillUlli ty. The time to act is nowt t 
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The .: .OHAIBMAN: I · than~· .:th€Ldist.ingui~hed ·representative of ~enya .for h.is . ·. 
contribut.ior1 and in particular ,for :the ki;nd \>lOrds addressed ,to , the outgoing <md . . 
incoming chairmen • His gene~Q):lS words o.f praise to my predecessor a~e of .course 
well deserved. As for the present Ch~irman, he .can only promise that he will do 
his -utmost oot to disappoint the dist:$-nguished representative. 

I should like to add that Mr. Don Nanjira's words of appreciation for the work 
of Mr. and Mrs. Whittle wer.e, I bel,leve; a tim~ly r,em:i:nder :of the fact: -that .this 
Committee does not work in a vacuum, and a wel],: .. des~ryed tributE! to the eff'orts of 
the many non•governmen.tal organizations and individuals, wbat;.ever tl)eir ·political, · 
geographical or ethniQ paokground; .who often., without .: officiaJ,. recognition i have 
ded+.cat~d themselves to · the c~use .of disarmament •. · . I •thank Mr •. Don Nanj~ra for this 
reminder and would like to associate ,myself with it. 

This having been said, I now give the floor to the next speaker on the list; 
the distinguished representative of the United Kingdom, Ambassador Cromartie. You 
have the floor, Sir. 

·Ltir-.o. GROMAR'l,'IE (Uni~dKiQgdom): I wish this afternoon to speak briefly on the 
subject ' of radiological' weapc:ms' which figures on our pro.gr-amme of wor~ for this ' : . 
week, and to introdu_ce the working. pa):)er (document CD/3:74> which was ori our tables · 
this morning, setting out the views of my delegation on certain questions relating 
to the scc:>pe and definition of a radiological weapons treaty. This paper was in 
fact;; thef'!f'uit o.f our reflections on the discussiop that took _ place in the 
radio.losi<ial -~eapons Working 9roup in the spring session of last year, but . . it did 
not seem 'appropr.late, to introduce it until the Group had begun it~ substantive 
work again. Fortunately this is · now the case, and I believe that 'it is ll()W ,,t;;;mely 
to share these thoughts with the Committee. 

: T~e. working pape~ ·deals first with the defin;tion .of radiological weapons as ,we 
.:be-li_e'-';-& .tiley .. w.ere originally conceived by the joirit a.uthors of the draft . tr.eaty 
tabled in 1980. :There .are obvious difficulties in defining a weapon which ,does 
not exist; but it seems to us that the key features of such a weapon . would 'be · 
that iif w;o!,lld function by di:apersing or -disseminating radioac.tive material· in the 
envj,r_~l)na~nt, and that it would. be _so designed that the pri~r:'Y danger W,ould arise 
fr.o.m -ex-posure to the dispersed radioactive material. The means of dispersiori inight 
be an explosion but ; our definition must. incl.ude sprays, . aerosols or. ~ny oth~r ~ethod 
of dispersing radlc:>active material in la•rge quantity. · · · · 

A major point of difficulty in defining a radiological weapon lies in how to 
mak~ .clear that nuclear weapons .are excluded. fr.om the treaty: • . · It has . not so far been 
possible to find language acceptable. to all delegation's .on this point. The 
United Kingdom delegation has., as the ColllliJi t tee \olil;:l,. . be aware, maQe some ' suggestions 
as to 'a . "positive" . definition, but· -neither this de-fini ti'on nor others which t)ave .. 
been put for~ar:-d .have been .found .to b.e wh~lly satisfaQtory. He have come to the 
conclusion. thcl.t .the "positive'; de.finiti;on w~ich som~ d~legations . wish to have inay 
be. una~tai,na,ble. Those put .f 0rward so far:' are. really, "negative" definitions .in . 
another· guise. We have not -·been q,ble to finq a met,~qd of' saying c;mly wha.t a 
radiological weapon is, without at "the same time saying what 'it is not. The 
United Kingdom delegation would prefer, therefore, that the definition adopted should 
specifically exclude nuclear weapons and other nuclear explosive devices in so many 
words, i.e. that we should have what has been termed in the Working Group a "negativa" 
definition. Such a definition has, in our view, a greater possibility of being 
unambiguous and unmistakable in intent. 
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· * . 'l'he working paper that we have table~ also considers the scope .of .a tre.aty as 
it relates to. the prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities. ! 'will only 
summarize briefly .the arguments on this point because they are set out fully in the 

_paper; Firstly~ we Q.raw attention to the fact that the question of attacks .on 
nuclear . eiectricity-generating stations· are already covered in tpe Additional 
Protoc.ols to the Geneya . Conventions, and to the risk of confusion if this question 
were also dealt with in another legal instrument. Secondly, we argu·e that there ~re . 

... _fundamental dissimilarities between the use of radiological weapon·s and attacks on 
nuclear . facilities _whict;t make it inappropriate for .these two matters to be dealt 
with in . a single .)ega1 'fnstrument. In the first case; an attack would employ a 
weapon . or. means~, ·of .di'spers'al specifically designed to . disseminate radioactive . 
materia,!, and thl.s materia~! would presumably b.e. contained in the weapon itself. In 
the second Cf!.Se ,· an attack on a nuclear facilfty, not only is the radioactive 
material not deliv_ere9 by '' the weapon system, but the lmmediate vehicle of a'tack 
could be a .weapon of 'a conventional type which would not, of course, b'e bann'ed by the 
treaty. __ We., find seripu.s. dbf1ceptual difficulties in bringing together these two 
ideas. We conclude that' ~'h'El fact that both the use of radiological weapons and 
attacks on nuclear facilltie'~ .would have the effect of causing damage by dispersal 
of radioactive materiaf·'ia too narrow a reason for attempting to prohibit them . 
within a single legal instrument. 

Finally, our paper com,nlents on the differences of v:lew which were expressed in 
. the Working Group last year among those -delegations which wish ·in principle to see 
a prohibition ·of ·attacks on nuclear fa:Cilitiea included within ''the scope of the 
treaty. In par,ticular it .draws at~nt;on to the differences as to whether military 
faoilities-sbould .be excluded from the treaty, and whether there should be a lower 
)J.mit on the size offacilitie~ · which .; should be included in any prohibitic:m. It 
seems to· T!rf . ~elegation that these questions must be resolved it any -progress is to 
be made. ·· · 

However, the fact that we have agreed that there should be further exploratory 
discussions with this aim in mind and that · theae should .be held separately within 
the radiological weapons Working Group should not be taken as acceptance tm the 
part o.f mydelegation of the -idea that the Committee on Disarmament is necesaarily 
the mos.t appropriate body in which any subsequent negotiations on attacks on nuclear 

·raci-lities, if such were agreed to, ahoulc. be completed. We retain, as hitherto, an 
open minA on . this question. 

Mr. ERDEMBILEG (Mongolia) (translated from Russian): Mr. Chairman, I should 
first of all like to express our gratitude for the distribution this afternoon of 
the text of the statement you made at our meeting this .morning. In connection with 
that statement concerning the mandate of the Ad Hoc Working Group on a Nuo~ear Teat 
Ban, the Mongolian delegation, on behalf of the group of socialist countries, would 
like to statff· that: we understand that statement as expressing the .intention of the 
Chair, in accordance with the Committee's decision of 29 March, to continue ita 
efforts· to reach a positive solution to the question of the broadening of the 
mandate of the Ad Hoc Working Group on a Nuclear Test Ban. We of course assume that 
the discussion of the question of the broadening of the mandate of the Working Group 
will continue, and that the Committee will continue to have that matter constantly 
under ita purview until it is finally settled. On that basis, we consider your 
statement, Mr. Chairman, as an interim report, for which we are extremely grateful 
to you. · 
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Mr. GARCIA MORITAN (Argentina) (translated from Spanish): Mr. Chairman, s:hortly 
before SUSP,~i!nding today's plenary meeting of the Committee on Disarmament, you said 
that in your , view there was a lack of consensus on the broadening ofthe mandate of 
the Ad Hoc .Working Group on a Nuclear Test Ban. You also said .that you had noted 
certainca,nstructive elements and a greater flexibility on the part of the delegations 
which are opposed to the broadening of the mandate and that this would . allow the 
Ad Hoc Working Group to . hold a wide-ranging substantive consideration of _the questions 
within its competence. 

My delegation has. already expressed its view regarding the urgent: need to 
broaden the mandate of .-the Ad Hoc Horking Group on a Nuclear Test Ban.. I regret to ·. 
have to state that we find it difficult to be optimistic about the future of tlie · 
work of that Group. You spoke about flexibility on the part of certain delegations, 
Mr. Chairman. If that fle~;i.bility is constant and real, what, then, preventatt 
being adequately expressed in a specific mandate? The only thing that appears to be 
preventing this the sole multilateral disarmament negotiating t>o.dy from initiat;ing 
approp~iate negotiations towards the conclusion of a treaty on that subject -~ a 
treaty _which the international community is demanding more and more urgently -- is 
the persistent and systematic .opposition of two delegations to the starting of such 
negotiations in this Committee. · · 

But there are other questions also • . Ir;' your statement today, Mr. Chairman, you 
said that certain constructive trends had emerged in the course of the discussions 
at the Committee's formal and informal meetings, and in this connection you indicated 
in your point (b) that it had become clear that "the substantive elaboration of 
essential prerequisites for a treaty is recognized as specifically coritributing to 
this goal". I would like to ask you, Nr. Chairman, what these words mean. Are you 
trying to tell us that verification is an essential prerequisite for the Ad Hoc 
Working Group to be able to negotiate? You also said that ' the delegations opposed 
to the broadening of the mandate 11 do not incand in any ~lay to bar other dalegaUons 
from forwarding views on particular issues that, in their opinion, have a bearlLng 
on the verification and _ compliance aspects ••• ". It would seem that the magnanimity 
of those delegations that are opposed to the broadening of the mandate has made 
them forget two things •. The first is that rule 30 of our rules of procedure s~i.ys 
that "it ia the right of any member State of the Committee to raiae any subject 
relevant to the work .of the Cormnittez at a plenary meeting and to have full opportunity 
of presenting its views on any subject which it may consider to merit attention". 
I think it is necessary to recall that this rule a pplies also to the subsidiar~r · 
bodies -- that is, to the ad hoc working groups, and in this instance to the Ad Hoc 
Working Group on a Nuclear Test Ban. The second point is that last year, in the 
report which the Committee on Disarmament submitted to the United Nations General 
Assembly at its thirty-seventh session, it was recognized that the \-lor king Group was 
going to discuss questions related to verification and compliance. In this connection 
allow me to recall paragraph 9 of the report of the Working Group ~· a Nuclear Test 
Ban, which states: "It was generally recognized that in t.he examination of isl~Uea 
relating to verification and compliance, consideration should be given to all 
relevant aspects of a nuclear test ban". What, then, is the meaning of the statement 
that the delegations that are opposed to the broadening of the mandate will not bar 
the discussion of other issues within the framewor-k of the Working G1·oup? 

In order not to prolong this rneei;ing, allo•r me to conclude by indicating the 
position· of the Group of 21 concerning the urgent need to conclude a treaty on the 
prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests. In that connection I should like to recall the 
views of the Group of 21 on the elements which should cons titute such a treaty, as 
set forth in document CD/223 . We believe that multilatei"al negotiations on a nuclear 
test-ban treaty should be undertaken without further delay. The object of such a 
treaty should be the general and complete cessation of nuclear-weapon tests by all 
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~"a"o;~o o~.u a.u. o;~&n.&.ruJJWtsn"" and for all .:;,~,ime. It should. ~E! equi1;(@ible anct . 
non-discriminatory so .. as to be able td W1u- univ~t-sn .. adher~n.c_e. T." · ·--;;-~--~ · 

: . :. i . ' ' ~ . . . ' . . 

.·· ~ . ... . ' ' ~ . . ·.: ~.-: .• ;;_;:[~ ~ ·; . 

It is alm~st 20 ·ye•rs since the conplusi.c:m .of .~b$. ~os~ -Treaty. _There h•:ve 
been 50 :·:aen~N.l :.~semb;Ly .. resolutions iricj'ioating · .. to ... ria·, .the.· W.ge~nt need -~ oon.cl~ 
suo,~; an . tn.$':~ .. ~~t. . ~hi. _ is '.~be nesoti\~~-~ ---~~dy p!r exftllence; the ·. ~M$11S , for c .. 
negotiat,i~ Js ~n.e Worki.ng· Group. _. In ~~",r,_);~ f~ction prop_erly .-anct -~gin r:t~ .,- : -
negotiatiottit ~ t.l'lfi 'Working Group must ha,ve. a spec.ific mandate.. ~t i-a . up . -~tr.o this.' ;''-T': .' 
COmittee t6 git~ it ·_such a maqda~e. It th'r~, .J.-fl:.•a political wi~- to ,n,goti-ate . ~ 
inst~~t; th·i~ ..• COiiliDitrtee shou~C;l dq so. Ot~erw_~e •.. the_g~i.ttee_w!ll,, _ in time, 
be respona~b~~ . ~or the . choice b,f;t_tween ~-~ fol:J._ow~g ~\;.e _!mf.t1v;,ea .. ~~:1-W1 ;1lre .. , : -
inexora~iy· · t~~t~s ,,~ape· : .. eith.er · a:_ treaty_ , 1,i(_pon0,·~'-.ld~ ~ohi~~t-~ -P~Mr-~~ 
tests or the number of countries possessing nuclear weapons w~ll~ inev,~_~l-Y-:inqrease. 

Tbe··.CHAIRMAM:: , Jl'be" Chair ·thanks Mr•.·. G.-~c!a Moritan ·--ror his contribution· ·and 
would· 'like ... to - ~•plyt~ift'lj. ,;o · -th&• 'qUe•tions ·-'that were asked. ,.irst, .:1ft •is/ oi'::.i{!C. 'I 

oovM, · ol~ '·.to,all maaabffN ·or•. the' '·CODIIlittee'that the sUIDIDary whiCh the •ebair··, :. ' .. . ~ . 
pres&Dte.d \bis:~ng ia•· :~uld remains, ··the ·view of the ·Cha'if' -- the 'view · ot· tlie :· ··::·::: 
situation ·as .seen:· from •tae ·Chair:-in · its exclusive responsibility. It doeS: (hdt' 'present 
or ·i)Ntend , t.o. ~resent everyone's views around the table; · it i&' ' riot vha t I 'Would 
call· a. nego.t.tattld doowneri't. ·· .Secondly, tne· foremost intention 'Of .'. ~he Chair was to 
go .a- l:i<ttl.a.!beyond the m,ere atat.ement that. on the question· of ·a possible revision 
of the mandate.,of the.did:dioc Working Gro"'p :on a Nuclear Test ·aan no consensus could 
be found.: ·:~o, ;far.. Su8lt• a. bold statemena .:would, in the view· of :the Chair, have the 

,.effeot of-'8. ·purely negative statement, and might have given the erroneous impression 
that therefoJte:·werk on that .very important issue was virtually impossible. This is 
not the view of ,tbe ... Chair.. However unsatisfactory the present mandate may be in the 
eyes of some delegations,. it still allows for a quantity or usetul and necessary 
work .· to . be done, wbile -• and this is of course open to all members of the 
Committee -- informal oontacts, consultations or whatever is necessary, can 
simulta.neouely be pursued to see whether .perha:ps now or later a revised manctate . 
ceuld .come ilnto operati-on .. The Chair .oou1cJronly state that this, at present, is 
not the caae, · while indicating that everr :so . .-.... and particularly in view of the 
many wor.ds of-regret. that have .been ex(>l'!.esaed around this table at the fact that 
we ... have lost so mUCh time in discussion of pPocedure that 'little time remains for 
the·work .. •on substance ·--- there .·is an amount· dt.,work on substance that can be done ·' 
unde-r-. the: present •ndate. The· :Chair belteves t'hat it· voiced the opinion :of many 
around tbia table tba·b 1·~ is ti.me we got "down to · that:; :aub~tantial work. It is, of 
course;· true .that When I ·used the word-·prerequis'ite, I meant it in a fairly general 
sense.: · there are a numbe·r or aubjeots ,- a number of elements that will be of ' 
importance .::to any form ·of -nuclear te-st ban wtiieh will, hopefully, everitually-~~erge 
anlh.on-:rvh1oh usefUl .wof.'k ·can :;be · done~ It 'is equally ·true that, under rule 30, any 
subjfiCts can be . ·bt'Ougiit 1ip ·by Jany delegation in this forum ··or in its subsiciiary · 
bodbis ;· but . >tt. we ·_apply·· ·that 1 rul-.5 tea> -widely, why, then, would a workint group_ · 
need. a mandate? In- faot, •I ' ~:li'e-N" tlie mandate serves the purpose of orienting . 
the wdrk of ·ia working group tr.Nii-Pds •a' speeifio targe~t and as such, is ~~ --importan~e · 

•- and, it is onl-y·~toa true, IIIUst · tie a· negdtlated doeument. I shall lea-t'e ·my commetita •· '' 
at -tha:t, al1d I now ·give the ~oor to ttfe distinguished representative ··of Mexico,· ., ··r· 

Ambassador Garc!a Robles. You have -the floor Sir-. · · · · · 

; . __ ·, . : ~ ::·· 

.. . : .. ,. ~ . : 
;· 

. . • .... 1 : ~ :' 

:: £·: .:. r .. : . .-: :· .. : ;. -~ , 
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Mr. GARCIA ROBLES (Mexico) (translated· from Spanish): .. Mr. c:tlairman~ my. . · • . . · 
delegation had from the outset interpreted. the statement you made to us this morfl1i.rig' 
in the way you have just indicated, that is, as one through which you ~oped to 
encourage the members of the Committee · by showi1,1g them that in spite or ·•all the . 
difficulties some useful work could stU;i ' ~e C:tori~ in thiS sphere. Mr. . ·d~).egati~n . , 
shares that.view and .would siinp.ly.add that·what the distinguished, representative of 
Argentina has · just said is an accurate reflection of· the'· racts; This subject 1s 
different from many others in which · the''dele~ttons that it is · customary · to call t~9se 
of the • East are on one side while thoae ·;of the West are on the other side. Here, : 
as we' all know; · ihe delegations of the Group of ' 21; the delegations of the soe1alist 
countries and•a •number of delegations · tram western Europe and other countries have 
for many·.years been· attxious to securia ~regress '·ori· this matter•or the total prohibition 
of nuolear.;..weapon tests. · :· ' '' · ·· · · 

l . share and .appl,au4 th~ . ai!JI · you had · .in mtnc:l ~o .your statement, . Mr.. Chairman, but 
I should li~e',at toe :same time to express certain reservations with ·respect .to··"it.-
'l'he fir~~ : .paraaraph .' i~ merely factual, and .. calls for .• no ·.comment;; .The second paNgraph 
says ~qEJ f;'~l~owing: . "After the . debate ~ that. took ·place in ·the plenary ·sessiona >of .. the 
.c:oa.q1ttee .on. 5 and 1 Apri~ and last Tu~sd~y's informal ;exchange o£ views, it has ·:.·:: 
once 'apin. become clear that a ·number of . delegations bold the view that the:· existing . 
mandate. of the Ad Hoc Wor,kiog Group is too narrow and · .that .its scope should .theretore 
be widened". This is a . very·con~ise but current description, and it is· also right 
that this description .should come 'before that of the other position, ·since it is, I 
believe, the position of some 35-.or 38 delegations. .You then .describe. tbe position 
that is principally that of two delegations, in the following way: "Other delegations 
are~of the opinion .that the pre~;Jent mandate has not nearly been exhausted -and that a. 
great.deal of useful work c11n still be done under this present mandate". I do not 
know whether . this depcription satisfies the other group -- that very small group I · '
mentioned, but that :1s .a matter for them to decide. Your statement, .Mr.· Chairman, .. · 
continues: "Conseq~entl,y, . no consensus has emerged on a revision of the mandate of 
the Ad. Hoc Working Group on a tiuclear Test Ban, either by drawing on the proposal 
tabled by the Group of 21 in 1981 {document CD/181), since then revised by India, or 
on the d~aft proposed by the group of socialist countries in Working .. Paper No. 95"· 
Your statement then goes on as follows: "While recording this conclusion, which of 
course · does not rule out further informal contacts .on this isslle, : it would be remtiss 
not to note some constructive trends that in my view emerged from our consultations. 
It became clear.that: . (a) making further progress towards a nuclear test ban remains 
the undisputed goal of the Ad Hoc Working Group" -:- no one can object to that -- "and 
that (b) the substantive elaboration of essenti~l prerequisites for a treaty is 
recognized. as specially contr.ibuting to this g9al'!~ :·Here everything depends, as the 
distinguished ,reP..esentative of Argentina said, ;on wt)at.is. meant by "essential • 
prerequisites,''· . But sinc.e it is up to ea~h del~g.ation to interpret . this as it (sees 
f1 t, I would . have no difficulties with this . .aitner. After tha~, however, I beU.eve· 
that, as · you did in the secon~ .. p.aragraph, you ougbt to haye:-. begun .by saying something 
about the ,position of those delegati,ons that: ,want to broaden. the mandate. I .sha.ll ... 
tell.,.youwhat I would. have said had I been: in your place. I .would hav~ begun py .. , . 
say:i.l)g th.e follo•in8: · "Those delegations · ~~ich consider that,. ·.the present mandate: . should 
be revi:Jed t stressed ~hat th~y do no.t intend in .apy way to bar Other delesatiOI;li'J•- frQpl 
stating their ' views on the verification and compliance aspectl3 of~ the prospective, i 

treaty. They reaffirmed that th~y· only desired that the mandate be drafted in terms 
consistent with paragraph 31 of the Final Document, whichprovides that 'the form 
and modalities of the verification to b~ provided for in any specific agreement 
depend upon and should be determined by the purposes, scope and nature of the agr·eement' ". 
The paragraph would then have continued with what you have said.: "Those del~gations 
which supported the present mandate at the time of its conception, ••• ". I would 
then have concluded with your last paragraph: "The Chair firmly hopes that the 
clarification thus obtained will assist the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group in 
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carrying o4t. his~ ;.lUPOrtan~ task in a constructive. spirit".. I would simply add that 
since raf~noe ·l1:~· .. been~Riade here to informal meetings,- it mightl perh~m:J.:. have .. ~en 
ndvisab~~- ':tO · corn~iete that refei"c.nce' by expressly menti:.onihg tbe suggestion tnade by a 
distinguished meinb,er 'or ·the· Group of 21, which was supported by· ~" nwnber of delegations, 
includil)g iny ow:Dt th!'lt .. the . Chainnim of the Ad Hoc· Working Gr'oup; should begin, through 
informal consu;t.~tions ,with the various members of the Group; ' to try to find a way 
out of., the .J.mpasse wh.ich has ·unfortunately ,.been ·reached. 

.. . 1; . . ••. .• :' : ... . ( . ; • 

.. ·~ ' ' ~ ... 

'· The, · .CHAIRMAN: I thank . Ambassador- Garcia. Robles for. his remarks. Without 
wishing ·to turn this meeting into. a dtalogue .between individual members and the Chair, · 
I would like to say tha.t tne Chair never cherished ;he illusion that a summing up of 
this··!Character -would be, to the letter, ~cceptable .to every single d~legation around 
this, table.- nor would the .Chair claim to b.e capable of doing wprk to. absolute ' · 
perf-ecti•on, certainly not when matching itSelf ;against such long-standing ·experts as . 
yourselves. But the · Chair is very glad t~ note that at least the general intention · 
of its summing up could find approval. ·Tt;le distinguished representative of the 
United States of Americ~ has ask eo fo:" the floor. Ambassador Fiel~s, you . h.ave the . 
floor. 

Mr.. FIELDS (United Sta tea of America) : · Mr. Chairman, I find it pers·onally 
distasteful to have to exercise a x•ight of rEipiy to statements made in the Committee 
by distinguished ' visitors who come here to ··present the views of their governments; · 
however, I cannot let stand unchallenged inaccurate allegations directed against my 
co~~try and the security policies of my Government. Hence, I feel compelled to 
responc;i -~ .. the remarks made this morning·by ,: the distinguished Deputy Minister for 
Foreign Aff!lirs of Poland. He :i.naccura tE:fly oharac terized the security policies of 
roy Government as an attempt to achieve military · s~periority and to undermine the . 
pqli ticai and terri to rial realities . in ; ~urope -~ He also questioned the sincerity of 
the United States Government's proposals daeignad to reduce the burden of armaments 
in t.he world, and particularly in Europe~ · 

We 'regret the tone and content of this statement and the distortions· that it 
unfort~_nately· contains. ·· My delega.ho1i categorically rejects these assertions. 
United 'Stat.es national security policy and the NATO intermediate-range nuclear force· 
decisions are designed to meet a very real threat to our security and the-security 
of our allies. That threat resul~s from the unprecedented military build-up of 
the Soviet Union. 

A statement such as wa heard · today may: serve the political interests of some 
countries. Indeed, it appears to b.e another in a lengthening . lJ.st of such statements. 
But lt is no·t a constructive way' to seek solutions. or advance the substantive 'I'JOrk of 
this Committee. That can only .be done within the negotiating , process. In the INF . 
negotiations, to which the Deputy Minister r .eferred, my Governm.ent recently pre_j:!ented 
a new proposal for an interim colution designed to improve substantially the chances 
for success in the face of rejection t;>y the Soviet Union of the zero-option solution, 
which remains our real· goal. It was a proposal .which was arrived at af.~er . . months 
of patient negotiations, extensive consultation with our allies and careful : study of .... 
all options to achieve progress on the long and difficult road to a real reduction 
in nuclear arsenals. As is well known, it was the immediate object of public 
criticism by the Soviet Foreign Minister. This also is not helpful. Instead of 
polemics and rhetoric , we should negotiate to arrive at an accommodation. Instead 
of statements auch as \-le heard today, we should addrt:ss the real problems of peace 
and international security in a se••ious way at the n~gotiating table. 
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Mr. NAZARKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): 
I have asked for the floor, Mr. Chairman, in order to make some comments on the 

. statement you made at today's meeting. The Sovi~t- delegation take& note of your 
report on the state of affairs as )('~gards the broadening of the mandate of the 
Ad Hoc Working Group on a Nuclear Test Ban. We do not agree with certain aspects 
of your statement, in particular your assessment of the numerical relationship 
between the delegations for and against the broadening of the mandate, and also your 
remarks on the need to elaborate the prerequisites for a test-ban treaty, as contained 
in your point (b). However, in vie\-1 of your explanation that your statement did not 
claim to reflect the views of all delegations in the Committee, I shall not dwell on 
these aspects. I should like to go on to the principal assessment you gave and, 
precisely, to your conclusion that at the present time there is no consensus in favour 
of the broadening of the mandate of the Ad Hoc ·Vlorking Group on a Nuclear Test Ba.n. 
Naturally~ this . situation. can hardly satisfy us. Quite the contrary. We therefore 
expect you, Mr. Chairman, to use your energy, diplomatic 3kill and artistry to br•ing 
the qu~stiori of the broadening of the mandate of the Ad Hoc Working Group to a 
positive conclusion. The remarks you have made in thiS connection at this part Of 
our meeting have inspired in us a certain hope on this score. If the question of the 
revision of the mandate is settled in April, this will maka it possible for the Working 
Group to begin working on the basis of a new mandate from the very first days of the 
summer part of the s.assion, and this should bring us nearer to the conclusion of a 
treaty on the complete and general prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests. 

The Soviet delegation also wishes to say that even before the mandate is 
broadened it intends to continue actively participating in the work of the Group on 
the basis of the interpretation of the existing .mandate which you gave this morni ng. 
1-le particularly noted your statement that the delegations that -~re opposed to the 
broadening of the mandate do not intend to bar other delegations from expressing 
their views on particular issues that have a bearing on the future treaty. We presume 
that these delegations, too, for thtdr part, will express their views on those i:3sues. 

In conclusion, I should like once more to stress that of course no broadened 
interpretation of the present mandate can be a substitute for the broadening of 'that 
mandate itself, a question on which the Committee took an appropriate decision on 
29 March 1983. 

l1r. DUARTE (Brazil): l1r. Chairman, I do not intend, Sir, to review the 
declaration which you made this morning: other delegations before me have done that 
and if I were to attempt to comment on the declaration there would certainly be many 
traits in common with those that were made bt::fore by Ambassador Garc!a '·-Robles and 
Hr. Garc!a Moritan. I take it, Sir, as you stated this morning, and ' aa you repeated 
this afternoon, that these are your views and I respect your views, although my 
~elegation does not always agree entirely with them. 

I would only like, at this moment, to express the wish and the hope that your 
declaration, even if it does contain many aspects which are hot completely shared by 
many delegations around this table, will contribute to making this Committee progress 
in andeavoura which are very important to all of us around this table. ~1y firs-t · 
wish is that the continuation of the effOrts to improva the mandate of the Ad' Hoc . 
Working Group will be pursued by you in your capacity as Chairman, with the-uimOit 
energy, and I trust that you will do exactly that. The second is that the Working 
Group will continue to exert its efforts, even vTi th a mandate that is considered by 
an overwhelming majority of us as inadequate, that it \olill continue its work, and 
that the result of whatever endeavours we continue in the Working Group will bring us 
closer to a treaty that will ban all nuclear-weapon tests. 
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Mr. SKINNER (Canada): Mr. Chairman, my statement will be very brief indeed: it 
was simply to associate my delegation with the remarks of Mr. Duarte of Brazil about 
the helpful contribution you have made in your statement. The dimensions of the 
statement's helpfulness, I think, is readily apparent by the exchange of views we have 
had on this subject this afternoon. As we have seen, it is an exceedingly difficult 
issue, a very controversial one. Thank you for your efforts. 

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr. Skinner, for your kind words to the Chair. 
Ambassador Maung Maung Gyi, you have the floor. 

Mr. MAUNG MAUNG GYI (Burma): Mr. Chairman, I shall be brief. I have today 
listened carefully to the distinguished representatives who have spoken about the 
mandate of the Working Group and the statement made by you with regard to this matter. 
One conclusion that we can draw from this is that there is no consensus with regard 
to the mandate, and for this reason, to be objective, the real issue that concerns 
us now is that you, as well as the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group, should 
devote your endeavours with a view to enhancing the mandate. While this is going on, 
I believe, Mr. Chairman, that it will not be possible to continue the substantive 
work of the Group. That is what my delegation believes. 

Mr. ALTAF (Pakistan): Mr. Chairman, just to say a few words on your statement, 
even if you have reiterated that it essentially remains your statement. I should like 
to draw a degree of satisfaction from the fact that what I see as the main feature 
of the statement, which is the observation on page 2 that "This flexibility would 
seem to open the way for a broadly ranging substantive examination by the Working Group, 
under its present mandate, of most, if not all, essential and relevant issues relating 
to that point on the agenda", has remained unchallenged. I hope that this expression 
can be built upon by the Chairman of the Working Group while drawing up the programme 
of work. 

The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished representative of Pakistan for his 
statement. If there are no further speakers, then I should like to announce that, 
as agreed this morning, the Contact Group on Principles of the Working Group on a 
Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament will meet in this conference room immediately 
after the adjournment of this plenary meeting. Although time is short I believe 
that the Chairman would still appreciate the meeting to take place. The Group which 
will deal with proposals for the improved and effective functioning of the Committee 
will also meet immediately, but instead of meeting in the secretariat offices it 
will meet in Conference Room C.loB next door. 

It remains for me to announce that th~ next plenary meeting of the Committee on 
Disarmament will be held on Tuesday, 19 April, at 10.30 a.m. 

The meeting stands adjourned. 

The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m. 
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open the 213th plenary meeting of the Committee on 

The Committee starts today its consideration of item 7 of its agenda, 
"Prevention of an arms race fn outer space". As usual, members of the Committee 
wishing to do so may make statements on any other subject relevant to·the work of 
the Committee. 

I have on my list of speakers' for today the representatives of the SO'Cialist 
Republic of Viet Nam, Sweden, Kenya, Algeria and Mongolia. 

In accordance with the aed.s.ion taken by the Committee at its 212th plenary 
meeting, I shall presently. g.ive the floor to the representative of Viet Nam, 
Ambassador Nguyen Thuong. But before He start the meeting may I, from the Chair, 
express my sympathy to the delegation of the United States of America, whose Mission 
in Beirut was the victim of an act of indiscriminate terrorism resulting 1n a heavy 
loss of life. I think we can all agree that such acts of terror are to be condemned 
and can in no way contribute to the pursuit of peace, a cause to which we, as 
diplomats, are all dedicated. May I also ask the distinguished representative of 
the United States to convey my condolences to the families of the victims of that 
attempt. May I now, in accordance with the decision taken at the 212th plenary 
meeting, invite the repres~ntative of Viet Nam, Ambassador Nguyen Thuong, to take 
the floor. 

Mr. NGUYEN THUONG (VietNam) (translated from French): Mr. Chairman, allow me 
first of all to offer you my congratulations on your accession to the chairmanship 
of the Committee. I am certain that, thanks to your experience and your diplomatic 
skill, you will be able to guide the work of this Committee to the hoped-for 
results. I should also like to express my deep gratitude to the distinguished 
members of the Committee on Disarmament for granting me the possibility of speaking 
at this plenary meeting. For reasons which you know, my delegation was unfortunately 
deprived of that possibility during the ye2rs 1980-1982. Nev~rtheless, we have 
always followed with great interest the discussions taking place in this room and the 
umlt i f'aceted work of the Committee~ which is of the utmost importance for peace and 
for the present and the future of all mankind. 

The agenda of the Committee on Disarmament contains many important questions. 
However, as the countries of the non-aligned movement, of which Viet Nam has the 
honour to be an active member, stated at their last summit meeting, which was held 
in New Delhi: "··· while nuclear disarmament has the highest priority, efforts 
should be made to conclude without .further delay a treaty banning chemical weapons". 
Viet Nam is convinced that the question of the prevention of a nuclear war is at the 
centre of the work of this important multilateral negotiating body: it is clearly 
the most urgent of all the world problems of the present time, a problem· common to 
all peoples regardless of differences of social systems, way of life or ideology. 
All States Members of the United Nations ought to respond to the appeal of the 
United Nations General Assembly'at its second special session devoted to disarmament 
and take, as soon as possible, adequate measures for the prevention of war, and in 
particular nuclear war, thereby safeguarding from that danger the very existence of 
mankind. The Committee on Disavmament ought to spare no effort to reach an agreement 
on the practical measures to be taken towards that end. 

At the same time, the Committee also has before it a question to which the 
Socialist Republic of Viet Nam, like all the non-aligned countries and many other 
countries, pays very close and sustained attention, namely, the question of the 
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vr.ni.LU.&. ""'u" u.1. "'m:~J~.&.'-'c:u. wot::i:lvur1S. . ~o other p~ople in .the world in recent deoades has 
suffe~d · as much . as- ~he- p~~~3-,e of' Viet Nam th!'! horribJ.:e and lasting consequences · o"f 
the use of toxic chemical substances . in war. This barbarous weapon of mass · 
extermlna t1on : ought · to. be prohlbi ted as soon as possible. · 

In connection with this urgent ne~d for .a strict prohibition of chemical 
WE>apotis, i feei it :to be my d\ity; : as .. the representative of the people of Yi'et Nam 
ar·d·.of th~ Socialist RepUblic of V1.et .Naril, to present to this Committee· in this 
s t atement · 'ao~e ·.additional ·· information. concerning Viet .· Nam' s experience, which is 
s t ill ""<iontinuing, ' of ;the lqng"':t~r~{c9n~~quepceo. of the massiv~ 'and repeated uee of · 
chernidal "o'UbBtanB'es fn the war ·in Viet Nam d-uring the years 1961· to 1971•· .· I ·am · · · 
doing s·() irl tn~ . ·ferveht .·hope . that ar.t'er .bearing me the Committee and the col.mt .. ies : 
l"t::p:•eseritad '·h'efe ' 'w!h be 'ev'en more determined to spare no effort to acc.eleN.te the
conclusion of a convention on the complete prohibition of chemical weapons, so that 
tl:e tragedy which struck my country me1y never be repeated anywhere, again~ any 
people~·· . ~ ' ' · · · · · ..... ·, , · 

; ... . '~ . 

As you kriow, . an · Int.ernati·onal Symposi1,.1m on Herbicicies . ;;md Defoli.ants in· War: 
The ' tb~;.;;Terui' ErfectR on· Man arid. Nature, .was held i .n Ho Chi : ·Mlnh City at -the 
be3innirtg of" this year.· . The 'symposium dealt wi.th a subject ~hich is far fro'ID being 
an ·~u·C.mOded thec):.etlcal exerc~se. Th~ e~otion caused-, in r~cent months::in ma·ny . 
t.uropea'n couotries .,by 'the transfer of toxic. ' wastes from ,,the .s.eveso f.aetory' and the 
ap}lrehert·i:Jions ·.of countless' veterans . of the . Indo-Chinese war in America · and · AUstralia . 
are evidence of the present-day relevance of the problem. The Ho Chi Minh City 
s~rm~ociLUJ1 . w.as . a~tended .. by mQre thl;ln 160 sci.entists and· experts» ;. nearly half , of. whom 
came _ (toOr.t. :2 ·~ ~ f(?re1gn . C<?~ntri~s, · ipcluding ,the .. Upited States . of ·. ·Ameriea~ ' canada, 
France·, ·· t~e ·United .. Kingdom, the . Netherlands, ,;. ~he,. Federal Repub-lic ' 6fi Geruiariy, Italy, ·. 
JapAn;_.· ~~~d~n,. India, . the Soviet. union , the ~ Gel"tnan Democratic · Republic; .: Bulgaria, . . 
Czechoslbvakia, ' Hunga~y, Poland ' and Mongolia, to mention only those countries that 
are members qf this Committee, . and in oneweek the participants heard 72 ,scientific 
!'eports and P&Pers arid held yery frank e~c:hanses of views, both at plenary meetings . 
and ::.n workiJ'i8 ~roups · the rapporteurs .of _which .were all well-knoWn ·foreign scientists, 
;merican, Englfnh · arid Dutch. the symposium was ·strictly a working conference of 
scien~~ists whose object was not only to make an objective assessmeri·t of 'existing 
scientific l.nf.o.nnation but also .tO ·i;dentify and encourage ·the··· research-worlc nee(fed 
<1 nd to ·promote. in'terruitional co-op~ation to that end. The final. s\Uiinary: report of · 
the syrriposfum; ~tilch w:as. adopted unanimously' was put . before the''!CO!dnittee on . . . 
21 Febt"l.lary 1983 ~ arid shortly thereafter, in order to take advantage of the presence 
i 11 Geneva of a we].l-known scientist from my country,. Prof.essor D~.:· ·Ton •.Due Lartg, a 
r.1 '3etlps, 'w~s ' a~r~nged between' him and the ~p.~r.~s- in this Committee~· · dtir41hg: ·wti:fch·· ·he'' : 
presented ad<.Utiorlal '.information qn the results. of the symposiUm. _. In that' Cdnnectiotl, 
I should like . to say that w~ are very grateful to the delegati oris which '.td6k 'part ln 
tru t · iileetihg.; · and "1e · should also like to thank ; the secretariat of th~ Cormitittee·· for · 
~- ~s ; help irit. ot-8arli zing·: the meet'ing. . . 

As was indicated at tne symposium, various compounds of toxic chemical 
st·bstanceo Here u~ed in Viet Nam, includ~ng in particular dioxin, :a aubstaric~ "krio'fll 
f or its great toxic~ty. The tot~l.quantity of all these herbicides •and defoU:atits "' 
useo. egainst ray cou:itry is e'stimated by different scientific authorities at some 
lOO,r~o tons. According to the United States biologist, Arthur H. Westing, this 
tota}. j_ncluded 57, 000 tons of the famous agent orange~ containing up to 170 kg of 
th~ ter:'ib}e dioxin . other authorities even put forward the figure of 500 kg. 
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J.:nese "&ox~c . cnem~ca.L products which were sprayed on a vast scale, in ·strong 
concentrationsan~ip . ~arge quantities. have caused· serious damage . to the 
environment. of . South Viet .. Nam: · 43 per cent of the forests t-lere dest.royed, . including 
70 per cent of the coconut groves and 150,000 hectares of tropical forests, and 
13 per cent of the agricultural land, which it has not yet been possible to restore 
in spite of the passage of. 10 years. Ecological systems were'' seriously 'damaged • . 
The . systematic spray ings over vast · areas of South Viet · Nam totally Or in large part 
destroyed extensive areas of forests in the· provinces of . Tieri Giang~ Ben Tre, 
Cuu Long, Hau Giang and Minh Hai and in the environs· .of · Ho Chi · Minh. City. . This fact 
was already noted in 1974 -by a group of. American scientists from ~ the Academy of . 
Sciences who ·considered .that, as a result of the extensive damage caused 'to the . 
forests, the process of nat~ral recovery could take 100 years and even more in 
certain regions. 

1'he massive a,nd repeated sprayings over large areas changed . the structure of 
the soil, reduced its fertility and caused a decline in agricultural production, 
aggravating the difficulties of feeding the population. Many areas, such as the 
valley of ;A sau, formerly PQpulated with an abundant and varied fauna and ·. cov~red 
with rich forests and other useful vegetation, ·were transformed into infertile 
savann?hs . ~overed with wild grasses and secondary vegetation of little economic 
value·, · as a result. of \'ihich many specie~ of animals,. ·both large and small have · · 
completelY disapp~ared . and . there remain only hordes of small rodents, which are 
disea~e:-carriers. · 

Th~s, th~ troplcal forests in the areas· heavily · sprayed td th herbicides are on 
the poirit of . disappearing. The des:truction of foliage, the considerable reduction in 
the. country's forest 'areas and the contamination of the soil·have caused changes in 
the water run-off system, c;lggloavating further the· periods of flood and drought. 

Considerable. damage, difficult .to remedy, has also been · caused . to the river, 
mari~i~e and . coastal ecqlogicai systems •. · Certain types of aquatic animals have 
disappeared arid reserves of sea and .river · fish. have been considerably reduced • 

. : : ~ .. ~ ' ' - . 

As .a result of all these harmful effec~.s of toxic ·substances oh nature, . 
Viet Nam _·is at present confronted with an extremely difficult task, that is, how 
to restore the fertility of the .soils and transform these dead ' savannahs into crop
grdwing areas· O.r tq repopulate them with animal species ·and useful plants~ · 

. ~ . . . . . . . . . 

The · fam6us qperation known. as the chemical· clean-up of the jungle, through the 
use of herbici_des containing a high ,proportion . of dioxin, also had harmful,. effects, 
which are still continuing, on the health of the Vietnamese people:2 million 
Vietnamese have been ·victims, of whom 3, 500 have died and the rest are · still today . 
suffering their conseq~ences.. . Professor Ton Due Lang gave a scientifically detailed , 
report on this subject during his meeting with the distinguished experts from 
delegations; I shall therefore be brief in this connection. 

Numerous invest.igati.ons and tests by Vietnamese scientists confirm that the 
massi~e • USe Of these toJCiG . SUbstances containing diOXin has'· had extremely harmful 
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_ >oj)ulaU:on inhabiting the regions concerned, includ-ing 
the childralVborn there.·. :'.f1verr-a· number of years after contaiDination, ·genetic 
aberratidrnt·ahd·abnol"'llalitl.es· have· been 'round among the victims. 

At the Symposium, 12 reports were submitted giving strong evidence of a direct 
link ~ the ·use ·or chenfSical· substances and the increased number of congenital 
abnormalillles, -iliiui-trosities and malforma•tions among children born in the areas 'that· 
were sprayed With such substances. 

Thus investigations in the province or ·sen Tre, which was subjected to massive 
and r.epe"a ted. !sprayings, . :shOW- that· ·1n ··comparison with·· the pre-war years • the nwuber 
or extra..ou.urji~e ·,p~gnam~:ies ha"'s i'hcrea:sed six to eight ti"mes,. the number of "sterile 
marl'i~ et&bt'''tiules, and the number of. congenital abnormalities and monsters alDOng 
new-born ··children. 10-15 times. Theee are terrible figures. 

Iii:' the.-~ptnion .of'. o~;-:'~qxerts, the· use. of chemical substances has also caused 
an incJ."eastr #J·~tte· .>f.requenoy.·O'f cases· of cancer of the liver.. In a Hanoi hospita·l 
it has "-n ;noted ·that between the per:iod 1955-1961 and ttte period 1962-1968, the 
incil:lel'lcriJl>of cancer of .the li·ver among persons subjected "to those·''Sprayfngs increased 
fz-c•i"·2"•r89 ·ber cent to 9.C17 per cent; Furthermore, many statistical inves·tigations 
carried out in different countries have shown the carcinogenic effect or dioxin in 
minute doses (in particular the work done on behalf of the Dow Chemical Company and 
the work 'ot· :t:ma·' cancer research group of the Environmental Protection Agency}. 
Studies ma'de.dn r-ecent years in VietNam have also shown that the inci'derioe-of 
primary .caneer.:·•of .the liver among subjects exposed' to spraying& with defoliants is 
five times·htgher than among'SUbjects not so exposed. 

'l'heae facts represent only a. small part of the information eontained in• the 
reports .sublllit'tfed at the ·Ho Chi Minh City Symposium. While fUrther researCh is s'till 
needed :on certain 'aspects, at the conclusion of the Symposium everyc:me was agreed 
that the, .use of herbicic:l~s and defoliants in the Vietnamese war had resulted in grave 
and ·hal"'llfullong-term c~e.equences for man, nature and the economy or Viet Nam. ·· 
Professor Arthur w~ Gals~ton of the· United States said so as long ago as on 
9 February .1977 at. a Congressional bearing, when he stated· that he was convinced· 
that the destructjj:ve effects of toxic chemical products on Viet Nam, including the 
environment and the country's entire civilization, -were unforeseeable. 

-'!be-International Symposium held at Ho Chi. Minh City, nearly half of the 
participants in which came from foreign countl":ies; in its conclusions appealed to 
the international community to take urgent m~a;sures to help the Vietnamese:people 
to elimtna~e the .terrible:.consequencea:of·the 'U:Be' in war of herbiCides and 
defoliants. We belii!ve'·'that--we can count on international co-operation in the 
solution of this problem, a very difficult .one and extremely costly in material and· 
financial resources, clearly far beyond the possibilities of our country. We believe 
that th-is will be for the benefit· -both.. of the Vietnamese people and of mankind as a 
whole. 
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f the Committee on· Disarmament, I should Uke to 
emphasize how much these preliminary results of ·the Symposium underline the 
importance and urgency of finding a successful solution to :the problems posed in · 
this sphere of chemical weapons. 

~ .. .. 
It seems bD me that at. :the ~ present time a sound. basis· exists for the speedy 

drafting of a "'Convention prohibiting chemicaL weapons : a number.:· of important 
documents and concrete and practical proposals have been submitted, including in 
particular the document entitled "Basic provisions of a convention on the prohibition 
of the development~ . ·production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their. · 
de~truction ", presented .. by the Soviet Union,- a document rich in :oonstructi ve ideas 
for solutions to the speci·fi:o problems connected with the prohibition of such 
weapons. · ·Many countries among ·the 'Group of 21 have also put t"orward ·useful ideas. 

Allow me, on the basis of the results of the Symposium, to put certain thoughts 
before the ·)Committee. ·."In my view, ·the prohibition of chemical weapons should be 
univertsal; each State party to the convention should undertake never and in no 
circumstances to develop, produce, acquire in ·any way, retain, transfer or use 
chemical weapans, and to destroy its stocks of them or redire'ct them into authorized 
purposes as ;well ·as to destroy or dismantle facilities for the production of chemical 
weapons. 

As .regards the question of what chemical substances should be prohibited, my 
delegation considers that the 'future convention should prohibit a'll chemical 
substances , for purposes of war without,, however, placing unnecessary ·dif?ficul ties ... 
in the way of the development of the chemical industry for peaceful purposes. i ~:: " i: " .. 

Certainly, the ·future convention oughtto contain provisions giving an assurance 
of'.:tts striot application • . As regards the question of what specific methods of . · tr -. 

verification . should· ,be used · with respect to the -•variotis aspects of the activi·ties 
pt'Ol'Jibited,. my delegation is ·Of the view that ·verification measures should be 
effective ·· but should .. not be •such as to lead to interference in the internal affaire 
of sovereign.,States .:or the -creation of obstacles •to the development of the chemical 
industry f. or peaceful purposes; in other words; ·they should :.be very carefully 
thought out .t:rom every point of view. Thus ·whatis needed is a rational and 
effective combination ·of national and international means of verification. ' 

In conclusion; I should like ·to express the hope that all the States members 
of the Coriuni ttee· on Disarmament, through their •distinguished representatives · here : ··. · 
present, will make greater efforts ·in"order to· complete as soon as possible the ·~ 
elaboration'·of an':international convention on ·the ·prohibition of chemic~H weapons, 
which is urgentl:f : Oalled for ·. both · by the lesson of the ·tragedy of . the Vietnamese. · 
people and . by ·· the interests . ()f . all mankind. · ·.· 

• . : · :··. : i ~' ! •. 

The Socialist · Republ±c of · Viet Nam, for its·ipart; would •like to ·be able to 
take a more active part in the drafting of this future convention on the prohibition· 
of chemical weapons. We could thus make available to the Committee the knowledge 
we have acquired and the results of the research being carried out by our Vietnamese 
experts, among others, on the basis of the experience suffered by the Vietnamese 
people, the harmful consequences of which are still being felt even today in the 
lives of our people. 
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_1·ne l.;~N: "l'ne vnair thanks Ambassador Nguyen Thuong for his 
c9ntri'bution and for the kind wo~ds !lddressed to the Committee and to the 
se~retariat. The next speaker on my list is the distinguished delegate of 
Sweden, Mr. Hyltenius, to whom I _now give the floor. · · 

Mr. HYLTENIDS (Sweden): Mr . Chairman, the agenda of this Connnittee may be 
seen as a reflection of the most urgent problems in the field of disarmament. 
It conta.tns a number of items ,.,rhich have been with · us for many years and which 
still a\~it · a soiution. It would seem that the longer an item has to wait 
for real negotiations the harder it "is to come to grips with it. Few would 
deny that the techriical 'proble::ris and complexities of disannament questions 
have become gre~ter nver the years. 

It is against this background that one should see the question of the 
prevent'ion of an arms race in outer space. Today I shall devote my statement 
to that iteni~ It has been referred to the Committee on Disanna.ment by over..:. 
whelm:i.ng majorities in the United Nations GeneJ.'al Assembly. The support for 
the request to the Committee on Disarmament to -establish an ad hoc workin€ 
group to deal with this matter coffies from all political quarters. It was, 
furthermore, clear at the U}TISPACE Co~ference last summer that the question 
of the inQ~easirig I!'.i.litarizatiori of outei· space ·was a major concern forthe 
participating countries. This -was clearly expressed -in the final report of 
the Conference; in which it Has reconnnended that this Committee give high 
priority to this grave concern, · 

The Committee on Disarmament should ta.l{e concrete action on this item ·in 
accordance with the :relf)vant General Assembly resolutions · and with the 
Committee 1 s role as the single multilateral negotiating body in the field of 
disarmament. 

It is in the interest of maintaining sta·oility and preventing the 
unleashing of another round of the arms race that the ;Swedish delegation urges 
that an ad hoc working group be established without de],ay. \ve cann('lt accept 
the assertion that nE;gotiations on this matter would be to the disadvantage 
of any country. Onthe contrary, vre are convinced that further delays will 
complicate an already very complex problem to the disadvantage of us all. 

' The 1967 Outer Space Treaty pro":Piibits the emplacement of nuclear weapons 
and other weapons of mass destruction in orbit around the earth ·and the 
stationing of such ~~apons in outer space or on celestial bodies. Several 
other treatiGa limit or prohibit various other military uses of' ·r'luter space, 
for instance, the 1963 Partial Test-Ban Treaty, the SALT I Agreement and the 
ABM Treaty. Nevertheless, it is obvious that a number of conceivable 
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military uses of outer space, which are likely to have destabilizing O+ otherwise 
threatening effects, are not covered by existing international· legal instruments. 
There is, therefore, a need to identify areas and activities Which so far have 
not been covered, in order to consider to what extent there exists a need for 
international agreements aiming at the prevention of undesirable developments in 
this field. 

There is, in the op~~on of the Swedish delegation, still a good chance to 
tackle these problems, but time. is quickly running out. R~pid technological 
developments do not wait. As in so many areas, disarmament negotiations are 
likely to become more complicated for every lost month. Action must be taken 
before financial and political investments in new weapons systems become so 
important that the process becomes irreversible. 

It is an understatement to say that the problem of preventing an arms race 
in outer space is a complex one. Apart from the many technical intricacies, 
there are the problems of distinguishing between civilian and military 
applications and between the stabilizing and destabiiizing effects of various. 
military space functions. 

Another dimension is the distinction b.etween whether a spacecraft is 
geared to "active" or "passive" military use • So-called "killer satellites" 
and space-based ABM or BMD systems are examples of devices which are designed 
actively to interfere with the adversary's military capabilities. 

Obviously there are important military applications of space technology 
which contribute to a more stable military balance and a lower risk of war, 
in particular between t _he two major alliances. I have in mind, for example,· 
military satellites, which are used to provide early warning of missile 
launches, and satellites for verification of arms control agreements and for 
fast and reliable communications. There are, however, certain developments 
which give cause for particular concern. One such trend is that of efforts 
to acquire or improve the capability to destroy one another's satellites. 
Another concern is that an increased launching capacity, for instance· in the 
form of re-usable space vehicles, may also be used for the further 
militarization of outer space. 

As the military balance is becoming increasingly dependent on satellites 
for communications, command, control and intelligence, the ability of such 
functions to survive is also becoming increasingly threatened by the 
development of anti-sat_ellite weapons systems. The Soviet Union has launched 
a number of interceptor/destructor satellites during the last severai years 
and, in earlier years, also fractional orbital bombardment systems (FOBS), 
and the United States is planning to begin operational testing of its ASAT 
system in 1983. Moreover, both Superpowers are investigating the possibility 
of using high-energy laser and particle beams for ASAT applications. 
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______ ------v __________ l the problem of lacunae in existing international 
agreements 'regard.i.ng the prohibition of military uses of outer space. It seems 
natural that ~ne of·· the first tasks of an ad hoc working group in the. Cormnittee 
on Disarmament shouid be to analyse such gaps in present treaties against the 
background of existing and conceivable military applications of space techrwlogy. 
The next step may be to determine which of the space systems or activities 
should be prohibited or subject to regulations. It would seem natural to the 
Swedish delegation that, for example, anti-satellite weapons systems should be 
banned. Perhaps, as a complement to such a prohibition, in order to exclude 
the possibility of the military use of otherwise legitimate civilian space 
vehicles( it might also be desirable to ban certain activities, for example, 
the destruction of satellites of other countries. We have noted with interest 
what the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands, Mr. van den Broek, 
said in this context in his statement in this Committee on 29 March, and we 
will carefully consider it. 

My delegation has taken note with great interest of the Soviet draft 
treaty on the prohibition of the stationing of weapons of any kind in outer 
space. However, the draft gives rise to some important questions, such as, 
for instance, how to define the concept "?f "weapon" in this context. This 
issue would obviously have to be tackled at an early stage. 

As is \-tell known, many satellites form integral parts of weapons systems 
"t-thich are not themselves stationed in outer space. Perhaps, for practical 
reasons, we may have to focus on such systems or Hweapons" as are intended for 
warfare exclusively in outer space. Such weapons, as we know them today, are 
based on the earth. The discussion must, therefore, encompass all weapons 
which.are meant to be used in outer space and not only those which are 
stationed there. 

As long as the leading military powers build .their security on a 
precarious nuclear balance and hold the rest of the world hostage, it is 
vitally important that nothing should upset this balance. The peoples of the 
world demand serious disarmament proposals from the Superpowers in order to 
reach a balance at lower levels of armaments. Instead we have learned with 
grave concern that the United States plans·to embark upon a research and 
development.programme with the ultimate goal of obtaining the capability of 
destroying ballistic missiles launched by the adversary. The only safe way 
of avoiding the nuclear threat is to abolish the nuclear weapons. To develop 
and replay weapons for the purpose of obtaining the capability of destroying 
the adversary's strategic missiles while keeping one's own strike capability 
intact, would create a dangerously unsta,le situation. This would be the case 
at least as long as only one party has such a capability. It should also be 
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noted in this context that such a mctjor undBrtaking would entail · the spend.i.ng 
of enormous fUnds and a \vaste of precious scientific resources. The initiation 
of such a research ~~d development process will be destabilizing in itself and 
increase the level of nervousness and tension. It would also initiate- research 
for similar weapons in other States and lead to countermeasures, and hence give 
rise to a new cycle in the senseless arms race. 

~1e SALT I and II agreements between the Superpowers acknowledged the 
right of the parties to u~e national technical means tc verify c~mpliance ,,rith 
their provisions. In addition the Soviet draft treaty on the prohibition of 
the stationing of weapons of any kind in outer space refers exclusively to 
national technical means of verification. However, it is hardly likely that 
such a lir:litation vmuld be accepted by the international community. If a. 
treaty on the prevention of an arms race in outer space is to stand a chance 
of being universally adhered to, it must have a system of international 
verification. A first step in this direction was taken by France L~ advancing 
the idea of an international satellite monitoring agency. This is a ~~tter 
of principle to many countries. Horeover, it must also be realized that the 
present virtual 'duopoly of the tvm Superpowers in this technology is 3:bout to 
be broken. 

The further development of anti-satellite weapons is a most threatening 
perspective. The Swedish Government, therefore, attaches great importance 
to the early initiation of negotiations ivith a view to prohibiting the 
establishment of such systems and the disrna.n.tling of existir>.g ones in order to 
preclude -such a new phase of the arms race. \ve cannot share the view that 
if one of the Superpovrers . has c:.cquired a certain lead in one area, the other 
should be entitled to catch up before any negotiations can be embarked upon in 
that field. The experiences so far of "the bargaining from strenith" 
philosophy are anything but encouraging. My Government acknowledges the need 
for an over-all ~alance in the military field, but that balance must be sought 
and achieved at lower and not higher levels of armaments. If one Power or a 
few Powers have achieved a certain capability, ·Hhich may become threatening to 
others, negotiations should start vrith out dela;'l iJl order to do away with such 
unilateral advantages. As vre all kno-v1, experience shows that once a ne<.r 
military technology .has become established, tlJe temptation to exploit it in 
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nd deployment of new weapons in most ·cases· become·s 
·.L:ne case oi anti-satellite weapons is not likely to be any 

Although there is clearly a need for multilateral negotiations in the 
Committee on Disarmament on the prevention of an arms race in outer space, 
this, of course, does not exclude the possibility of the two leading space 
Powers negotiating between them on matters of particular bilateral interest 
in this field. This view is consistent with the opinion my delegation and 
many others have expressed regarding other disarmament questions also, such 
as a .nuclear test ban and the prohibition of chemical weapons. Sweden, 
therefore ,stropgly urges the United States and the Soviet Union to resume their 
bilateral tp.lks with a view to finding solutions to some of the most pressing 
problems in the field of space warfare, notably the prevention of anti
satellite warfare. 

Sweden was able to co-sponsor both General Assembly resolutions last 
autumn on the prevention of an arms race in outer space. Resolution 37/83, 
submitted by non-aligned and socialist countries, contained, inter alia, a 
clear request for the establishment of an ad hoc vrorking group in the 
Committee on Disarmament with the task of opening multilateral negotiations 
on this item. This is important. Negotiations must no longer be delayed. 
Resolution 37/99 D, adopted on the initiative of western countries, put 
special emphasis on the need to tackle the problem of an emerging race in 
anti-satellite weapons. This seems to us to be the most immediate concern. 
Both resolutions, therefore, had merits which we considered important. The 
distinguished Ambassador of Sri Lanka, in his statement of 14 April, made a 
clear presentation of the possible approaches to the decision now facing the 
Committee on this matter. As far as the Swedish delegation is concerned, it 
is flexible on the organization of a forthcoming negotiation within an ad hoc 
working group in this Committee. A constructive proposal regarding the 
establishment of such a working group has been made in document CD/329, 
submitted by the Group of 21. 

Security is basically a political concept. Security problems must, 
therefore, be solved not by increased armaments or confrontation between 
adversaries but in co-operation and negotiations between parties for their 
mutual advantage and our common security. Time is getting short, but it is 
still possible to prevent an arms race in outer space if negotiations start 
now. If this fails, all countries will suffer. All countries thus have a 
legitimate interest in this matter. An overwhelming majority among them 
demand negotiations in this Committee before it is too late. Such a demand 
must not pass unheeded. 
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~~. Chairman 1 it would not be an understatement to say 
:uri tyn have the viidest usage in contemporary inter-State 

relations. And yet the principles which should govern peaceful relations among nations 
enjoy the widest disregard, the "~<iidest violation 1·1i thin the community of nations. 
The talk about disarmament and international security is not novel either, but one 
wonders whether and where a line can be drawn in reality between disarmament and 
international security on the one hand, and armameut ~nd international insecurity 
on the other! 

On several occasions already, the Secret~;-General of the United ~ations, 
Mr. Perez de Cue.llar, has expressed his s erious concern about the paying of lip-::;ervice 
to issues of the greates.t importance to the survival of mankind. In the statement he 
delivered to this Committee on 15 February last, for instance 9 the Secretary-General 
re-emphasized the point he had made in his first annual report dated 7 September 1982, 
namely, that the escalation in the arms r ace vJa,s and is guaranteed by the lack of a 
credible and effective sys ten of international peace and s ecurity. \'l:hat vlas essential, 
he stressed, was "to find 1vays to enhance the collective security machinerJ afforded 
by the United Nations Charter and by the Security Council in particular". vle could 
not agree more with the Secret~~-General. The fact is that the League of Nations had 
to collapse th.e way it did precisely because i t had not been founded on 2. sound and 
solid system of collective securi t;r. Any a.rchi teet ,,1ho starts "~<Ji th 9 and. aims at, 
constructing what he believes t o be a strong and durable roof for a house but neglects 
to lay the. required solid foundatio n for it engages .in a futile construction exercise. 
No wonder, then, th,at the Second WorlC. Wat' 1 lik e the First World War before it, could 
not be prevented. 

Most regrettably, the United Nations , like t he League of Nations before it, also 
lacks an effective collective system of int ernational s ecurity. · No wonder, then, that 
the United Natiops"has not succeeded in its pri.mb.ry responsibility of preventing all 
kinds of Wf.'.X · and assuring enduring peace anJ. securi t;)r. As Keeper of the Peace, the 
United Nations is still t o evolve an effective p~chinery for the peaceful resolution 
of internat;b.onal disputes and f or the effective governance of the behaviour of 
sovereign States in their relations with one another. · The s tructure and system of the 
United Nations are such that only some of its l•Iembers beax the primary task of 
maintaining international peace 2.nd security. The argument, then, that the 
United Nations has failed as Keeper of the Peace because of the behaviour of certain 
of :its Members, who have no t discharged their respons ibilities the 11ay they should, is 
not only logical? it is indeed s ound and credible. 

In short 9 the system of international peace and security envisaged in the 
United Nations Charter has not been ·fully and success fully applied primarily because 
the provisions of the Charter have not been strictly adhered to. Thus, as it has been 
argued time and again, the Second World War resulted from the lack of a system capable 
of ensuring lasting peace and security. We , like the other Members of the 
international community, are charged ·with the responsibility of ma.ldng the system work 
and thereby preventing a third world vJa.r from erupting . The J!'irst World vlw· ·Has a 
European war and we all know the reas ons th~.t led t o it. The Second \Iorle', V.Ja r was 
broader in character and s cope than \vorlcl 'ltiar I, but the main vlar stc.ge s till remained 
Europe, and we all know the reasons that led to that v1ar. But we all knmv t ha t a third 
world war would not be limited to one r egion. We all know tha t the battleground for 
such a war would be every inch of our eaxth , and its victims 1vauld be mankind itself. 
We all kn0\·1 that World Wn:.r III •r~ou.ld no t only resu.lt from "grave reasons 11

; it would 
not only result from politico-military a.nd secuxi t y reasons . Such a war v1ould result 
from a combination of f actors , a coB-bination of reasons~ some of which vmulc1 be simple 
and honest mista.kes9 other::. wou~d even be irrational, trivi al and ridiculous, such as 
mere suspicion and mistrust ~ mere mis calculation c::rnong t he suppos ed cus todic;,ns of 
world peace and security; mere misuse of sci entif ic and technological achievements of 
our day, and the mere arrogance of power by cert.:.>.in States members of the i nternational 
community, and of course, the resul t ing arms race and vi8lations of the 
United Nations Charter. 
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utner !"actors ana. reasons of a more serious natuxe from which a new world war 
could result would certainly include the existing economic imbalances and inequities 
between the rich and the poor; between armament and underdevelopment; between the 
"haves" and the "have-nots" of the North and South~ between the evolutionary and the 
revolutionary; and, of course, the East-West conflict io the third world -- the sole 
battleground for all the 140 or so armed conflicts and wars which have occurred since 
the end of the Second World vlar. 

Dag Hammarskjold was right when he expressed his strong convinction that a 
third world war could very easily have started in the Congo, now Zaire, in 1960. One 
thing is certain, however, and is universally recognized; World War II 1-1as fought 
for six years; World War III would last for less than six days, and it would annihilate 
the greatest and most precious gift of all time -- our very life! 

If, then, one talks about the relationship among disarmament, development and 
international security, what exactly does one mean? Well, the answer to this question 
is necessarily complex because the question itself is a complex one. First, ~~e must 
establish what these expressions actually mean. What is disarmament? \·Jhat is 
development? What do we mean by "security" or "national interests"? 

In my intervention of 14 April 1963, I dwelt at length on the close 
interconnection that exists between disarBament and development. Today, I wish to 
address myself to the question of the international system of . security and ho~ it is 
closely interconnected with the questions of disarmament and development. These 
interconnections are better described as a 11 triangular relationship;'• 

For all practical purposes, disarmament is the pr ecess of reduction in the size 
of, and expenditures on, armed forces~ of the destruction or dismantling of weapons, 
whether deployed or stockpiled 9 of the progressive elimination of the capacity to 
produce new weapons, and of the release and integration into civilian life of military 
personnel~ The ultimate objective in this process is, of course, general and complete 
disarmament under effective international control. 

Development is, on the other hand, a multidimensional process involving the 
reorganization and reorientation of entire economic and social systems. It aims at 
attaining improvements in incomes and output. It involves radical changes in social, 
institutional and administrative structures, as well as in popular attitudes and even 
in customs and beliefs. · It also aims a t the acceleration of economic grov1th, the 
reduction of inequality (in the distribution o£ income and wealth as viell as of status 
and power), and the eradication of absolute poverty. Poverty is part of inequality 
because poverty and wealth are the t\olo extreme positions of income distribution in 
society. And as I have said before , no contemporary society, irrespective of its 
economic development, social situation, poli t ical system, or anything else, is free of 
inequality. 

My understanding of ''national interest" is that it is whatever a nation feels to 
be essential to its security and 1-10ll-being. National interests are thus national 
goals, the first among them being the maintenance and protection of national security. 

National security refers, as we all know, both to physical and to psychological 
security, which security may be subject to threats , both internal and external. The 
constituent elements of national security include: the promotion and maintenance of 
national economic and social ~elfare, the preservation of national health and safety; 
the promotion ana. maintenance of national integrity, national independence and the 
liberty of peoples to choose t heir own economic and political destiny and their 
cultures, and to exist with others; freedotl from the f act and menace of military 
attack and freedom from the fac t of menace. 
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Tnus, Ior any sys·cem 01 international security to be viable, it must recognize, 
and adhere to the aforementioned constituent elements of national security. It must 
also recognize and respect the right of all to exist in freedom and stability, justice 
and equity, and in safety. Genuine and lasting international peace and socuri ty thus 
essentially means equitable socio-economic development ancl survival, as ;,.1ell as 
recognition of the rnul tidimensional interdependence which Emst exist 1;Jetv1eei1 and 
among nations. This fact was recognized by the international. community when it 
agreed to the following paragraph in the Second United Nations Development Strategy 
for the 1970s: 

"( 6) In the conviction that development is tb.EJ essential path to peace 
and justice, Governments reaffirm their common and unswerving resolve to seek 
a better and more effective system of international co-operation whereby the 
prevailing dispari tios in the \Wrld may be banished and prosperity secured for 
all." 

In summary, then, disarmament is a means to an end, the end being lasting \vorlc: 
peace and security~ out disaJ.lnament must be attained first and disarmament v1ill 
never be an effective vehicle to that end unless the unavoidable triangular 
relationship existing among disarmament, development and security, i.e. survival, is 
fully and unreservedly recognized and promoted by all. Disarmament must also be 
recognized as a vehiclo for attaining the New International Economic Order 9 since 
the latter is the instrument ;,.1hose main objective is to bring about structural changes 
in inter-State rela.tions, with a view to eliminating the inequities existing in the 
current international economic relations. c,:mtinuod disagreement on disarmament, as 
indeed on development issues 9 can only intensify the arms race and the conflicts so 
dominant these days in inter-State relations 9 and thereby render impossible the 
attainment not only of the New International Econornic Order 9 but in paxticular of a 
lasting world peace and sec1rri ty. 

Development is a, proces.s lvhich entails social and economic changes in society, 
and the ultimate goal of development is to attain justice through an improvement in 
the quality of life for all~ the provision of the basic material requirements for a 
productivE:: and dignified existence for all' and the granting to everyone of equal 
opportunities fully and effectively to participate in the economic and social progress 
and to share in its bcnefi ts. Develop;nent is, hence, by dofini tion 9 a global 
necessity and possession unlimited to any region or some regions of the 1vorld. 
Development of the poorer countries of the 3outh, through disar:mament 9 will certainly 
bring benefits to the North as well, v;heroas an arms escalation will bring social 
miser3r tc all nationR and peoples. :Development represents the .:mtire gamut of changes 
by which an entire social systcr:r 9 tuned to the diverse basic needs and desires of 
individuals and social groups 1\'i thin that system, r.toves away from c:. concli tion oi 
life widely perceived as unsatisfactory, and towards 2.. situation or conclition of 
life regarded as materially and spiritually "better". 

\~nat, then, must be done to attain, promote and maintain an endu:r:ing system of 
international peace and security? \T.aat sacrifices must be made for this cause? 
There is e; lot that can and Dmst be done to attain this goal. \ve need, all of us, 
first and foremost, to dovolop a sense of genuine belonging to the clisarLlaiDent 
process; s, sense of duty to this procem:: ~ a sense of com.mi tmcnt to disarmament 
negotiations~ a sense of lu·c;ency in th2 clisarrr..ament process~ a sense of hatred for 
the arms race? and a sense of sur vi val through disa..""ma!'.lGnt. \ife need) all of us, to 
recognize the close r8lationship existing -::;ehreen disarmament, development and 
survival. 1:/e need to abide strictly by the United. Nations Charter provisions. No 
system of dmable inte:rnational. peace ancJ. secm·i ty is possible Hi thout the genuine 
co-operation in the ec:!trtblisbn~ent of such a system and the positive involvement of the 
United States and the USSH and their respective 1r.i.litary alliances. Of the 50,000 or 
so nuclear weapons existing in t~1e .,,,orld tod.~;:r, 95 per cent belong to the 
United States and the USSE.. 'l'hese weapons h<:we the pm-1er of some 1 Ir,illion Hiroshima 
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bombs. r.ren thousand of these are deployed for use in Europe. Sixteen thousand of 
them are strategic, capable of crossing the globe in only 30 minutes and landing 
within a few hundred yards of their intended targets. Of course, all the facts are 
not easy to determine, because they are not freely accessible. But we know 11hat the 
consequences'would be, if an accident, or a rni:scaJ.culation, or even a deliberate 
pressing of the war button were to occur in the nuclear field. 

Thus, no system of world peace and eecurity can last for long if it does not 
recognize the important role which disarmament uru.st play as the fundamental means to 
over--all human survival, and if the super Powers and the othe:r: _militarily sic~nificant 
Powers refuse to undertake serious and genuine negotiatfons leading to the 
conclusion, as soon as possible, of binding international legal instruments in the 
field of disarmament. Tho 11 linkage 11 approach, whereby progress on one disarma.ment 
aspect, for example in a limited forum, is conditioned by the results cf the talks on 
another aspect of the disarmament process, has so far proved to be very obstructive 
to progress in general. The terms of reference of the various negotiating forums 
should provide the sole necessary guidelines for such negotiations. 

Our talk about security should not be limited to the military aspects of 
security. The fact is that military aspecto are but a small fraction of over-all 
security. As I have stated before, no arms escalation cen or will ever lead to 
genuine and enduring security. The non-military aspects of security entail the 
provision of the basic conditions for peaceful relations between and ~ong States: 
elobal co-operation leads to global economic stability and welfare and. that means 
global security; global equitable distribution -of resources, and global co-operation 
on safeguarding the environment. We cannot afford to ignore all those fa,ctors. · . 

Perhaps there is no better measure in the global quest for peace than tr~ough 
the enhancing of the effectiveness of the United Nations as Keeper of the Peace. 
It has been estimated that mere than 120 wars were fought in 71 States between 
1945 and 1971 and that since the Second v/orld vlar, 30 million or so people have 
died in armed _conflicts, and all this during the time that the United Nations has 
existed as a political organization charged with the primary responsibility of 
keeping the · pe.:we. Making the United Nations effective essentially means stopping 
all wars and conflicts from occurring. It means enforcing and applying the 
original security role given to the Unitcu Nations in Chapter VII of its Charter, 
under which the United Nations mu8t te$e action with respect to "any throat to the 
peace, breach of the peace or act of aggress ion11

• It means applying the 
"enforcement" provisions of Art.icles 12, 26 and 39-51 of the United Nations Charter, 
which require the Security Council to take action. 

Enhancing the effectiveness of the United Nations as Keeper of the Peace also 
means that the General Assembly must be given and hlust play an increasing role in 
the maintenance of international pe~ce and security as envisaged in Article ll of 
the Charter, and in numerous resolutions of the Generul Assembly. Let me refer to 
only three of them. In its resolution 290(IV), adopted i _n 1949, and entitled, 
"Essentials of pcace 11

, the General Assembly stated that disregard of the Principles 
of the Charter of the United Nations 0 is primarily responsible for the continuance 
of international tension •.•• " • 
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In ifs re_s.olution 380(V), adopted at its 308th plenary meeting on 
17 November 1950, and entitled, "Peace through deeds", the General Assembly declared 
that all gDals for lasting peace and security were attainable, providec all 
Governments and members of the United Nations strictly observe their obligations under 
the Charter, and dcr.10nstrate by their deeds their vlill to achieve peace,. In the sa.oe 
resolution also, the General Assembly reaffirmed that, "A'hatever the weapons used, 
any aggression, whether co~mitted openly, or by fomenting civil strife in the 
interest of a foreign Power, or othorHise, 11 is the greatest of all crimes against 
peace and . security thrcmghou t the v10rld". 

Of particular importo.nco, and relev:mt to m;r argument -for enhancing the role 
of the United Nations in keeping the peace, is resolution 377(V), adopted by the 
General Assembly at its 302nd plenary meeting on 3 November 1950, and entitled 
"Uniting for peace". We 2.11 l:now the circumstances that led to the. adoption of that 
resolution. Hany have argued that the United Nations Security Council lacks the 
power to act, that it lacks the teeth to bite vli th, or even gnaw wars and conflicts 
in the world, precisely because of the use of the veto. The"Uniting for peace" 
resolution vias- thus designed to enable the United Nations to act by getting around 
the stultification of the veto power. The relevant paragraph of tho resolution 
provides that: 

"The General Assembly, ••• 

A. 

1. Resolves that if the Security Council, because cf lack ·of unanimity of 
.the permamentmembers, fails to exercise its primary responsibility for the 
maintenance of international peace and security in any case where the.re appears 
t.o be a threat to the peace, b:!:'each of the peace, or act of aggression, the 
General Assembly shall conside:::- the matter il!liilediatoly with a view to. making 
appropriate recommendations to Nen!bers for collective measures, including in 
case of a breach of the peace or act of aggression the use of armed force when 
necessary, to maintai~ o:r· restore international peace or security. If not in 
session at the tine, ·the General Assembly may meet in emergency special 
session within twenty-four hours of the request therefor. Such emergency 
special session shall bG called if requested by thG Security Council on the 
vote of any seven members, or by a majority cf the Hembers of the 
United Nations:;". 

This is one of the most meaningful resol~tions the General Assembly has ever 
adopted. The misuse and abuse of the veto power has gro1m with time. Tho right 
application of the "Uniting for peace" resolution 1vould contribute to the 
enhancement of the effectiveness of the United Nations in its peace-keeping dut5es, 
Similarly, the original Ii12..ndatc of the Nili tcu7 Staff Committee should be restored, 
and the Committee's role in the maintenance of international peace and sec1ll'ity, 
as envisaged in Articles 26 and 47 cf the Charter, should be enhanced. Unless, 
therefore, the United Nations is given the central authority of deterring conflicts 
and wars through the enforcement of the Charter provisions, the achievement of a 
viable system of international peace and security will continue to be remote, 
Many good resolutions have been adopted, and good statements delivered on the 
strengthening cf the Uni teu Nations as an instrument of peace. The problem, hov1ever, 
has been in their application. 

In June 1963, for instance, President John F. Kennedy had the following to say 
about the United Nations at the AmGrican University in lofas:b..ingtcn, D.C.: 
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..... L''-''-'•~ vv 0 Vol..vl-'6 v.m::n the United Nations' to help solve its financial 
problems, to make it a more effective instrument of peace, to develop it into 
a genuine world security system ••• capable of resolving disputes on the basis 
of law, of insuring the security of the large and the small, of creating 
conditions under which arns can finally be abolished ••• This will require a 
new effort to achieve world law ••• ". 

Pre~ident Kennedy had been even more explicit in his belief and trust in the 
United Nations, when he delivered his inaugural address in January 1961. He said: 

"To that world assembly of sovereign States, the .United Nations, our last 
best hope in an age where the instruments of war have far outpaced the 
instruments of peace, we renew our pledge of support - to prevent it from 
becoming merely a forum for invective -- to strengthen its shield of the new 
and the weak - and to enlarge the m·ea in which its writ may run ••• 

So let us begin anew -- reDembering on both sides that civility is not 
a sign of weakness, ·and sincerity is al >vays ·subject to proof. Let us never 
negotiate out of fear. But let us never fear to negotiate, 

Let both sides .explore what problems unite us instead of belabouring 
those problems which divide us. Let both sides, for the first time, formulate 
serious and precis.e proposals for the inspection and control of arms - and 
bring the absolute power to destroy other nations under the absolute control 
of all nations ••• 

And if the beachhead of co-operation may push back the jungle of 
suspicion, let both sides join in a ne>v endeavour, creating, not a new 
balance of power, but a new world of law, where the strong are just and the 
w.ea.k secure and the peace preserved. In your hand, my fellow citizens, more 

. than mine, will rest the final success or failure of our course". 

That w~s a mighty statement, and President Kennedy must be very uncomfortable in 
his grave with the present performance of "that world assembly of s·overeigti States", 
as keeper of world peace and security. 

The talk about disarmament, development and international security is incomplete 
if it does not include the role of the non-aligned movement in that triangular 
relationship. As I have indicated on other occasions, neo-colonialism and 
nee-imperialism have always attributed the existence of "underdevelopment" and the 
dependence of the South primarily to the historical evolution of a highly unequal 
international capitalist system of poor country-rich country relationships. The 
co-existence of the rich and poor nations in an international system dominated by 
such unequal power relationships between the rich and the poor renders all efforts 
by the poor nations to be self-reliant and independent in their development efforts 
not only difficult but almost impossible. 

The non•aligned movement is 22 years old. But at its first summit meeting 
held in Belgrade in 1961, the movement declared, inter alia, that: 

"War has never threatened mankind with greater consequences than today, 
On the other hand, never before has mankind had at its disposal stronger forces 
for eliminating war as an instrument of policy in international relations' 1

• 

Thus, from its very inception, the non-aligned move~ent did see a clear 
relationship between disarmament and international security on the one hand, and 
between these and socio-economic development on the other. The Belgrade declaration 
stressed the .top priority the movement attached, as it is now, to the necessity of 
preventing nuclear war, and the arms race in general. B,y deciding to send an official 
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--··· _____ _ of the Superpowers --Moscow and Washington, D.C. -- to 
urge them to cease nuclear testing, the non~aligned movement thus took the first step 
ever towards a world-wide nuclear disarmament. .Tb.e movement 1 s verJ birth was, in fact, 
a rebellion against the arms race instituted by the world war in East-West relations. 

Already in 1940, Jawa.h.B.rlal Nel1ru talked abo:u:t COJl!plete disarmament ar1d its 
relationship to development and international security. He said, inter alia: 
"Disarmament ultimately depends on far-reaching changes in the political a.-•1d economic 
structure of the 1vorld leading to a removal of the basic causes of war''. Nehru 
continued with his tireless campaign f or peace throughout the 1950s. In 1954, for 
instance, he wrote i:nNational Herald about the arms race which he described as "the 
way to madness, and the. great men \·tho contest our destinies are dangerous self-centred 
lur1atics, who ••• '1-Till rather rain death a.,."'ld destruction all over the world than give 
up their petty opinions and th~nk and act a;dght ••• Peace and co-operation and 
1vell-being for all .the peoples of the '1-Tarld were well vri thin grasr.1. ·But the gods 
perhaps envied the lot of man and drove him mad ••• ". Thus, the t opic of 
disarmament has been on the agenda of practically every non-aligned summit meeting 
since the birth of the movement. And. we are all familiar with the pronouncements on 
this subject of the recently concluded seventh non-aligned summit meeting. 

The third world is right t o be m~ticulate on the question of disarmament because 
the Final Document of the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to 
disarmament and the very survival of manki.nd so require, and because, as is very well 
known, the third world has been the battleground of all \vars waged since 1945. We all 
have a stake in disarmament and common security entails collective responsibility. 

From the foregoing, it is evident that security cannot be guaranteed either by 
the use of force oy by milit~J ~reparedness. · Security can never and will never be 
bought by military hardware, by billions of dollars, or by mere advanced technological 
attainment. The very notion of securi t;.r means that excess ive and extravagant military 
spending is not only a·o;.raste of scarce resources in the midst of an ever-deteriorating 
global economic crisis -- res ources which are so very badly needed for productive 
social and economic purposes -- but such spending merely enha..11ces insecurity, and all 
the chances of war. And this is the paradox : years ago, mili tr-,ry spending on 
armaments was much less than it is today ; and yet t.he •-mrld was a safer place to live 
in. Now, military expenditures have reached insane proportions, and yet the world is a 
much more dangerous place to live in than it vias then~ 

Let us, then, all work for the. translation of the Final Document prov~s~ons into 
concrete action. Let us all work for the progressive strengthening of the peace
keeping role and machinery of the United Nations. Let us all >mrk for the removal of 
local and global tensions in relations among nations. Let us all work for the 
eradication ofpoverty and deprivation, ancl inequality and hunger and malnutyition and 
ill-health, and under-development. Let us all work for the establishment of national 
and regional security arrangements and assurances; for the establishment of zones 
of peace and nuclear-'1-reapon-free zones. Let us all work for the political and 
economic security of ever:r nation. Let us all ,.;ork f0r our com.rnon survival in dignity 
through our common disarmament, our common development, and our common security. 
Permit me now, Mr. Chairman, to e~~ress . the deep and sincere gratitude of my 
delegation to Ambassador Rikhi Jaipal, the distirjguished Secretary cf the Committee on 
Disermament, for the constant assistance and advice he has given us during our 
deliberations. And I would also like to express my appre ciation to his deputy, 
Mr. Berasategui, and all the other members of the secretariat for the great devotion 
and patience which they have demonstrated in rendering services to this Committee. MY 
delegation is fully appreciative of all these valuable services. I also wish to thank 
the interpreters, the engineers and everybody else who has participated in the 
provision of valuable services to us. I want them all to know that we do not at all 
forget what they are doing; we do not talce for granted vlhat they are doing. We value 
their services very much. 
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~an thanks Mr. Don Nanjira for his statement, for his 
.IO.IlO. wora.s aa.aressea. ,;o me vnair and for his very generous words of thanks to the 
secretariat, the interpreters, the -technicians and all members of the staff 
servicing this . Committee. ~ :t now call · upon the next speaker on the -list, the 
distinguished representative of Algeria, Ambassador Ou1 Rotrls. You have ' the 
floor, Sir. 

Mr, OUL ROUIS (Algeria) ( trelated ·from Fl:enchh _Mr. Chairman, since the 
beg:i.nip.ng of this session the Al~rian delc:tga. t~on- haS! had., the · opportunity to ' 
express its views on the various items on ~e a.gepc:la of the Committee on Dua.rmamen.t. 
I shall confine :o~~self todq. ·.to offering some comments on the subject of item 1 of 
our agenda, namely, the prevention of an arms race in outer space. 

ReQent years have been marked by the appearance of signs foresha,dowing a new 
phase in 'ijle militarization of _outer spa9e. , 

The extension of the logic of conflict.· to outer , space~ now cona.idered w the ,. 
strategists of the major powers as a potential battlefield, could not but engende~ 
a race in the development of space weapon systems. 

The. c~ent programmes of research and develop:ment relating to anti-sateUite 
interceptor _systems, laser weapons and particle-beam weapon systems are all .. pa;rt of 
this perpetual endeavour to secure militar,y superiority. 

The integration of outer space into the strategic concepts of tJle ma.jor.rpowers 
greatly reduces the distance between the fictional "star wars" scenario and the 
sphere of reali t.y. · 

These dangeroUs shifts further complicate the . disarmament equation. There is 
no doubt that _an arms ·race in ·. outer space will have unforeseeabl~ consequences for
the securi t.y of the world, unless the international communi t.y, in a heal thy reaction, 
succeeds ih preserving outer space, and the ·peaceful activities for which it · 
provides support, from the warlike antagonisms of the major powers. 

. . . 

This is still possible, for, unlike nuclear disarmament, where the goal is to 
eliminate weapons which unfortunately exist, it would seem that space weapons are 
not yet operational. · · 

We therefore ·consider that it is neither naive nor ideaJ.istio _ to believe that 
there is still ti.:me .to prevent the conversion of outer space into a future 
battlefield. 

It is still possible,-if. the powers in question show political will and e:mba.rk 
upon a process of neg6tiation with a view to the adoption of conorete measures for 
the prevention of an arms race in outer space. 

This task is urgent, for experience in disarmament matters shows that, once 
it has been started, the arms race in a give~- sphere develops in an action...react.i.on 
spiral and makes it all the more difficult to. adopt measures to stop the escalation 
and reverse the trend. 

The injunctions of the international community in favour of this objective 
are numerous. 

Almost five years_ ago the General A-ssembly, meeting at its first special. session 
devoted to disarmament, stated iri its _ Programme of Action, which was adopted by 
consensus, that further measures should be taken and appropriate international 
negotiations held in order to prevent an arms race in outer space. 
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In its ~esolutionf;J 361_9~ · and 36/97 c, the General A~semb~ ~~~u~sted the 
Committee ori Dis~rit. tQ Undertake negotiations on this question •. . That request 
was, moreover, re:it~rated by the General Assembly at its thirty-seventh session, 
in its resolutions 37/83 ' and 37/99 D. . · 

Speaking at the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and 
Peacefu1 ·Uses of Outer .. Space, held. at Yi.enna :las.t .AJ.ig'lwt, the Secret~...GeneraJ. of 
the United Nations echoed the concerns of the international coliliil'l.lrilty in declaring 
thati·ithe'· gr~wing militarization of outer space ·was aiarming and fuvi ting the . 
forces of reason and peace to oppose what would be a dangerous · escalation of the 
arms race. 

The same Conference adopted .by consensus a : report which places the emphasis 
on the maintenance of peace and security in -outer space, and in which it urgently 
recommends the competent bodies of the United Na tiona, and in particular the 
General Assembly 'and the Commi. ttee on Disarmament, to give this matter th~ 
requisite attention and hi~ prioritY. · 

Apart from the fact that it runs counter to the efforts being made by the 
international' -community to put an· end to the arms race and to prevent nuclear war, 
the extension of · the arms .race to outer space can and should be avoided for · · · · 
certain ver,y obvious reasons • 

. ·. It· ought to be avoided in the first instance because it is l ,ikely to increase 
the risks of the breakdown of international peace· arid security~ 

It ought to be avoided, secondly, because it is unacceptable that a small number 
of States shouJ.d not merely cause danger to all ma.tlldnd by reason of 'the hu:ge · 
nuclear arsenals they hold but in addition place the securit-y of all States at 
risk by comrerting the common heritage of mankind into an advan'ced defence position 
for their own security. 

It ought also to be avoided because that is ~~ essential precondition for the 
development and contirruation of international co-operation in the sphert:!' ?.f the 
exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes. · 

Lastly, it is no secret to a.n.yone that space programmes for military P.':U'POses 
absorb vast resources whose size is in shocking contrast with the meagreness of the 
financial flows· devoted to what is lmown as development aid. 

There can be no doubt that the Committee on Disarmament, the on:cy IIIU).tilateral 
disarmament negotiating body, is the proper place for multilateral negotiations on 
the question of the prevention of an arms race in outer space. 

The discussions which took place in this Committee on this question at the l ,ast 
session had the merit of showing the interest that exists in achieving the 
prevention of. an arms race in outer space.· 

Delegations were able to conduct a ver,y broad exchange of views on the 
substance of the question as well as on the structural framework for deali~g with 
item 7 of the agenda. 

Almost all delegations stressed the need to set up a working group on this 
item; . unfortunately, differences of views about its mandate prevented the 
establis~nt of such a group .at the last session. 
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Anxious to help promote dis~nt in all possible ~s, the Group Of _ 21, in 
document CD/329, submitted a draft tnandate for an ad hoc working group on this 
question, 

Baaing itself on the principle that outer space, which is ~co8nfzed as the 
coDIDOil heritage of mankir..d, ought to be preserved exclusively for peaceful purposes, 
the Group of 21 proposed a mandate which favours a global approach designed 
to prevent an arms race in outer space in all its aspects. 

The Algerian delegation, for its part, conti.pues to support' that proposal, 
which it recommends anew o 

On the eve of "hlie \mleas._l-J.ing of an a't"DDS race in outer space whiCh .would - . 
assuredly be as danf,~rous as it woul d be costly, it ·seems to us that the best wq-_ 
of :gliminating this d8l1~3r is -~he global approach, which. recognizes the inter
dependence of all o.a:r/€;cts . of this question and tal~es into' account the interests of 
all .puties' to the negotiction.s ,, · · ·· 

'While \'e do not wirh to mjni~ni~e the dlfficul ties of the task c.onfronting the 
Committee on Disn.'rmame:n.t, ' we nove:rti.1eless . find some of the arguments that have been 
advanced for putting off the nf';lgotiation of an international instrument on the 
prevention of an a.J.7!I'.S i'ac::J in ou·~e:t' si>ace ln all its aspects unconvincing, 

It has first of a"ll been cJ.ait!od. the.t this is only a theoretical possibili 1zy' 
because the wea.po:1s in q_uestion do not yet e~ist~ It is surely ~ necessa;y . 
to point out that in mat~c~:!:s of ~,rmz, the tcT119ta.tion to convert theoretical 
possibilities into r3ality is great becauso it is i~~erent in the qynamics of the 
search for mili tn.J:"J supe!:io:."i ty. 

The argument hc.s be€.n put fo:t'Ward of tl:le 0omplexity of the issue and the lack 
of experienc3 in thb field, Thi8 shou~ .. d in no wtzy prevent th~ Couani ttee f'toom · · 
embarking on negotiations )l'l this matter, ta..'ldtlg advantage of .all the experience 
gained in this ~ph ere, particnlq.:~Jy o.u't"5.ng the bUa teral negotia tiona, as well as 
calling upon e.ll t.'le :-fequ:Ls itG c~cportise. It is, moreover, ~o be noted that putting 
off the negotiations becav.se of t.."le complexity of the questi'on would mean deferring 
the solution of thi3 matter inc.~fj:p_j!t;ely, becai.'Be it is obvious that these problems 
become more· coiD:_9leJ~ as tiii'e passes. 

The argument of cor:::plexi-bJ a.nd technical difficulties is very ofte~-- used to 
cover the unwillingness of ccrta5n pow~rs to engage in negotiations in the j 
Committee on Disar.nam~nt, 

i . ; ; . . ~ 

As to the Algeria.."'l d0legation, '-t'9 are firmly convinced -that the w-ill to 
negotiate is :primr1.rily somet.."ling :political. Although technical difficulties 'IDa\Y 
possibly explain the slm:n,-:lso of a g:i.ven negotiating :process, they cannot affect 
the essentially :poli tica.l.. natnre of the process itself. 

In establishing a · ~·rorking groU9 with a global mandate, ~e Committee on 
Disarm8.ment would be responding to the appea.l..s of the United Nations Genera.l; .Assembly 
as well as to t.lle dem'J..."lds of our peoples, who iru::list that measures should .be taken · 
to prevent outeJ: space becoming 2.. battlefield endangering the ver:r stirvival of 
mankind • . 
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Mr • .t::HlJ.t::MtHL.t::G lMongol1a) (translat~d from Russian): Mr. Chairman, my 
s:t~tement today will- be devoted-:, to the question of the prevention · .. of an arms race 
in outer space, the item-·the Committee iR to discuss this week in accordance 
with its programme of work. It is to be noted that the problem of the prevention 
of an arms race in outer space is becoming all the more urgent and pref;lsing in 
view of the dangerous trend to~ards the conversion of outer space into a theatre 
fbr such a race. 

If we look at history and turn some of its pages, we shall be convinced 
anew of .the import;ance and timeliness of the efforts that have been made to 
prevent outer space being used for military purposes. 

Three mor:tths after the beginning of the space era in the history of mankind, 
._,,which was opened by the launching of the first Soviet satellite in March 19_58, 
' the USSR put before the United Nations General Assembly at its thirtE:letlkh session 

1. a .proposal on the pr~vention of the' use of outer space for military :purppses and 
on international co-operation in the matter of the exploration of outer sp'ace. 
That was the first proposal in the history of mankind for the limitation of 
military activity in outer space. With the active participation and significant 
contribution of the socialist States and other peace-loving countries, c5irta~p 
international . legal l.nstruments noH in force, limiting the use of outer · spaq~
for hostile purposes, were worked out and concluded, for example, the Treaty . 
Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space and Under Water, 
.of 196.3, ~he Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States :ln the 
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celel:Jtial Bodies, 
of 1967, the Agreement. Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other 
Celestial Bodies, of 1979, and others. 

Important provisions aimed at limiting military activity in outer space 
were included in the strategic arms limitation agreements reached between the USSR 

.. · ·and .the United · states . in the ·1970s -- the Treaty on the Limitation of 
Anti~Ballistic Missile Systems and the Salt-! Agreement. These constitute9 an 
iiripressi ve achievement in this sphere , s v.bstantially limi tin.g the use of outer 
space for military purpose~. The agreements contained qualitative limitations · 

.. concerning specific military space syst:ems. Thus, for example, in the 
· ·: United States -- USSR ABM Treaty of 26 May 1972, the parties undertook "not to 

develo·p, test, or deploy ABM systems or components which are sea-based, air-based, 
space-based or mobile land-based". 

The conclusion of these agreements constituted real steps forward in the 
demilitarization of the celestial bodies and a positive limitation of the use 
of space for military purposes. However, the existing limitation measures are 
not complete, because there is no effective international instrument placing a 
reliable barrier in the \-lay of attempts to extend the arms race to outer space. 

It has unfortunately to be observed that those who want to militarize outer 
space in order to secure absolute supremacy are hastening to take advantage of 
the absence of such measures of prohibition. It is no secret that the 
United States has pre pared a vast programme in this sphere the basic principles 
of which have been confirmed by a special presidential directive. In this 
programme, outer space is regarded as a theatre for military activitiesand a 
special military space command has been set up to take charge of operations there. 
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A . par~1cu~ar aanger resides in . the preparation of innumerable projects for 
the ,development of space weapons designed to attack targets in outer space, in 
air space and . on the .. earth. Among these, special priority has been given to the 
devel~pment and deployment in space of anti-ballistic missile defence systems, 
based in particular on the use of the latest scientific and technological 
achievements in the sphere of laser and charged particle technology. 

As you .'know, the Washington administration has · announc.ed the start · of work · 
on a large-scale and highly effective anti-missile defence system using mflitary 
vehicles in space. This programme of extensive military preparations in outer 
space provides for the establishment of 100 military orbital sbi-tions equipped 
\-lith laser . and particle-beam weapons and also sensors for detecting ballistlic 
missiles. ·. It is planned to spend $500 billion on these purposes. We believe 
that .if t~e United States carries out these plans that will mean in fact the , 
deployment in space of anti-ballistic missile defence systems for the purpose of 
destroying tha strategic weapons of the other side, that is, depriving it of 
the possibility of taking retaliatory measures. · In essence what this amounts to 
is the intention to create a strategic first-strike potential. 

A large part is also playGd in these plans by various manned spacecraft 
capable of carrying out purely military tasks in the placing in orbit of space
earth strike systems, anti-satellite systems and reconnaissance, navigation and 
other types of ,satellite for military purposes under -the orders of the 
United States military epace command. As has been stated in the Western press, 
out of 331 planned flights of such craft, more than a third will be· destined·· 
for military tasks. 

The idea of the militarization of outer space in violation .of the agreements 
existing in ·this· sphere did not come from the minds of contemporary science- · 
fiction writers but originated in the highest milit..:try and political ·circles of · 
the United States. For example, it has been said more than once in American 
military circles that, depending on the results of its work in the sphere of 
anti-ballistic missile defence systems, the United States might ask for the 
revision or even the renunciation of .the Soviet-American treaty of 1972 that 
was concluded at the same time as the SALT-I Agreement. As we understand it, 
both sides legally recognized at that time that mutual restraint in the 
development of anti-missile defence S ~!stems would permit progress to be made 
in the limitation and reduction of strategic weapons as a whole. Thus th.ere is ' 
now in effect a threat to remove one of the cornerstones of the entire strategic 
arms limitation process. 

I should like to add that -the carrying out of a programme for the development 
of a. "perfect" ABM system in space would constitute a violation of the 
Soviet-American ABM Treaty of 1972. Under article V of that Treaty, the parties 
undertook not to develop, test or deploy in space ABM systems or components. 
Furthermore, the distinguished representative of the United Statea ·confirmed 
this in his statement to the Committee on 2 September 1982. 
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""' a...1."'v r~vuu..,,· uvw l:IU\,;u actions can be in confo~rnity .,,dth the provisions 
of other important international treaties and agreements . ·· As is stated in the 
United States press with reference to such authorities .;a~. the "father" of the 
hydrogen bomb, th-3 physicist Edward Tell&r, the provisiqn _of the ene~gyfor the 
powerful X-ray lasers necessary for the proposed ABM system is pcissitileonly 
through nuclear explosions in space. The magazine Newswe~k, · :l.n · i~-s · issue of 
4 April 1983, in particular states: "Although information on the X-ray laser 
remains clas,sified, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory reportedly 
created an X"':'ra;v pulse with the system in a recent un<;le-rground test in Nevada". 

Thus, questions are now being raised about the fulfilment of obligations 
assumed under two important international legal instruments, namely, the 
1963 Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in three environments, including outer 
space, and the 1967 Treaty on the non-deployment in outer space of weapons of 
mass destruction. 

We believe that any violation of generally recognized international legal 
norms will entail far-reaching consequences. 

What dangers do we see in the arms race in outer space? 

In the first place, military space vehicles would cause extreme 
destabilization of the strategic situation. Plans for the development of 
so-called ttperfect" defE;lnce systems against strategic missiles are nothing but 
a screen covering the real intentions of the authors of these plans. Talk about 
their defensive purpose is deliberately designed to deceive public opinion. 

. In the second place, the deployment of military vehicles in space would 
lead to the creat.~on of yet another type of global weapon, the creation of an.· · 
excessive military first-strike potential which would inevitably increase the · 
risk or· tne outbreak of nuclear war. 

In the third place, as .. I have already said, an arms race in outer space 
would entail coiossai mat,erial expenditures. 

Fourthly, and this shoulg . be particularly emphasized, the new programme 
for the development of a ,adcfensive" ABI'-1 system violates the specific system of 
international legal. norms to which I referred earlier. 

The Mongolian delegation, like the majority of other delegations in the 
Committee, is firmly in fnvour of the adoption of constructive measures aimed 
at the prevention of the extension of the arms race to outer space. There ar.:: 
on the negotiating table ;in the Committee on Disarmament a number of documents 
which could serve as the basis for .the detailed consideration of and the conduct 
of negotiations on the substance of the issue. In particular, the: Soviet 
delegation submitted a dr.aft treaty on the prohibition of the stationing of · 
weapons of any kind in outer space (document CD/274). The Mongolian delegation . 
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submitted a proposal on the establishment of an ad hoc working group on this 
subject (document CD/272); the group of delegations of the non..;~ligned and 
neutral States put before the Committee a draft mandate for the ad hoe wor~.~ng 
group (document CD'/329); a document on arms control and outer spacel\{tD/320) 
was submitted by the delegation of canada. · · · · ·· 

We believe that towards the end of the second part of its 1982 session 
the Committee was very near to the achievement of a consensus on the a~tting of 
an ad hoc working group to discuss questions connected with the prevention of 
an arms race in outer apace on a solid basis, with the participation of 
qualified experts. This did not happen, however. Certain delegations, and 
more precis·ely one delegation, blocked the setting up of an ad hoc working group, 
declaring that it was necessary to hold an exhaustive discussion of the views 
of all delegations and to carry out extensive preparatory work of substance . 
The Mongolian delegation, like many other delegations, is in favour of the 
practical consideration of the substance of the issue, that ia t'o . say, the 
conduct of genuine negotiations. All the necessary prerequis!tea.exist for this. 
Apart from the working papers containing specific proposals to which I have 
already rbferred, the Committee has been considering item 7 of its agenda from 
every -,oint of view for more than two years now, both ·at plenary meetings and' 
at inf'ormal meetings. \'lc believe that the majority of delegatio11s hav~· expressed 
their views on the question of the prevention of an arms ra.ce·in outer space. 
In this connection I should like particularly to draw attention to the statement 
made by Ambassador Jayakoddy of Sri Lanka at our last plenary meeting, which 
contained a whole series of practical and useful suggestions which could form 
the subject of careful study and further consideration in the initial phase of 
practical negotiations in th8 Committee. 

The Mongolian delegation, which is in favour of the speediest possible 
starting of actual negotiations, hopes that the Committee will soon agree on a 
mandate for the ad hoc working group. The wording of the mand~te shouid, in our 
view, be based on the provisions of resolution 37/83, adopted by the 
United Nations General Assembly at its thirty-seventh session. In the course 
of the negotiations, all existing proposals and .possible future initiatives 
should undoubtedly be taken into account. 

At the same time we consider that the main object should be a comprehensive 
solution of the problem of the prevention of an arms race in outer space. This 
does not mean that we wish to leave to one side the question of the prohibition 
of anti-satellite systems. 

To conclude, I should like to make some comments on item4 of the agenda. 

By contrast with the consideration of other substantive issues, the 
negotiations on the prohibition of chemical weapons in this Committee have made 
considerable headway as far as the scope of the work done is concerned. Like 
many other delegations we believe that if all participants in the negotiations 
were prepared to contribute to the successful completion of the work on a 
convention prohibiting chemical weapons this year, that would be a completely 
attainable objective. 
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we see it, is that the work of the Ad Hoc Working 
Group on Chemical Weapons should be conducted in a practical way. In this 
connection we wish fully to support the proposal mad."f by a number of delegations 
for a parallel approach consisting, _on the one hand, of , the formulation of those 
key provisions of the future convention on which there is · a coincidence or 
similarity of views and, on the other hand, in close connection with this work, 
the continuation of the search for mutually acceptable solutions to questions 
on which there are still divergencies of views. We think that such an approach 
will speed up and bring us significantly nearer to agreement on the final text 
of a convention. 

As regards questions of substance, the Mongolian delegation would like 
particularly to note certain construotive proposals that have been made during 
the present session. I am thinking primarily of the support given by the 
Soviet delegation to the proposal of a nur.Jber of non-aligned and neutral States 
for the inclusion in the future convention of a provision prohibiting the use 
of chemical weapons, of the Soviet proposal for a renunciation of the production 
of chemicals with the methy-phosphorus bond, and of the proposal of the 
delegation of the German Democratic Republic for the declaration and liquidation 
of stocks Qf binary weapons during the initial phase after the .entry into force 
of the convention. These proposals a:r'e undoubtedly extremely important from 
thc .point of view of facilitating the negotiations on the complete prohibition 
of ch~mical weapons. . 

After the pr.olonged interval between the end of January of this year and 
last week, the Ad hoc Working Group on Chemical Weap~:ms has at last managed to 
resume its work. The Mongolian delegation would like to express the hope that 
under the chairmanship of Ambassador McPhail of Canada this Working Group will 
be able to complete the task before it. 

The Committee on Disarmament has today heard the important statement of 
Comrade Nguyen Thuong, the ·Ambassador of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam. 
In that statement he dwelt in detail on the results of the International Syposium 
on Herbicides and Defoliants in War: The Long-Term Effects on Man and Nature, 
which was held in Ho Chi Minh City from 13 to 20 January 1983. The Mongolian 
delegation wishes to express its gratitude to the delegation of the Socialist 
Republic of Viet Nam for its noble efforts and its great contribution to the 
work of the Committee on Disarmament. 

We consider that the statement by the delegation of the Socialist Republic 
of Viet Nam usefully supplements the document which was distributed in the 
Committee at this session (CD/349), and will serve an important source of 
information in the consideration of questions of substance in the Ad h~c Working 
Grou·p on Chemical Weapons. 
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The CHAIRMAN: The Chairman thanks Ambassador Erdembileg for his 
contribufion, and his statement concludes the list of; ~peakers for today. Is 
there any other delegation that wishes to _take the floor?- . 

t"lr. FIELDS (United. States of America):· Mr. Chairmah, I wish to thank you 
for your words of condolence addressed· to the'United States delegatiop for the 
heavy•.loss of life in the terrorist bomb· explosion at our Embcfssy· iil B~irut,' 
Lebanon. I shall convey them to the bereaved familes and to my ·colleaslles in 
the Department ,of State. · 

': 

, It_ ie a tragedy of our time that diplomatic personnel and establ'ishml;lnta· 
have become the target of terrorists. This reflects the callous' and· cynici:ll 
disdain which terrorists have for those whb·a:re the conduits'of internat.ionai 
dialogue, who seek solutions to the problems which those s·ame terrorists cite as 
the reasons for their acts. Civilized people everywhere must-reject such 
mindless acts. ' 

May I also, through you, Sir, extend the heartfelt appreciation of my 
delegation to the many other colleagues who have similarly expressed their shock 
and sympathy over this vicious and cowardly act. Let me assure you, Sir, and 
the Committee, that~ as President Reagan said, this criminal act against a 
diplomatic establishment will not deter us from-our goals of peace in the region. 

The CHAIRMAN: The Chairman thanks Ambassador Fields for--his statement and 
will be glad to comply with his request. 

Is there any other delegation that wishes to take the floor? If not, I may 
recall that we have already agreed, at our 207th plenary meeting, when the 
programme of work of the Committee was adopted, to close the first part of the 
session on 29 April. The Chair has been holding consultations with the 
co-ordinators of the various groups and with individual delegations concerning 
the opening date for the second part of the 1983 session. As a result, a consensus 
seems to be emerging in favour of 14 June as the most appropriate date to start 
the second part of the annual session. If there are no objections, may the Chair 
take it that the Committee agrees to that opening date? 

It was so decided 

The CHAIRMAN: Concerning the closing date of the 1983 session, the general 
feeling seems to be that this question should be decided during the second half of 
July, when we shall have a better idea of how the work of the Committe is proceeding. 

Before we adjourn this plenary meeting, I should like to inform the Committee 
that, in consultation with the co-ordinators as well as individual delegations, it 
has been agreed to devote an informal meeting, on Monday, 25 April, at 3 p.m., to 
consideration of the question of the establishment of working groups under item 2 
of the agenda. If there is no objection, I will take it that the Committee agrees 
to that informal meeting. 

It was so decided 
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~m: .... nti..Lm·uul; .1.n cuuuection with item 7, "Prevention of an arms race in 
outer space", the Chair has also been conducting .consultations on how best to 
consider this item, taking into account the limitations of time and the large 
number of meetings requested by the various working groups. After careful 
consideration of all possible alternatives, it has been agreed with the 
co-ordinators and other interested delegations that, after listening to the 
members listed to speak·at our plenary meeting on Thursday next, we will 
suspend the plenary meeting and continue in an informal meeting to examine how 
best to consider item 7. After an exchange of views on that question, we could 
then resume the plenary meeting in order to give members an opportunity to 
express views for the record, in the light of the discussion held at the informal 
meeting~ Since we may need to devote some time to the item under consideration, 
the secretariat will also make arrange~ents to provide for an extended meeting of 
the Contact Group on Principles of the Working Group on a Comprehensive Programme 
of Disarmament, which was originally scheduled to meet at 3 p.m. f~ the new 
arrangements concerning item 7 might take additional time, that Contact Group 
would meet immediately after the plenary adjourns. 

The Group of 21 contact group on chemical weapons will meet on 
Wednesday, 20 April, at 9-45 a.m., in Room C.lo8. 

The next plenary meeting of the Committee on Disarmament will be held 
on·Thursday, 21 April, at 10.30 a.m. 

The meeting stands adjourned 

The meeting rose at 1 p.m. 
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·•ne l.,;tlA.LrtM.IU\1: .L aec.Lare open the 214 th plenary meeting of the Committee .on. 
Disarmament. 

At the outset, may I welcome His Excellency the Deputy Minister for Foreign 
Affairs of Bulgaria, Mr. Lyuben Gotzev, who is listed to address the Committee today 
as the first speaker. The Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs is a career diplomat 
with a vast experience in multilateral diplomacy, and in particular United Nations 
affairs, and I am sure that the Committee will follow his statement with particular 
interest. 

The Committee continues today its consideration of item 7 of its agenda, 
"Prevention of an arms race in outer space". As usual, members of the Committee 
wishing to do so may make · : sta~ements on any other subject relevant to the work of 
the Committee. 

In connection with item 7, "Prevention of an arms race in outer space", members 
will recall that the Committee agreed at our last plenary meeting that, _af~er 
listening to the members listed to speak today, we will suspend. the phinary meeting 
and continue in an informal meeting to examine how best to consider item 7. After an 
exchange of views on that question·, the Committee will resume its plenary meeting in 
order to give members-an opportunity to express views for th~·record, in the light 
of the discussion held at the informal meeting. 

May I recall that we also agreed that the Contact Group on Principles of the 
Ad Hoc Working Group on a Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament would meet 
immediately after the plenary in this conference room. Unfortunately, the Chairman 
of the Contact Group, Ambassador Grinberg, will not be able to convene the meeting .. 
for reasons of health, and consequently the meeting of the Contact Group is 
cancelled. I am sure that all members join me in wishing Ambassador Grinberg a 
quick recovery so that he can join us again soon. 

I have on my list of speakers for today the representatives of Bulgaria, India, 
Australia, Egypt and China. It is nm-1 the Chair's pleasure to give the floor to the 
distinguished representative of Bulgaria, His Excellency Mr. Lyuben Gotzev. You 
have the floor, Sir. 

Mr. LYUBEN GOTZEV (Bulgaria): Nr. Chairman, I have the honour of addressil}g 
the Committee on Disarmament for the first time. Therefore, allow me at -the outset 
to congratulate you and, through you, all representativec of member States. 

The attention and hopes of many Governments and above all of millions of people 
throughout the world have been turned towards Geneva, not only because it is here 
that the important Soviet-American negotiations to limit and reduce "Strategic arms 
and to limit nuclear weapons in Europe are being held, but also · becaufle·-here · is the 
site of the main multilateral forum for disarmament negotiations which has been 
entrusted by the international community with so many important tasks. Your work is 
a highly noble, difficult and responsible one. May I, however, be allowed not to 
withhold from you our disappointment that for the fifth consecutive year this 
Committee has been unable to accomplish some progress in the elaboration of 
international agreements limiting armaments. A great deal of time is still devoted 
to discussions on procedural and organizational matters, something that is being 
misused by some delegations so as to divert atten~ion to secondary and less urgent 
issues. In our opinion, in many cases drafting work is being impeded or delayed by 
certain Western delegations. The Bulgarian delegation will continue its efforts to 
overcome such shortcomings so that the Committee's long-standing commitment to the 
cause of disarmament does yield results. 
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Bulgaria :attach·es ·particular :importance to the 
activities of the Committee on Disarmament ·and 'strives to take an active part in· 
them. You are all familiar with the consistent policies pursued by socialist_ 
Bulgaria in favour of peace, und-erstanding and co-operation in the Balkans·, in 
Europe and in the world. : - ~ .. 

The necessity of exerting efforts to halt the arms race and ':bring ·about 
disarmament is, today, immeasurably greater than ever bef"or·e, · ·sfn(je the forces of 
confrontation and militarism have succeeded in in·nicting ma:jt)r ·harm·· on detente, in 
aggravating the · political environment and increasing · the danger ··of -war •. · There can 
be no other task facing all States·, their Governments and political· :leaders more _ 
noble than that of militating against war, so as· to arrest the current menacing turn 
of events and br1.ng them back to the avenue of ~tente a'i'td mutually beneficial 
co-operation, and to arrive at a ·solution to ·. the problem of the limitation and 
reduction of armaments, particularly nuclear armaments. 

In a recent speech ·d.evoted to foreign policy matters, the first Party and State 
leader of Bulgaria, Todor Zhivkov, stated, inter a.lia: "We are endeavouring to ensure 
and we believe that war oan. be prevented, that peace can be strengthened. We are 
deeply convinced that peaceful co-existence is the only sensible alternative· to 
thermonuclear war, that .it corresponds to the interests of all States and peoples, of 
all mankind". 

In another speech Mr. Zhivkov said: "Turning the Balkans into a nuclear-weapon
free zone would correspond to the interests of the peoples of the Balkans~ This 
would constitute a tangiblecontribution in the healing of the international 
atmosphere, in the gradual transformation of Europe into a continent free from 
nuclear weapons; . this would · be yet another victory for the cause of peace". 

For. the people and Government of Bulgaria, 'a significant expression of · this 
policy course are the latest proposals and ;initiatives put forth jointly with the 
other socialist States at the Prague meeting · of the Political · Consultative Committee 
of States members of the Warsaw TreatY Organization. 

As _;l.s )rlell known, the Foreign Ministers · of the Warsaw Treaty member States 
conRidered,· earlier this. month, subsequent steps to carry out' these proposals and 
initiatives, aswell as practical measures concerning negotiations with States 
members of--·the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and other States, ' on the 
fundamental problems related to the preservation of peace, disarmament and security 
in Europe and in the world. Both documents have ·been circulated in this Committee. 
I was informed that they are enjoying their place and share of attention in your 
discussions and are valued for their merits. 

,. .. We in. Bulgaria have welcomed with satisfaction the announceni~nt that your 
Committee, although -only after lengthy discussions and negotiations, has adopted the 
proposa;t. of the soqialist countries and ~the countries'of the Group of 21 to include 
on its agenda a question entitled: "Cessation of the nuclear ·arms race and _nuclear 
disarmament; prevention of nuclear war, including all related matters". 

It is our deep -conviction that there is no problem more topical in today's 
world politics, in -the everyday thoughts and preoccupations of all citizens .of the 
globe than that of the prevention of nuclear war~ · 

Allow me to dwell in my statement today briefly upon this major issue. I take 
this opportunity today also because next week, when it is to be dealt in accordance 
with your programme of work, I shall not be able to be among you. 
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task of preventing :a nuclear war in a clear-cut way is 
uao~u vu .. m:: ... ~.L.Luw.1.u~ JW~Iu~es which, we belie~re, :.are worth recalling here. 

First, .nuclear weapons have specific characteristics which set them apart from 
all other weapons. 

As is known, there are people in the \-Jes·t who deliberately minimize the 
magnitude of ~!"le ccmsequences of. a possible nuclear war. Those few 'but influential 
peopi~ calculai(e the pf:'Obable nqmber of human losses in a nuclear exchange at 
sev~~l . 4ozen _m,.J.,lipn ~ives aJ;one • . SUCQ;: $0-called "optimistic" calculations are 
meant,.. .. ~#' )~Our~, to allay f~ars and to,·,condition the population in the West to 
accept~ ·riuclear war ;:lS . a thinkable alterraative. The same objectives are pursued by · 
the publicity given to strategic doctrines· based on the possibility of waging and 
winning "limited nuclear wars", "protracted nuclear wars", etc. 

We, for our part, share the generally recognized view that unlike any other 
wee,pcns nuclear arms, taking into account the stocks accumulated so far, have :the 

. ,pot~n.tial of killing all the people of the world many times over and maybe• even· of· 
· ann':Uiilating all life on our pla-net. By its very nature, nuclear war cannot be 
limfted. ArlY . use of nuclear w.eapons will !nevi tably escalate into a full-scale 
nuc~ear war :whose fatal consequences will affect the whole world. 

; ·. }; 

Secondly, the danger of nuclear war is real, present and increasing alarmingly. 
;.\' 

:'I'he dapger of nuclear war is not new, but ih recent years it has been growing 
at an alarm~ng , rate. ·.What makes today's situation .different from yesterday's? 

During the 1970s, when , the policy of detente reached its peak, trends in .. 
internatt'onal relations were positive. A series of bilateral and multilateral 
agreements were. reached in-:: the; field of disarmament and other areas, and co-operation 
among nations was constantly on the increase·. In such an atmosphere of trust: and 
confidence, the prospects for eliminating the threat of war and attaining lasting 
peace were real and promising. 

At present, however, one of the leading nuclear-weapon powers is delibe·rately 
trying to undo the positive achievements of the past and is pursuing a pol·icy of 
rearmament and confrontation, of attaining military superioritY and a posit'ion'· 'Of 
strength and domination. With · the support of its close allies~ the United States 
has now embarked on a new round in the arms race which ~ill lea:d to a fu.rthet' 
accumulation of weapons of mass destruction. · ·, 

In assessing the reasons for the present state of affairs, one has to pay 
particular attention also to the imminent emergence of new types and systems of 
weapons. I understand that last week the Committee toOk· U'P this· p-roblem and a· number 
of statements have referred to how science and technologyare sU'bjected . to the · 
development of ever more sophisticated weapons. May ;'! ' just mentibn 'the introduction 
of the ~1X missile and the development of several other · weapons · of a ·new, advanced 
generation in the United States~ This could be interpreted, as .is rightly poi~ted 
out by many knowledgeable people, including members of the United States Congress, as 
the adoption of a first-striJ<e .. nuclear strategy. The unveiling ·fn Washington of 
plans based on "Star Wars" s.ceoarios has evoked frightening visions of a future 
world which will be constantly tottering on the brink of nuclear annihilation. 

, . .. : 
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_ . .ze also the serious consequences for world peace which 
will flow .f'rom the plann~ deployment of neW American medium-range ;missiles in 
some countries Diembers of NATO:a · · A part of tf.\ese missiles ·are cleaf.iy first-strike 
weapons attd may usher our continent and the world into a period or' greatly· 'thcreased 
risks of nu~lear war. ' · · · :··"'' ... 

: Thu8·• it is clear beyond any doubt that the danger of nuclear war is · ioeai and 
present. It is also intolerable. The conclusion to be drawn from this is that · 
everything should be done to eliminate this danger without. delay. 

,.,.;'!be Bulgarian delegation believes that· if this Committee is to contribut~ to 
the achievement of this objective, it should embark on the consideration ot· the item 
on the prevention of nuclear war with maximum concentration, and with no preconditions 
or linkages ·· with other issues. In an academic exercise the issue of nuclear ·war 
can, of course, be considered in a very broad ·oontext and there can hardly be· a 
problem.· of ·international politics :which would not · be found to be in some aort of 
relationship to it. · However, the :Cominittee does ·not .have a theoretical but a · 
practical task; and it is a negotiating and not a deliberative body. Therefore, in 
our opinion, this forum should try to limit itself to the identification and 
elaboration :of .such measures alone ·which ·have a direct beari'ng'on · the elimination of 
the nuclear ·, threat. . · 

... . _,. . ·. . ~ ·- . ~- . 

Having said this, I should like at the same time to emphasize that our over-all 
approach to the question of nuclear war is not a narrow one. Consequently, the 
socialist countries are ' firmly against any wartbe it nuclear or conventional, and 
they have come forward with several iriitiatives >for practical measures aimed at the 
total prohibition of the use 'of · force in international · relations, both in ··the 
regional ·eontext of Europe and on a global scale; · 

Of particular importance and topicality in this respect is the recent proposal 
by the Warsaw Treaty member States, addressed to the ·countries members of NATO, to 
conclude a treaty on the ~mutual renunciation -of the use of military force and the 
maintenance of peaceful relations. In the communique published after the meeting 
of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Warsaw Treaty member States held on 
6 and 7 April in Prague, it was stated that the problems related to the proposal for 
a treaty on . the renunciation of the use of military force could be considered on a 
multilaterslbasis, on a level and in forms that would tie acceptable to all. It 
is to be hoped that the countries concerned will take a constructive approach to 
this proposal. 

In the document submitted by a group of socialist countries,· an att·empt has 
been made to outline a possible framework for the Committee's action under . the item 
on the prevention of'nuclear war. 'lbe : p~inc:i.pal practical measures ~Uggested ~ in 
that· docUment 1nclud·e :- · · :. 

(a) ·: the renunciation · by all nuclear-weapon States of the first use of nticlear. 
.weapons. ,. ' This has ·· already been done 'unila ter~Uly by the Soviet, Union-. The -.:·. :·_ · 
Soviet Union's decision, taken 'in the current complicated international setting;· is 
yet another reaffirmation of the USSR's peaceful policy course, of the markedly 
defensive character of its military doctrine. This decision corresponds to the vital 
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.ch: have every right to insist that the .other nuclear
weapon powers, .too, should follow the example of the Soviet Union and undertake 
clear,-cut .oblig?tiops not to be the fi~st to use nuclear weapons. ·This .~auld· ·be. an 

. e~Rre:;~sion of goodwill and readiness for co:-operation, of· a military 'POlicy whi.ch. 
is · gernlinely proceeding from defensive object! ves only, and which is. taking into 
account the security of all States. So, if all other nuclear-weapon powers act 
ac9ordi~gly:, this would in practi,ce amount .to the full prohibition of the .use of 
nuclea·r weapcms. 

The same effect could be achieved by the conclusion of a convention on the 
prohibition .. of ... the use of nuclear weapons, a · measure, which enjoys the full sup:port 
of. the soc.ialist States; ' · 

. '' 
(b) . a freeze by .all nuclear-w:eapon States on the. production. and deployment of 

nuclear weapons and. their meansof.r.c;lelivery as well as on . the .productionof 
fissionable material for the .purpos~ of manufacturing various types of nuclear 
weap~ns. Such a first step wou1~ .,prepare the ground for the reduction · and,
even.tually, the elimination of all n1,.1clear arsenals; 
.: ' •. . . ' . . .... · .. 

. (c) . ·the declaration by all nuclear-weapon States of a morato·rtum on all nuclear 
explos.ions. This measure would greatly facilitate the conclusion o:f. .-a treaty on the 
complete and general prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests, which is of key importance 
in the .effo_rts to stop th.e qualitative development of these weapons • 

. What · th~~~· me~~ures. hav.e in common is above all the fact that they can 
effectiveiY. contribute to t~e-elimination of the threat of a nuclear:. war-. In 
addition they are . ripe for sQlution, and enjoy undeniably broad international 
support. · What ·is needed to put them into effect is th:e political will of ·the States 
concerned. 

Clearly, there may be . other useful steps. · . We . are · ready to discuss .· any other 
mul~i.lateral ~t~easure$ which could contribute . to the elimination of the threat ;of ·a 
nucl,~r .. war'· such as measures for the prevention of the · accidental or unauthC)fized 
use of nuclear weapons, of .surprise attack, :etc. 

. ' 

.The identification of the whole ·ranee of such steps can best be done in. an 
ad hoc working group to . ~ be establishe«ji, by t.he Committee on Disarmament with a view 
to conducting negotiations for their .elaborat1on. · 

The Bulgarian delegation is willing to co-operate with all delegations for :the 
speedy e~ta~li~hmen~ Q~ sucn a b9~Y : and the .~mmediate starting of its work. 

' Allow . me' ~o· .. c~riclude by eJ:tp~.essing the opinion ~hat with othe inclQs;ion on the 
agenda of the:. item ori the prevention of nuclear t-tar, the Committee on DisarmQent 
has set before itself a new, most responsible and challenging ta:sk who~e solution 
will . r,~~u~r~ ~~lt1.,pl~ed, effor~~ :; oll the part of all delegations in J~he .. unique : att of 
disarmaMent neg~~.i,at~ons. To ~o~ve this task is .to fulfil a historic responsibility. 
I wish ~oul ,deij.r colleagues, every success in .your future work. .. , cF:_ 
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.r thanks His Excellency the Deputy Minister for Foreign 
Affains cf Bulgaria·., -Mr. Lyuben Gotzev, for his contribution and for the kind gOod 
wishes addressed to this Committee. 

I now call on the next speaker on the list, the distinguished representative 
of India, Ambassador Dubey. · You have the floor, Mr. Ambassador. 

Mr. ,DUBEY (India): Thank you Mr. Chairman, for giying m~ the floor. 

I would begin by welcomi~ in o~r midst His Excellen~y Mr. Got~ev, 
Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of ):3tll.Sa~ia. · We ·l)avQ heard his statement 
with great attention and we will give it the' most seriol.IB '~onsid~ration in our work 
here. 

During the second special session of the United Nations General Assembly devoted 
to disarmament, held in June-July 1983, the delegation of India submitted a draft 
convention on the prohibition of the use of .nuclear weapons for consideration and 
adoption by the General Assembly. For .reasons well known to all, the .special 
sesa1on ended in failure, without adopting a' single meaningful measure for the 
prevention of · nuclear· war and for disarmament.. · · The proposal frocrr India was 
transmitted to the thirty-seventh regular sessidn of the General · Assembly for · 
consideration and necessary action. The proposed draft convention was also 

· circulated among· the members of the Committee on 23 July 1982, in document CD/295. 
·, . ' .. 

. . 

At the thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly, India along with 
20 other countries 'co-sponsored a draft resolution entitled, "Convention on the 
prohibition of the use Qf nuclear weapons", which called upon the Committee on 
Disarmam~nt ."to undertake, on a priority basis, negoti(ltions with a view _.to 
achieving agreement on an international convention prohibiting the use or threat ot 
use of nuclear weapons under any circumstances", taking as a basis the text of the 
draft convention on the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons. This resolution 
(371100 C) was adopted by ll7 ·votes in favour, 17 against and 8 abstentions. It 
was supported by two of the five nuclear-weapon States, China and the Soviet Union. 
It was also supported by Sweden, which in the past had abstained on similar 
resolutions. Two other countries which had voted against previous resolutions on 
the subject decided to abstain instead. Thus, support for the idea of prohibi.ting 
the use or threat of ·use of nuclear weapons under any circumstances has been growing 

·steadily each year. · ., · · · 

The case for a total prohibition on the use or thre'a:t of use of nuclear weapons 
rests on strong moral and legal grounds. It is morally and . ethically abhorrent 
that ·a State Or group of States should seek to pursue its national security by means 
which conStitute a threat of mass anQihilation. Often, it is said that as a 
result of the nuclear threat~ mankind is on the brink of self:..extinction. This kind 
·of statement erroneously conveys a sense of inevitability of the nuclear threat and 
the meek submission of all the nations to this threat. . The fact is that it is a 
handfui of hatiobs, armed with nuclear weapons, which threaten the world with mass 
destruction. The majority of the 'batj,ons of this world are not perverted · 

. participants in some kind of a multila:ieral · suicide pact. They are the involuntary 
intend.ed victims of a: strategy of m'ass annihilation. 

Recently, one distinguished visitor to this Committee justified a proposal put 
forward by his country in the context of the ongoing bilateral negotiations on 
lii'edi\im.:.range weapons as being_ based on a moral position. We are glad· to note that 
a miljor n\lclear-weapon power regards moral! ty a;l a valid consi.deration in such 

,:J "" • . . • . · . . • 
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Lght of· this avowed moral position, it _is ~iffJ.~ult for 
us to see how this country or afty · other nuclear~weapon State could· possibly object 
to a prohibition on the use of nuclear weapons. 

The.'option to use -nuclear w~apons., . · whieh -is .what the s~rategy of nuclear 
deterrence is all about~ is often justified :in terms of Article 51 of the . 
United Nations Chartar which guarantees nations the "inherent right of individual or 
collective self-defence if .an armed attack . occurs against a Member of the 
United Nation~". But can the right or 'self-defence be extended to ju:st?ftY:t.he 
destruction of the en1;ire plane~1 the an11ihil~t~on of . the whole of manld,t~p? , And 
in any event, wi+l there be anything left to def'~nd once . nuc~ear war br~~\<s . out.? , 
It,. is, th~ref:or~, a mockery ofthe . Unite<:i : Na~ipns Charter, ablatant p~rve·~l?iOh of 
its ' high principles, even to suggest that' it sanctions the use of' nuclear weapo,n_!3·', 
The Charter of the United Nations was conceived as a blueprint for mankind's · · 

•: survfv~l, not as its death-warrant, as s9me he('~ would ~eem to ~uggest • 

. ~If two nat.icms or two groups of nati~ns are at war., the conse_quences·_of that 
war 'should be . confined to. ~pe beliigeren~iJ.~ .. If any nation I as a matter of Policy·, 
decides not to be involved in a conflict a(!long other States, _it h~'s the ri_ght tp · 
be spared the consequences of such a conflict • ... No one questions :: this · prfn~iple. 
In fact it is applied a~most routin~lY ~,to ' matters rela~ing tp , .r~i~~iopsamong States 
in contempQrary international :U,fe. . Wh,y is it that , this prin~.lt>l~ · is. , .:iu.sp.~nded . 
when we come t9 . deal- with n'i..1clear weapons? . After ail, in . the · F~nal !)pcUJilent of ~he 
first special session of the General ASsembly devoted. to disarniani4:mt~ the entire · 
membership of .the United Nations sta.ted collectively and un~nirn.ously that a nuclear 
war would have "d~vastating consequence,s ior' bel.ligerepts and non-belligerents 
alike". Can arw pu~lear-weapon s~te or any state all.iect to it guararjte~ . that .the 
effects of the .·. use . of nuc,lear weaP,ons would b~· s t .ric'tiy 'iimit.e.<;l_ t<;> the na't.ionaf or 
regional bounqaries of states posse,aing, .nuclear · w~apons . or those. protected by th~lr 
so~called "nuclear umbrella 11 ? A vas't number of . a·tudies. h·ave been . conducted in this 
f~~id, and tt:te unan.imous vE;: rdict._of :, thes'e ~tudie~' i~ ,. that such · co1,1trol over _the 
effectS of .. the us~ of nuclear weapons· .is .not possible. The excellent comprehensive 
st~dy on nuclear weapons : ~onducted uoder the aegis of the Uni.ted Na tiona { M35/392) 
Provides ample proof of ~h-is undeniab'te fact, were su~h proof neede<;l. · . 

~ta tes wh.ich. oppose a prohibition on the use of nuclear weapons claim the.ir 
right afi sovereign. na tion.13 . to pursue.~ th·e.i.r .. security i.nte'r~sts as . they deem. fit. . We 
all hold our sovereignty very dear ' to us. · :\ole also k·now that the sovereignty of one 
State or group of States is as inviolate and inalienable as that· of other States. 
But in the name of this self~same principle ·:of .sovereignty, I would like to ask: 
who gave a handful of nuclear:...weapon' Sta tea :th.e .. t:"isht to trample on o~r sovereignty I 
the sovereignty of the vast majorit.y of nation~· wl)ic'h' are noo-n·uc.lear~weapon State~? 
What principle justifies the placing in Jeopar4Y of. ·t~e : vital securitY . ,.nterests , 
•of our States? No, those who Jl,lStify th~ op't;iori to use nuclear w.eapons or;t. the 
basis of the principle of sovereignty are . iri{act e~aged in its perenni~l; 'n.eg~tion. 

It is for this reason that in the Declarc;ltion .adopted by. the Seven:t.h .Non:..aligned 
Surn.rn.i t Cbriference iu MarGh . this year, it was st"!-ted , that ".Ni.icle.ar weapons are more 

. than weapons of war. They are instrument.s of mass annihilation. . The Heads of 
State or· Government therefore find it l,lnacceptahie that the security of all State.s 
and the very survival of mankind should be held hostage to 'the security interests 
of a handful of nuclear-weapon States 11 • 

. It is thul;! .obvious that the u~e of nuclear weapons would violate the p.rinciples 
of the United _Nations Ct}f!.rter. I .t would a~so be . a crime aga,inst humanity· • .. These 
words are carefully chosen, because they are based on legal provisions relating to 
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-··- --~- -· ··-- . ___ ··-- _ .•eferring as a basic source to the Hague Conv.enti.ons 
of 1907, the fUI1damental tenet of whieh is the prohibition of ,wanton or indiscriminate 
destruction. The Geneva Conventions of 1949, which updated and reinforced the 
Hague Conventions, impose obligatory l'estriotions on all belU.gerents tQ ensure th~ .i. 
essentia,l requirements tor the minimum well-being and sustenance of the cj,vilian •. _, , ... 
pop.Ul.i!tion. Reviewing ··these provisions, the Lawyers' Committee' on .Nuclear Policy., ''w 
based ·in' the United States, came tO the conclusion that "The use of ·nuclear weapqQs 
qf any ~ype would inevitably result in massive violation·of both the 1~07 and 194.9 
rules" • 

. It has sometimes been argued that there are no explicit legal instruments.·. .: .. 
specifically forbidding the use of nuclear weapons and hence ~eir use is lf!gitim~te,. 
Have we raa1ly coine to such a deplorable and anatchical stage. of hUIJlan .l)ehav:Lo11r th.at; 
we will refrain from acting_ in a prajudieial and irrt:lsponsible· ma~er.only if we are. 
legally enjoined upon to do so? Is there not a positive obl1gation-1mpos.ed on us .. 
by ~.igher morality and the dictates of the survival .of the human sp~ies which ought .. 
to prevent us from engag'ing · in ·activities whose inevitable outc0111e is· ·go.il)l;-: to be, the 
ex~inction of _the human race? In the third century B.C., an emperol" of. Ind~a, 
Ashoka, had the following definition of religion engraved on a stone pillar. It reads 
in Sanskrit: "Dharam dharti sa· dharmah11 , which means, 1'Religion is ,that ll(pich holds 
the world together". Is it not, therefore, our sacred duty or religion to take a 
modes.t step towards holding the world together by banning the use of nuclear weapons? 
For those who would not be satisfied with anything less than a legal argument, I 
can do no better than once again quote from what the Lawyers' Committee. has to say 
in this regard: 

. "Aware of the continuous evolutionof war technology, the 1907 Hague 
Regulations contain a general yardstick intended exactly for .situations where 

·rio specific treaty· rule. exists to prohibit a new type of \-Jeapon or tactic. 
In such cases, the inhabitants and the belligerents remain under the .Protection 
and ru~e of the principle of the laws of nations, as they result from the usages 
established among civilized peoples, fr'Om the laws of humanity, and the dictates 
of 'public conscience. In short, thfs general rule, known as the Martens. Clause, 
m~kes civilized usages, the demands of human! ty and. the dJ,ota·tes of public 
consci_ence obligatory by themselves -- without the 'formulation of a treaty 
specifically prohibiting a new weapon 11 • . . • 

): ~. 

·To.cla:im legality for the use of nuclear weapons would·make utterly meaningless 
the effc;>rts p·ursUed throughout the entire past century to limit the consequences of 
armed conflict through the laws :of war. Some may still arguer however, that in 
the e~~· 'or titotal war" in whieh we live today, even such f'undamenta1·rules may have 
to be disregarded if this improves the chances of'viatory or at·least the avoid,ance 
of defeat. This argument, the Lawyers' Committee reminds us, ~·was urged in;anc;>ther 
context by some of the Nuremberg defendants, and indignantly rejected by the 
International Tribunal. The Tribunal's judgement warns that this Nazi conception 
of total war would destroy the validity of international law altogether". The 
"total war 11 that the defenders in the Nuremberg trial were talking about ended in 
victory for some and defeat for others. But "total war" in the form of a nuclear 
holocaust will leave no victors and vanquished and will result in the extinction of 
the entire human race. In the context of such a "total war" which threatens the 
present and succeeding generations, this legal argument is not only invalid but also 
utterly irrelevant. 
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_ 1t put for)it:t.rd against the proposed ban on the use of 
·nuclear' weapons which should also be disposed of.. It has been .said tnat a _le&al 
commitment not to use nuclear weapons is not verifiable and hence cannot be enforced. 
This, · I submit, is an absurd argument. · Th_ero: are . indeed, ... very __ te~ lega_l c6aim_itments 
which are verifiable. If this argument of only verffia,b.l,e . cOiril!li tment .l;>ein'g ·_. .· 
enf!orceable is ··applied strictly, then most ;af . our treatie.s, .p.ol)ventiona and . 9.oritract\lal 
commitments WOU'ld have to be declared infructuous and the whole body ·of intern:itional 
law w:i.'il be sti6~ - of its substance. I shall cite just one e~ampl~ - to bring out 
the absurdity of this argument. The nuclear-weapon States, which have been resort~ng 
to this argument, are also the ones which have loudly trumpeted the solemn · · 
assuranc·es th~t they have given to :non-nuelear-weapon States, sel,ectiVE;llY and 
conditionally, of course, against .the use or threat of use of -nuclear weapons •. . Are 
these assurances verifiable? Even if these assurances, or the negative .sec!,lrity 
guarantees, are embodied in legal instruments, could they possi,b,ly be verified? , . 
Where is, then, the question of only verifiable legal commitments- being enforceable? 
Iri another context, under the terms of the Additional ProtOcqis to the Tla~elolco 
Treaty, nuclear-weapon States have undertaken lega-l -obligat~ons not to . us~ nuclear __ . 
weapons against the Latin American Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone.. • No provision:;~ have b\Jen 
made to verify such obligations. Does this mean that the nuclear-weapon States do 
notregard the commitments they have made in the context of this Treaty as valid 
or enforceable? 

Before concluding, I would like to emphqsize that the proposal advanced by the 
non-aligned countries for a convention on the prohibition of the useof nuclear. 
weapons is in no way a substitute for a genuine process of nuclear disarmament. 
As the Final Document of the first special session of the General Assembly on 
disarmament acknowledges, the ~nly effective guarantee against the use of nuclear 
weapons is the total elimination of such weapons. What we seek to achieve through 
the proposed convention is the reduction of the ._ risk of nuclear_ war, pending nuclear 
disarmament. Even this limited goal, you will agree, is critical for humah survival. 

The Heads of State or Government of the Non-Aligned Movement, at their Seventh 
Summit Conference, lent their strong support to the proposal for concluding an 
international convention on the prohibition of the use .. of _nuclear weapons. They 
"in the name ·of humanity demanded an immediate ·prohi,bition of _the use or threat of 
use of nuclear weapons by all nuclear-weapon- Sta tea'·'. They called upon the nuclear
weapon States to agree on the proposed international convention on the subject. 
The draft convention proposed by. a number of -non-aligned countries is before this 
Committee; ·and· we hope that · the appeal ·to· nuc]le~r-weapon SUit~ ~ eman~ ting from 
New Delhi 'will not -go -unheeded and will provide an i!Dpetus to the consil;ler~t,ion of 
this subject by this Committee. Two nuclear-weapon States have alread.Y ' r~aponded 
in a positive manner to this initiative. We await the considered reaction of 'ot;har 
nucloar-weapon States. · 
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~ .. GHA.IHMAN: The Chair thanks the distinguished repreaentati ve of India for 
hie contribution and now calls on the next speaker on the list, the distinguished 
representative of Australia, Ambassador Sa.dleir. 

· Mr•· &DL'Em (Australia)r. Mr. Chairman, m~ I join in welcoming the· Deputy 
Foreign Rliilste;r of Bulgaria, His Excellen(Sy Mr. Lyuben Gotzev, to the Commi ttee• 
We have listened to his statement carefully and will study it closely. 

Tod~ I address Dzy'self to the question of chemical weapons. At the outset 
I eho\U.d like to eXpress my delegation's e~tisfaction that the lengthy and 
unne.e~asary complications which prevente.d $. start on work in .this important and 
promisLng area have been resolved, and that the Ambas~8.dor of Canada, Mr. McPhai.lt 
has been·' eppointed Chairman of the Ad .Hoc Workil)8 Group on Chemical Weapons. My 
delegatiop congratulates him on his appo1ntment and looks forward to working closely 
with him at . this session. - · 

. . . 

Ambassador Mcl?hail has promised to speed our -work, putting the focus on 
negotiation. ln this he dese:r:vee our full sUpport. · Frankly, hie task is no 
easy one. In the first place, proveedillgs have passed beyond· the testing but 
still relatively stridghtforward pha.Se _of identification, to .the much harder stap 
of trading off firmly· held ,positione. . Secondly, important procedural brakes a.N 
active. · · 

Under. t~ last Chairman, v~.iou~ cireumstancee, including the General Aseembly' s 
special .session on disarmament, ·qonspired to -~ye . the Committee on· Disamement 
eomethin.g:Qf a . free -~ on chemical weapons. We were able· to schedule concentrated 
periods of WO[["k) · even outside , the re,gular sprin,g and summer sessions. We were. able 
to take advanta,ge of an imaginative ~dea of Ambassador Sujka for contact groups, 
convened with -~ inf'ormaJ.ity. ,My delegation, with manY others, went on 
record in fayour of· that approach. ' · 

Since_ t~, several del~gations have legitimately pointed out that to do 
bueines·s only in English, as happened in the contact groups last year, placed them 
at a disadv&Z;lta.ge. Accordingly, they have asked for full interpretation services. 
As a result, the contact groups .a.re better serviced and better managed, but they 
have lost. BQIIlethi.ng of their inf'ornlali ty - in a sense their youth, innocence and 
dynamism.: . It is my delegation Is strong recommendation that some element of this 
be restored and that contact .group Co-ordinators be allowed, as they see .. fit and 
as the need arises, occasionally to resort to informal methods of business. There 
is a further good reason for this, namely, the absolute limit on the number of 
rooms -av:ailable in any <:me week for full secretarial services, and the ferocious 
competition i'pr ·them. , The competitiveness Will .~nly increase. It would be an 
enormous pi "t1 , ~f progress tovards a b~ on chemical weapons became the price · we bad 
to pq.o _, I£ the secre.ta:riat is abl~. to provi'de additional facilities, notably 
increase<l avail;a.bili ty 6£ interpretat;ion, this would be a real contribution. 

. . 

When I last spoke on the q\lestion o£ chemical weapons, on 8 February, the 
United States , delegation was on the point of tabling its detailed views on a chemical. 
weapon,~ convention. . We have sin,~~ stUdied these with profound interest a there is 
no doubt that the subetanti ve matter which is to be found in document CD/343 Will · 
advance our negotiations. On 22 February, the Ambassador of the Soviet Union · 
announced a new policy of hie Government under which it could agree to include a 
prohibition on the use of chemical weapons in a future treaty. This, too, is a 
major development, and one which my delegation welcomes as advancin8 our efforts 
in the elaboration of an international convention to ban chemical weapons. 
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·1:ue ..1.ssue uJ. p.1uruu..1. u..LH~ u.se is the central problem in a cluster of questions 
bearing on the scope of a future convention. I turn now to some of these questions. 

The first point at issue is what chemicals are covered in a chemical weapons 
ban. Diagrammatically one could represent as a large square all the chemicals in 
production in the world, and then shade in, a~, a quarter of the square to repr~sent 
the toxic chemicals. Since al.most all of these have legitimate civilian or 
commercial applications one could represent the very small remainder in a darker 
colour. An even smaller subdivision therein would represent the most acute chemical 
weapons threat, i.e., the supertoxic lethal chemicals, or nerve agents. l. 

Unfortunately, having neatly categorized ~micals in this w~, we are unable simply 
to use the model for prohibition. First, in our smallest, darkest corner- mainly 
those chemicals of very high toxicity which have only one purpose, that is, to be 
used in war, we must section off a fraction for permitted purposes, such as medical 
or protective research. An oblong in that same corner, not covering all of it 
and sticking out into the much larger area of permitted toxic chemical production, 
would represent those chemicals with the methyl-phosphorus bond, most being, 
recognizably, nerve agents but some having civilian uses. In the larger toxic 
area would be found chemicals like phosgene with proven effectiveness as weapons 
but now produced in huge quanti ties for sound economic reasons. And there would 
also be other chemicals like herbicides and riot-control agents which T1JB3' have 
military applications but which need to be stockpiled for non-hostile purposes. 

Since it is not possible to isolate individual chemicals to be prohibited, 
those who have long negotiated on this issue have evolved the concept of the 
"general purpose cri terion11 • While ~ement on this concept is incomplete, there 
is broad consensus that the criterion excludes from the prohibition those chemicals 
produced, possessed or used for non-hostile purposes. The problem with the 
criterion is that it is a subjective one, as is inherent in the very concept of 
purpose or intention. It needs to be supplemented by other criteria, including 
the toxicity criterion, to make manageable and even understandable what purposes 
are and are not covered by the prohibition. In the view of my delegation, early 
attention needs to be given to the question, beginning with the very definition of 
the terms "chemical weapon" and "non-hostile purposes". Criteria or lists could 
be drawn up as pa.rt of this exercise, ini tia.lly to simplify the negotiating task; 
perhaps eventually such criteria or lists might be integrated in some w~ into the 
treaty itself. Delegations will be familiar with the "understandings" associated 
with the Environmental MOdification Treaty, negotiated in the Conference of the 
Committee on Disarmament. Although not incorporated in ENMOD itse!f, they do 
provide a frame of reference. We need something similar here. 

Tne general purpose criterion encapsulates the real objective of the proposed 
convention: to ban the use of chemicals as weapons. The chemicals themselves 
are not weapons: as I have stated, in almost every case they have legitimate 
economic purposes. The effort put in to transferring chemicals from one purpose 
to another -- rrweaponizing" them, if you like - might to some extent be checked 
by a prohibition on the manufacture, stockpiling, etc. of chemical weapons. But 
the use of chemicals as weapons can, in the last resort, only be checked by a ban 
on use itself z this is logical. Until chemicals are actually used, they mey- be, 
or seem to be, or be held to be chemicals manufactured or stockpiled for permitted 
purposes. 
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·.u.Lt~ a.l."tJUIIIt1.UIItl .A.VJ.' .UV II .A.V.£;10willg thiS lOgiC ·&nd for rejecti.ne the OOncept Of a 
prohibition on use really boil down to anea there is already in place a prohibition 
on the use of chemical weapons in the 1925 Geneva Protocol. Other argum&nts now 
from this - that · ambiguities coula arise in relation to the PrOtocol • or the 
Biological Weapons Convention wbiCh ·:derived h-om it. Delegations misht Wish to 
refer to two ·:eomprebe~ ve · etatemebts in thiei reglrdt · .. <me by . tM! head of the 
Polish deleg~. on in 1981 (CD. D/PV ~1,8) and the other b,- Ambas'aador Onkelinx of 
Belgium last mbrith (CD/PV .';!Jb). · · · .· · · · · 

:t ·do not ibtend now td ·at.t-' A detailed CbUDter-argument, particularly as I 
addredaM. the tUj:ter last tear (G'1);4>V .1~}!." It ·mi6bt ·b.lp deleaations, however, 
if I ~ t ·at:IUia.te. some dt the uta:jor pain'ts made. ih . stlt'Port ·:of ·1n4uding a · 
prohibi tiqn on uee .in a. fu-ture eoi!lv~ntimu . ·· 'l.'Ma d.eri 1te ·:rrom statements by ,·the ·: 
Ambue.,s ·or Aa'Mentitla (dD/PV ~167) ,. Ghi.nll. (onp\f.lle) ~ Ind.ob&Sia (wfr'/ .. 169 ~d .1~) 
azid P.t.i!etan (aDjPv a 11). Since :ou five dalegations have in :·~·oent yeats worked : 
toptlie;r o~ .thi11 issuct• I true~ they will excuse JD;y borrowing from thein in this 
1tal'• .. ~~ po,i;nts that I m.i.Sht , tah'tllate are the followinga · 

lJ . · i ''"Pw-' ·con\renti.on oontai.Jiing a .. d:iatinct ban on use would be truly 
comprehenSivej · · · ·· · , 

. -. ·-·· . 

2~, · · ~. 1925 Genev~)?:rotocol, r~th.er ~-than being weakened itt this regard, can 
,_ .. ,· ··be strengthened; · · · 

3. . Treaties build on each other: there are. J;tUmAu'ous precedepts; . 
. . . . . :·· 

4. · .. The 1925 Protocol logi.cally should have ended _the use o'-r chemical, weapons, 
: 'but unfortunately it did not - indeed the potei1tial for the use . or 
Obemi.c~ weapons exists under the Protocol;_ 

5· The Protocol did not anticipate that the concept of "war" would evolve 
into the larger concept of armed conflict; · 

~: ~ _The Protocol allows for ambiguity on the chemicals to be covered; 

7~ 

a. 

The protocol is lim:L ted (by reservation and interpretation) to no first 
use, and to States that are parties to it; 

'The logic of future verification mechanisms (verification is not itself 
provided for under the Protocol) is that use should be included in a 
future ban. 

.. :: .. ·i 

I have mentioned logic more than once,- for example, in the additional. ar~t ., ~
that the general purpose criterion should lead to including a ban on use. The.·~ ·;···::. 
logic of the concept that the future convention should base itself on purpose ra.tlie.r, . 
than capa.bili ty should lead to the inclusion of . a ban on use: it is use which ,· < t'• '. 

transforms purpose from something subjective and debatable to ob'jective real.iti,~'-~ ,_._,., ,· ; 
On the other hand, there are arguments, good ones, that chemical weapons capabillty;,;c:' 
itself should also be restricted by the future convention and here, too, logic leads 
to including a ban on use. Without a restraint on chemical weapons capability, 
the convention might actually add to the risk that States could develop a 
threatening chemical posture, within the law. The threat of use will be much more 
apparent than the threat of manufacture, stockpiling, transfer and so on. 
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~- -- -·- -o-··--· . .3rificatlon is the main one. Let me assure those 
delegations which have expressed the fear lest the verification cart be put· before· 
the oonvention horse that the correct o~er is being observed. The chemical 
weapons area is a good example of the proposition that disa.rm-ent and arms 
limitation conventions aim to increase security, and that verification contributes 
to this as a consequence. States give up partially anii/or temporarily some of 
their national seeuri ty when they adhere to a convention so th.S.t they might benefit 
from a general consequential improvement in security. · The reassurance that the 
process is worth it comes largely through the methods available to them of 
verifying that all States are complying. · In the sphere of chemical weapons, there 
will have to be an extended and delicate period during which States reduce their 
chemical weapons profile, actual or potential. There will be asymmetries and 
u,n.c:ert~:Ues. · TbSre will be a need to ensure - in stages or phases - that 
c6mplex obligations are being honOured. How this verification is achieved will 
reqUl.re continuous re8U].ation in the course of negotiating the convention,. but it 
will of course be subordinated to the objecti vee of the convention itself. ' 

There has been a wide measure of agreement that the future convention must 
provide a means to verify that chelilical weapons have not been used. Th& basis 
of this 88l'eement is that the 1925 Protocol's prohibition on use has no verification 
lDechanism. It might be possible to verify something under one convention which 
is prohi:bited''in another but, to put it mildly, that would be untidy. My 
delegation argues a simple proposition: let the future convention ban the possibility 
of the use of chemicals as weapons, and let it provide a verification mechanism to 
ensure compliance With this ban. 

I said earlier that we were moving into negotiations proper. This is a 
stage which ·calls for flexibility. The Soviet delegation has indicated the 
maxi mum flexibilj, ty on this key question. The United States · delegation · earlier, 
in its detailed views submitted as do~ent CD/343, also demonstrated an adjustment 
of its position on the issue of explioi tly prohibiting the· use of chemical 
weapons. The French delegation, too, has recently considered w~s in which its 
own concerns, as well as the concerns of those seeking a ban on use, might be met 
by some foriilula whiCh affirmed the eiiduring validity of the 1925 Gen&va Protocol. 
My delegation ie re~ to negotiate on this issue. We sense that the basis for 
con&Etneus is there a one which protects the undeniable and lasting achievement · of 
the Protocol and yet one which will of itself effectively ensure against the use 
of chemical weapons. 

Concretely, ley' delegation proposes that in our new negotiating phase we do not, 
as in the past, exclude "use" from our tems of re:ference. On the contrar,y, we 
shoul~ build it in, by brackets, unwritten agreement or any other device. As we 
prcice'ed, we shouid ask ourselves: '' what would ·inclusion of a specific reference 
to use involve? 'What would be the legal and other implications?'' 14b.S.t velrifi~tion • 
pro·b8ciU:res would be affected? I do not discount the ·possibility that as a' Com ttee 
we shall ~ventual.ly conclude that a specific re!'erence to use is not neeees&ry in · 
the prohibition itself. But sucll a conclusion should only come a£ter We have 
conVinced 6U.rBEiivee - and have a consensus to · this effect - that . oti.r future 
oonvention will rule out the use of chemicals as weapons. · 
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-··~ -·----·· -.lair thanks Ambassador Sadleir for his contribution and 
has taken 1 due note in pa~ticular of his remark on the services. of the secreta,~iat. 
Ambe.~sador Sadleir has put his finger on :what, -indeed, does .seem to .be a problem · 
of some considerntle imP·artance, and we llill: take this up with . the secretariat • . , 

I now _call on the next speaker on our .list, the ·distinguished representative 
of Egypt, Mr. Ibrahim Hassan. · You have the floor, Sir. 

. . . . · . 

. ·<: ,Mr. HASSAN (Egypt)(t~nelated from Arabic): ~~ Chairman, this is ·the · 
first · .. tillle the ·d~lega.tion of my country is taking the floorat a plenary meeting · 
during this month. For this re~son, allo\'t me first of all to express ou£ .. 
p~eaBlp:'e at seeing you presiding · over the activities of our Comm.i ttee during thi:s 
I!lOnth c.f. Apl~il. . . Although I \'las among the last delegates to offer you ;; 
cong-~tuiations, 1 may be among the first to convey to you our admiration and .. 
appreciation of ;tl;1e constructive efforts you are exerting and the wise . way in 

. which you are cond~cting .the work of our Col!';IIIli ttee. 

I . ah~~d like also, on this occasion, to eJ,Cpr~ss to Ambassador Ali Skalli 
o'! the brother country of Morocco our great grati:tude . and our appreciAtion of 
the high ability and great wisdom which characterized the performance pf hie 
duties ·when he was Chairman of this Committee last March. The eucce.ee of 
Ambassador Ali Skalli in overcoming, with the Committee, all the difficulties that 
have obstructed its WflYr is new evidence ...... if any were needed - of his wide 
exPel.i.et;tce and hie many ,capabilities, while being at the same time a source of 
pride to sJ_l of us and · e8pecia~ly to my delegation. 

. . 

I should like also to take this opportunity to associate myself with thoe~ 
who have preceded me ~n we'! coming Mr. Gotzev, ·the Deputy Minister for Foreign ... 
Affairs of Bulgaria, to . whose statement before this C<;>mmi ttee today we listened 
with great. interest. · 

I shall deal in TfJ3 statement today with item 7 of the agenda, "Prevention 
of an arms race in outer space". 

When man succeeded, more than a quarter of a century ago -~ in conquering · · · 
outer space for the first time, the whole world welcomed tbis important event 
whipb ,asserted the creative power of man and his ability to open up new horizons 
f'{,)r exploration, develppment ~d. cofl,atruction, thus ensuri_ng prosperity and 
well-being for the whole world. . Since ·that remote dat.~; Egypt has been among the 
States that have drawn attention to the importance of. action fpr reaching 
international agreements on establishing the proper iriterna.tional legislation so 
as to ensure the use of this new breakthrough for the benefit and well-being of 
man and for peaceful purposes along and to exclude outer apace from the sphere 
of rivalry and competition among the major powers and of military usee and the 
arm~;~, race. 

\ofhen the leaders -of the non-aligned countries convened at their first 
summit meeting in Belgrade in September 1961, they issued their final statem~nt 

.w~io.."l included in its .paragraph .17 the. followinga "Th~ participating countries 
·can upon all States :Lri general, and Sta;t;es at pre"Sent: eX:Ploril'lg outer ®ace" ln 
particular, to undert,ake ::t .o use outer · space excluai:JeJ.Y for peacefUl ·purpose au. 
Since that timG, the efforts exerted have succeeded in achieving positive steps 
on this path~ and it has in fact been possible to conclude a number of agreements 
dealing with some aspects pertinent to outer space, the most important of these 
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being the 1963 Treaty on the partial banning of nuclear-weapon tests and the 
1967 Treaty on Principles Governing the Activiti.es of States in the Exploration and 
Use of Outer Space, including the. Moon and Otber Celestial Bodies. 

In spite of the importance of these agreements and other measures that dealt 
with the subject of outer space, they remained, on the whole, insufficient to 
establish an integrated international legal system providing a real guarantee 
against the use of outer space for military purposes and excluding it from the 
arms race. This has given the world the opportunity to witness, in the last few 
years consecutive attempts to militarize outer space, am the involvement of the 
States possessing the greatest technological potentials in a race for the creation 
and development of space equipment with a view to achieving military and strategic 
goals which wo·uld give them Supremacy in the field of the arms :race between them. 

The Final Document of the first special session of the United Nations 
General Assembly devoted to disarmament drew attention to these gaps when it said, 
in its paragraph 80, that "In order to prevent an arms race in outer space, 
further measures should be taken and appropriate international negotiations held 
in accordance with the spirit of the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities 
of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and · Other 
Celest~l Bodies". 

'. ' 
There is no doubt that the riSks of the permanent threat of seeing the arms 

race spread to outer space do not apply solely to the Superpowers, which possess 
the greatest technological potential in this field, but in fact represent a 
serious threat also to the security of the whole world. Perhaps the riSks to 
which thE;~ States of the third world are exposed surpass those which threaten the 
developed countries, because the latter possess the requisite means of defence 
and protection, while the developing countries lack the potentials and 
technological means to ensure their security and to protect their people. 

For this reason:, while recognizing the special reSponsibility· falling in 
this field on the Superpowers, we insist on the fact that the task of negotiating 
the halting of the anna race in outer space should remain in a collective 
mul tilateral . f'~ework •. 

Before the subject was raised in "the Committee on Disarmament, there were 
attempts to bring the issue of the peaceful uses of space and preserving it from 
the arms race before the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. HoWever, 
some objected to tnis, arguing that the subject is beyond the te:rms of reference 
of that Committee and is · fully within the comp~tence of the Committee on 
Disarmament. 

Hence, all hopes were placed on the Committee on Disarmament as the sole 
multilateral disarmament negotiating forum. Then there were the resolutions 
of the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of 
Outer Space, convened in Vienna in August of . last year, which were adopted by 
consenf3Jls. ~d which emphasized this role while calling upon the Committee on 
Disarmament to undertake _:the proper steps to prevent an arms race in outer space, 
clearly indicati-ng j;he need for the participation of all nations, and 
especial~y those posse~sing the greatest space potential, in contributing 
actively_to the achieve~ent of this goal. 
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The Committee 1 a session last yea:r was an opportunity for a broad ~xabange of 
views on the importance of action to. prevent the .extension of the ams :race to 
outer apace, .. and it was obvious that interest was given to the riaks . issuing 
therefrom and the increasing threats to international peace and securit,y it 
represented. 

The United Nations General Assembly also, in its res~lution 37/83, which was 
supported by 138 States and sp~nsored by my delegati_on with a,. mD~Ibe~ Qf no~ligned 
and socialist c6uptries, including· 21 States m811ber&· of this Co~!-t·tee·, · -~uested 
the CoDDDi ttee: on Dieaxmament "to establish an ad·· hoc workirig group on the :subj_ect 
at the beginili.ng of its se~sion in 1983, with ;a viaw 1:.6_. undertaking rie,g~~.~~v·9~s 
for the conolusion of an agreement or agreements, as apPropriate, to prevent ' an 
arms race in all its aspects in outer spac:e11 • · : · 

Dliring ·the Collllli ttee 1 s session last year, the Group of 21 called. for t:ti~ 
setting up of a working grcilip which would deal vith i .tem 7 of the ageDda, and it 
~b,;nitted document CD/329 containing a draft mandate _for such a group_. The 
G~;;t:P· :o~ 21, in its sUggestion, called for tJ:t.e adoptic;>n of a · comprehensive 
approach in dealing with the subject, so that it could: be examined in its various 
aspects with the necessary flexibility and: ail.Owillg the neg6tiation of an agreem~nt 
or agreements, ae appropriate, in order to prevent ·a.n anns race in o·titer _spaee. 

~ose who at that time opposed the setting up of a ·working group a:rgued the 
new ~oter of the subject and its complexity, with its _ intri ca. te . te chili. cal 
aspects; ''and'. ealled. instead for it to be deai. t with at infolinS.i meeti.ngs at1d. 
sessions called "instructive", with a view to exchanging ~iews and info:nDation 
about it. We nevertheless cannot but disagree with this opinion, for the 
following reasons. 

Informal me~tings of the Committee cannot be ~ substitute for a working 
framework .for t!l'e" ~_carryiDg out of its oasic task 'whidh is that of negotiAtitl6 
agreements on .. m.:sarmament. The working groitp has proved to. be the beet f.r8mework 
. tp achieve this' go8.1· · 

Moat..-.- if n~t all - of the subjects with which the CoDDDi ttee is concerned 
are bi essence -:-coJilplex subjects where technical ~spects interfere with poi~tical 
consideration~; but this fact has not prevented us, in the past, from att·emptirig 
to make progre$·a _in the~e subjects and tcy to reach agreements about ·them, and w~ 
must not be prevented from doing that now or in the_ future. · · · · 

While we are_ living in a period when man is becoming increasingly anxious 
as a result of the_ d,read,f:ul armaments on land, in the air and _at. sea, . am when 
efforts to st!Jp and ·dlll-'b :this race are faltering, · :we are reque.sted _to.day to 
unde~take ~·atel>e 1;0 e.bstire · the prevention of the extension of . this danger to new 
horizorus;•;;iWhiCh, threat~ns the futUre and the sectlri ty of mankind. · · 

.f..' ;,·r';::;.' -. . . . 

~ ~~c~ Mafnst time ·calls upon us to speed up the pace of our action and 
step fo~ td as~e OUr_, responsi bili tie's .;...... today rather than tomorrow J Without 
hesitation or delaY'~ · · 
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The CHAmMAN: ·The Chair· thanks the distinguished representative of Egypt for 
his. contribution and for hie· wa:rm and: generous ~ords addressed to the Chair and to 
the distinguished Chairman fdr the month of March, Ambassador Ali Skalli. 

May I now call on the last speaker on the list, the distinguished 
representative of China, Mr. Tian Jin. You have the floor, Sir. 

: · -Mf'~ TIAN JIN (China)Ctranslated from Chinese): Mr. Chp;irman, since this is 
the. f:irst time for the . Chinese delegation .to make a f .o:rma,l. ~tatement at a plenary 
meeting in :the mont}l pf April, please alle>W' me to congratula-te you on your 
assumption of the chairmanship for the current month. We are con:f'ident that with 
yoUr vast experience and under your able guidance, we shall be able to achieve 
further progress in our work for the month. We would also like to thank 
Ambassador Skalli, the Chairman for last month, ~or his contributions. His 
diplomat~c skills have left a strong imPression upon us. . 

At the meeting this morning the distinguiShed Ambassador Sadleir of Australia 
m,ade a comprehensive and convincing statement on the reasons why prohibition of 

. ti.~~ should be included in the future .'chemical weapoiJ.s convention. The Chinese 
· delegation supports his statement. . !t is oP.X: hope that the Committee on 
Disarmament will arrive at an early agreement on the l.mportant subject of the 
SC()pe of the future convention, so as , .to speed up the pace of negotiatiotl. and 
elaboration of the convention. It isin this spirit that the Chinese delegation 
has tabled a working paper today , .~nce:rning the scope of prohibition, namely, the 
question of the prohibition regi.Jn.e .. . of the conve~tion. We hope this paper will 
soon be dist:d buted in different 1a~es. · 

Now, I wish to make a few comments on this subject. 

Ove:r; the last few years, there have been .fairly deep diffe~~ces of opuuon 
between countries on the question of whether. Qr. not the scope of the ., future : . 
convention should contain a prohibition of the use of chemical weapons. The 
Chinese delegation is pleased to note that quite a number of delegations have come 
to accept the idea of including such a prohibition. However, there 9.*-e still 
some delegations whiCh express varying degrees of. reservation and .doubt on the 
~bject. One of .the questions they have raised 'is~ if 'such a ·prohi,bltion is 
included in the future conyention, what wil1 its rei~t:S.onahip 'be 'll{:i,th ~e 
prohibition regime of the 1925 Geneva Protocol? !1¥ delegat.iqri believes a 
solution to this question Ca.n be found. ·· · · · 

Firat, in statements: i:n the plenary and. agairi in the contact ~lip, quite a 
number qf delegations . have pointed., qut that the ,prohibi ti~n reg~e o~ th~ .. . -
1925 GenevEi Protocol should b,e in line with ·that. of the futll.!"~ con~ention. .. We , 
associate ourselves with this . view~· Shoul.d . there, .be any dii'ferenoe ~;tween. the . 
two, problems would arise which would be siinilar to those we encountered .dUring 
negotiEltions when the .prohibi tiona~ use WEiB not. supposedly to , be incl:q,ded _in the 
scqp~. of tAe convention. For ins~nce, it .wouldr.be necessary ,t~c;i 9-if:fe~~m?-ate 
whiCh areas c6me under the prohibition regime of t'he Protocol and: which- would 
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come unQ.er t(le reg,:l.m'jt of the future COfl.!~ntiori; . -. then · ~t wo·uld be necessary to 
solve the p;r.oblem, of .verification of ccm1pliance with the Geneva Protocol 
prohibition regime. As ever,Yone knows, such ' matters involve many complicat~d 
issues, making their solution rather difficult. However, all the above 
difficultie~ could be resolved, if a prohibition of ·use of chemical weapons w~re . 
to be incllided in the future convention; -and it ·could. -be brought in line :With. ~that 
of the Protocol; because on the common ·ground of · the two regimes, any faiiure -of ' 
compliance with one regime would simultaneously be a failure of compliance with 
the other • . And this failure of compliance cpuld be dealt with according to the 
verification or other possible relevant provisi~ns of the future oonvention. 

S~oondly, how to bring these tWo prohibition regimes in line with each 
other? It is our view that this can be done on· the common basis · tMt both 
regimes prohibit the direct and indirect ·use of the toxic physiological effects 
of chemical substances for fighting- -pUJ:l>ooes.: :_' (Here - we. -d.o: ~net-: .refu ~o. .. . - - . 
biological warfare, because it is outside the scope of our present debate.) 

Such a basis not only conforms to the obligations provided for iti the . · ·~ - 
Geneva Protocol, but is also in full accord with the "general purpose criterion" 
of the fut.\lre :convention. At the same :time it can · suitably, resolve the 
differences r .of ·· opinion ,on herbicides and irritants, that is, i ~- prohibits tl:leiz: 
use for:· fighti-mg : purposes <While· penni tting their use for pu.cyoaes- of peace a~ 
law enforcement. · .. And;• it . ~tuxal,J;.y foll~s that research, <ievelQpment, 
production, · transfe~t ' acquisit~on by othe:r·: ~ans e~.IJ.d stockpiling ~hich are in . 
conformity with these two purposes are alao-·.legaL 

Thirdly, as we have previously pointed out, the beat way to unify the two 
regimes ia· :to use; the concept of ·"chemical.· w~rfare . agents" ip tbe definition of 
chemical weapons to .-'bei included in the · convention, · and also -to include its 
definition in the convention. This concept of ''chemical warfi!U'e :agents" embodies 
the fundamental · characteristics of chemical weapons: and ... aleo l'eflecta the content 
of the "gene:r&a. ·purpose. •criterion". As ·su.ch .it,, can ~ptly become_: the ~:~is for 
unify-ing too. two. prohi:bition regimes mentioned· above.• :·. In our view, .!the term 
"chemical warfare age.nta" sums up. in the :irtost precise -and appropriate tenn the 
whole -concept·. of the pro.hi bi tion contained in the Geneva Protocol (of course, 
this does not' refer to .biological warfare either) • . ·; And what lies at the centre 
of the prohibition by the future -convention is. exactly "chemicra.l warfare agents", 
whether they be super-toxic lethal, lethal, other harmful substances or any other 
kind of substance, as long as they are used for fighting purposes. 

Consequently, the concept of "chelliical" ~arfare :. a·gents~,, in itself -a:>ntaina the 
basis for unifying '-ijie prohibition regimes. of' ~e' two international instruments. 

' . . . . . ~ .. 

The Chines~· delegation has alwaja ad~b.cat~d. using the concept of 11 chemical ' . 
warfare ag~mta 11 in the, -fl.rtllre ,cphvention. ' . )~'9 . . the . cptirse o'f the previous . .· 
negotiatioiJ.s, .¥ia.IlY other deleg~tions have als¢ ' . ~bllij.tt•ed. working papers on the 
definition: of. tpia tenn-. · ).t this stage, when. ~~. ~:r:~: .~t'tempting to examine ani 
settle the ·que~t:i,on 0~ 'the relationship_ .between 't}l~, - :two _regimes,. the adoption of 
this concep~ · pe,oome!3; ~yen more neces~rj. r:· i.~· bUr 'belief that. by straightening 
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out the relationship between these two regimes, we \'1~11 be in a "better position to 
achieve an agreement on the question of the · scope of the future copvention. The 
Chinese delegation stands ready. to exchange views with all other delega tions on 
this issue. 

The CHA:rffirlAN: The Chair thanks the distinguished representative of China fo.r 
his contribution and for the kind words a4dressed to the · o'utgoing ·and incoming 
chairmen •. 

This ccncludes the list of · speaket•s for today. Does any other representa~ive 
wish to take the floor? If . such is not the case, I now intend to suspend the 
plenary meeting and convene an informal meeting of the Gornmi ttee in five ~inutes' 
time to ~xamine how· best to consider -item 7 of the agenda. 

The meeting toras suspended at 12.20 p.m. and resumed at 5·.05 p.m., 

The CHAIRMAN: The 214th plenary meeting of the Cornmi ttee on Disannament is 
reconvened• 

Is there any delegation that wishes to take the floor? This dci~s not seem to 
be the case. Therefore ,in pursuance of . consul t?ti6ns undertaken, the Chair ·w6'ul'd · 
announce that it is pursuing further consul tations:on ·the question of th~ Mntlling: 
of item 7 of the agenda with a view to arriving, at an eaTly stage du;dng the· 
summer part of the session, at a formal decision to 'be take.n by this · Committee· ori 
how item 7 of the agenda is to be further handled, including a possible decision 
on the formation of ~ working group and the definition of its mandate. 

We then come to the final point, \-Jhich is the informal paper on the timetable · 
of me,etings to be he.ld by the Committee on Disarmament and its subsidiary· bodies 
during the week 25-29 April i983. The secretariat has circulated this iri:formai 
paper and as usual it is a tentative t~etable which :may be subject to changes if 
needed. In that co~nection may I not~ _ - that demands for meetings have been so 
high for the next week that the secretariat has been able to secure thia·programme 
only on a tentative basis. I may recall that the Trade and Development Board, 
the Economic Commission for Europe and other bodies are meeting_at the . sanie time, 
and t~at our own requirements need to be harmonize·d. with requests by · those bodies. 
If there ;is no objection, I \o~ill consider that the Committee adopts this tentative : 
timetable. 

·Mr. DON NANJIBA (Kenya): YJX. Chai:nnan, this is not an objection but a . .. 
question for clarification. On Friday,, 29 April, wh€m, presumably, the Go.inmi tte~ 
will be closing its spring session, I see that there will be a meeting of the 
Ad Hoc Working Group on A Nuclear Test Ban, at 3 p.m. There ·is ~othing 
indicated, even tentatively, about a provision for closing the session on· ~h~t · 
day. Does this mean, therefore, that in the event of the Working Group on.'A 
Nuclear Test Ban ending at 8 p.m., or even 11 p.m., on 29 April that we wouid 
antieipate meeting on ~0 April formally ! to conclude the session? I just ~anted · ~ 
to find ·out as this is important, Sir, for certain delegations, including mine, 
and I would appreciate some explanation as to how we are to interpret this. 
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. . _ lair reply to the distinguished. representative of Kenya 
that we are not closirlg the session; we are entering into the recess between the 
spring part of the session and. the summer part of the session, but it is still the 
1983 session, and. therefore no formal closing is required .• 

Mr. DON NA.NJIRA (Kenya) 1 Thank you Mr. Chairman. I agree with that, but I 
presume that the Chairman will make some final remarks, at least to formally 
go into recess. That is the practice, is it not? We would. expect that, Sir. 

The CIIA.IRMlllT: That would. indeed. be a correct expectation by the distinguished 
delegate of Kenya - and. any such remarks would. be mad.e . at the close of the last 
formal plenary meeting, on Thursday next. 

Mr. SKINNER (Canad.a): Mr. Chairman, I just wanted. to make a brief obeerv~tion 
about the programme for next week. The first thing I would. like to d.o is express 
rey gratitude to the secretariat for squaring a virtually impossible circle. I 
recognize how d.ifficul t this has been for them because of the conflicting d.emand.s 
upon their time and. resources, particularly the interpreters, as well as the question 
of rooms, and. so on, I am particularly sensitive about this question myself because 
I am afraid our delegation is one of the main instigators of the d.ifficul ties the 
secretariat has had.. That is, of these meetings, you will notice that a good. part 
of them are associated. with the work of the Working Group on Chemical Weapons. I 
think we all agree in this room that these meetings are ind.eed. necessary, despite 
the difficulties they are causing not only to the secretariat but to each one of our 
delegations, You will notice, l think, that 'each contact group of the chemical 
weapons Working Group is now scheduled. to meet twice before the wind.ing up . of 
business on Wednesd.ay. This, I think, is an achievement on the part of the 
secretariat. There is, however, one exception, and that is Group B of Mr. Duarte. 
As you said. yourself, Mr. Chairman, this schedule is a notional schedule and. we will 
d.iscuss with the secretariat whether it is indeed possible to have a second meeting of 
Group B~ If this is the case, we would. try to inform meobers of the Committee through 
the secretariat, in d.ue course. 

The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished. representative of Canada. Are there 
any other speakers? 
announce that the next 
26 April at 10.30 a.m. 

If that is not the case then it remains for the Chair to 
plenary meeting of the Comini ttee will be held. on Tuesd.ay, 

.Ambassad.or Erdembileg, you have the floor. 

Mr. ERDEMBILEG (Mongolia) (translated from-Russian): I apologise for 
interrupting you, Mr. Chairman. Basically I agree with what the d.istinguished. 
representative of Kenya said, and. I should like simply to d.evelop his thought. I 
entirely agree with you that we are not closing the current session but merely 
suspending it for a time. Nevertheless it might perhaps be more logical if we 
were in fact to end. the first part of the Committee 1 s session with a plenary meeting, 
so as not to give the impression that after the plenary Committee has declared. a 
recess, some working groups seem to be going on working. 



(Mr. Erd.embileg, Monfolia) 

We could. perhaps, therefore, transfer the meeting of the Ad Hoc Working Group 
on a Nuclear Test Ban planned for Friday at 3 p.m. to Thursday, 28 April, at 
10.30 a.m. so that vie can bold. the final plenary meeting on Friday afternoon. 
We would then be concluding the first part of this session in an ord.erly manner. 

If other members of the Committee object, we shall of course not insist on our 
proposal. But the m;:tin thing I wanted to draw attention to is that we ought to 
avoid. a situation vi here, in spite of the d.eclaration of the interruption of the 
session, the activity of tho ad. hoc working groups, that is to say, the work of the 
session, is nevertheless continuing. From the organizational po:i,.nt of view ·that 
would. seem to us illogical. 

The CHAIRMAN: The Chair thanks A..ubassador Erdembileg for his statement and may 
perhaps be permitted to react to it, off the cuff. 

I may recall what I said. when this tentative work programme was introduced 
that it was very much tentative and., the d.emand of meetings being enormous, largely 
because the Committee lost a considerable amount of time in the earlier part of the 
spring session, an effort has been Llade, a very laudable effort, by all working groups 
to achieve as much work as possible on substance in the remaind.er of the month of 
April. _ I do see a slight proble:n- and. can sympathize with the wish of certain 
d.elegates to end, as I believe the expression was, "with a flourish", and. with a 
plenary meeting, but I take the liberty of reminding the distinguished. representative 
of Mongolia that many, in fact the majority of the members of the Committee on 
Disarmament have a large number of other obligations and. a very pressing time-table -
particularly true for the month of April - when many important meetings take place 
simultaneously. I would rather fear that many of the members of the Comrnittee would 
find it difficult to read.just their conference schedules at fairly short notice, to 
such an extent that we could. change the customary day of the · plenary meeting from 
Thursday to Frid.ay. Nevertheless, the Chair is quite prepared. to consult members 
on this and to explore the possibilities, but it m'J.st in all fairness warn that it may 
prove to be very d.ifficul t and that in fact the perhaps less tbnn elegant ending of 
the spring session is one of tbe unfortunate results of the fact that during earlier 
J:::J.onths 1.Je lost ·a . great deal of tir.J.e over procedure. This is perhaps_ a relaij.vely 
mod.est price we have to pay for that. If there are no other speakers the meeting 
stands adjourned .• 

The meeting rose at 5.20 p.m. 
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J.Ht! v~.uu·.uu~; .L Ut!l.:.LaJ.·e open the 215th plenary meeting 'of the Committee on 
Disarmament. 

The Committee starts today its consideration of the question of the prevention 
of nuclear war, inc~dins all r .elated matters, which is inscribed as part of item 2 
of the agenda of the·' Coiruni ttee·. However, members wishing to do so may make 
statements on any other subject relevant to the 'lorork of the Couuni ttee. 

I have on my list of spe~<ers for today the representatives of Argentina, 
China, MOrocco, Japan, Czechoslovakia, Nigeria and the United States of America, 
and may I now invite the distinguished representative of Argentina, 
Ambassador Carasales, to take the floor. You have the floor, Sir. 

Mr. CARASALES (Argentina) (translated from Spanish): Mr. Chairman, the 
Committee on Disarmament is. at present considering the questions of the prevention 
of an arms race in outer space and the prevention of nuclear war and in particular 
how to deal with these two subjects procedurally. I s~~l ref~r in this statement 
to both topics. · · ·------ -

Representative,s w:;il-1 recall that at the beginning of last year the inclusion 
in our agenda of a new item on the peaceful use of outer space was not easy. 
Furthermore ''~e were told bluntly at that time that that in no way meant agreement 
to give substantive consideration to this question in a working group because that 
would be premature and because.the complexity of the subject was such that it would 
be necessary first to identify the areas in which useful work might be done. 

· ·:· 

We were obliged then to accept the 'procedure which appears to have .b'ecome 
customary where there is. no political will to initiate negotiations, namely, the 
holding of informal meetings. · Vzy' delegation has growing doubts as to- the -real value 
and usefulness of these meetings of which no proper record is made and which usually 
consist simply of a repetition~ often in a diffuse and disorderly way, of posi tiona 
and views already expressed at plenary meetings. They appear to be simpiy a · 
subterfuge designed to fill time and to give the impression -- .a very poor one, it 
is true -- that something is being done. This way of ·approaching the consideration .. 
of an item presupposes that the question is not urgent--and-that the Committee has 
years in which to begin to deal with the subject in greater depth. 

In 1982 informal meetings were held to consider the existing and foreseeable 
situation in outer space and the subject was also referred to · r13peatedly in formal 
statements. One thing constantly emphasized at those ,mee·t'ings b£the vast majority 
of delegations was the urgent need to act promptly in-this matter~ with the utmost 
speed, because the range of activities then deYeloping in outer space and of those 
that seemed likely to be carried out in the immediate future was expanding at such 
a rate that it liould soon be too late -- if it was not so already -- to adopt measures 
to put a stop to or regulate those activities. As usual, a minority of delegations 
gave no sign of sharing that appreciation and showed no interest in bringing nearer 
the moment when the international communit,y represented in this Committee on 
Disarmament would apply itself seriously to this objective. 

Barely a year has passed since those discussions and I am wondering if there 
can be any doubt that the situation that so many of us warned against has occurred 
and that, as regards outer space, developments of various kinds have t~cen place, 
all of them increasing the possibility and likelihood of the use of outer space 
for warlike purposes. 

•. 
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.Ln sp~ 11e o-1. 11ne repea11ed declarations at every level of the need to preserve 
outer space exclusively for peaceful purposes, it has already become militarized to 
such a degree that the delegation of France was able to say, in the interesting 
document, CD/375, which it put before us, that of the three possible roles it 
identified for outer space, the.first, 11 that of absolute·s~ctuarization or 
demilitarization, is 'souiethii:lg that is no longer pos.sible. It is therefore 
unrealistic·to try to revert to such a situation.". 

I very much fear, in view of the reluctance of some delegations to allow the 
Committee on Disarmament to discuss this item· in substance, that the dB\Y' is not far 
off when we shall be told I the arms race in outer space :is a reality and there is 
no longer the possibility of pursuing the goal of preserVing it for purely peacefUl 
purposes for the benefit of mankind. 

The Group of 21 was always forthright as regards the need to set up a working 
group to conduct negotiations on item 7 of our agenda; and in September 1982 it 
submitted document CJIJ/329 containing a draft mandate for: such a group, a proposal 
which my delegation of course fully supports. The delegation of the Mongolian 
People 1 s Republic had earlier submitted document CJIJ/272 containing a aimilar proposal. 

Certainly, the mere establishment ·of a working group does not of i tsel.f 
guarantee useful and much less successful work. But at least the· possibility. exists 
and experience has shown that to be so. The Col!llhi ttee has not ·yet 'foUnd' a.:ny better 
method for dealing in depth with the· quest-lone on it·s agenda. It has already 
become clear that informal meetings lead to nothing concrete·._, ·This is .why the 
setting up of a working group is interpreted ~- rightly, in my view -..;··as a clear 
sign that the Co.mmi ttee has decided to tackle' the subject seriously. A working 
group Dla\Y' function effectively or not -- time will tell -- but what I am certain of 
is that if we do not set up a working group and contilUle to confine oursel vee to 
casual conversations and infoma.l consultationS, the item will simply remain on the 
agenda, giving the illusion that the Committee is dealing with it whereas in 
reality little or nothing is being done. 

When we talk about setting up a working group it is -- obviously - on the 
understanding that the group will have a meariingful mandate. For no one is against 
working groups "in principle". Reserva:tiohs appear with respect to the desirability 
of setting up a given group and its function. 

I have not the slightest doubt that the negotiation of a mandate for an ad hoc 
working group on the prevention of an arms race in outer space will not be easy. 
The question of the mandates of working groups is becoming an exercise absorbing a 
large part of the best energies of the' ·couimi ttee on Disarmament. · The position of 
some delegations is habitually such that we :may well ask ourselves what is the real 
meaning of their acceptance of the establishment of a WOTking group when they insist 
that the mandate of such a body should be so limited· that its pracctica.:t consequences 
for the achievement of effective measures of disarmament are virtually nil.. Its 
work may be useful as an illustration for the representatives who take part in its 
discussions, but it contributes very little to the negotiation of international 
agreements on disarmament, which is the essential task of our Committee. 

We should a0k ourselves if the time has not come to change the practice i,'ollowed 
by the Committee on Disarmament up to now,. '-Thich is that of deciding in each case, 
with absolute precision, what a working group may do and what it :may 'Il()t • do. ·This 
practice means that the group starts with its hands tied, and it then spends a good 
deal of its available time trying to secure the broadening of its mandate. 
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g run, be more productive to establish working groups 
with simple mandates merely assigning to them a given item, without going into 
details? 

The group could then devote itself exclusively to the subject assigned to it 
and could decide, as its work proceeds - and we should not forget that the rule .of 
consensus always applies - what it can hope to achieve and what is not yet possible. 
The process of the work itself will decide the rate of progress that is possible · 
towards.,the ultimate objective, which can be nothing other than the negotiation of 
one or severa~ international agreements. · But before that goal can be reached, 
many intermed'iary stages must be passed through, and the working group 'can accomplish 
tQ.em gradually, nccording to the progress and the convergencies of views achieved, 
without being limited from the outset by a restrictive mandate and without then 
having to spend a large part of its time discussing the amendment of that mandate. 

Resolution 37/83 of the last session of the General Assembly clearly reflects 
the thinking. o:f the international community on the prevention of an arms race in 
outer space. Its various paragraphs plainly indicate the urgency of ~his task 
and what is expected of the Committee on Disarmament in this connection. The 
number of votes which that resolution won is important, but what is more important, 
I believe, is the realism and timeliness of the thinking that inspired it. It 
is certain that there are few subjects where time is such a vi tal factor as H :i..s 
in the matter of outer space. Outer space is a new v1orld that is already beipg · 
used, and not always fo~ peaceful purposes, but whose possibili tie.s for military 
use, both direet and insJ..irect, are increasing day by day. Every hour of delay in 
tackling the regulation .of tJ;lis sphere will be lost for ever and may prove fa t~l. , .. 

As has already been noted a number of times, the military use of satellitef:l ·. 
is already a :r;eal~ty. . Some 75 per cent of the satellites in orbit in 1980 had· a 
military purpose, and an. extremely high proportion of military cornmunica tiona are. 
conducted by means of ~?atellites. · · 

Attempts have been made to convince us that military satellites are good and. 
positive. 'We ar~ told - and I recall a stc:tement m;:,de on 29 March last - that 
"these satellites have a. stabilizing effect" and that they ought therefore to be 
protected. lt/e 1r1ere also told that "for the foreseeable future the complete 
demilitarization of outer space is not at all a good idea. It would, of course, 
not be very realistic either''. 

·This laS't statement is perhaps "realistic'' - to borrow the term - but I beg 
to disagxee with the claim that the complete demilitarization of outer space 
would not be a good idea. I think that it would be. The satellites carrying 
out tasks connected with the.verification of compliance with disarmament 
agreemepts could very well be controlled by an international agency. . But 
military satellites ean also carry out a vast range of tasks \'shose ultimate 
results would be an increase, at times very substantial, in the destructive 
capacity of a combat for.ce. My country has had a direct and painful experience 
of the consequences of the military use of satellites. 

The questions of the peaceful use of outer space and the prevention of an 2rms 
race in that sphere should be dealt with in e. comprehensive manner. The problems 
are many a.nd various, .and in our view there is no reason for determining preferences 
and priorities now, as some want to do in connection with anti-satellite systems, 
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J:'C:W. 11.&.\J ...... c:;w..&.J WUwU UUw VOJ,Jw\J ud whiqh it is intended to protect' mili tar.¥:.-~-l:!:~f!_tes' 
can fulfil hostile functions far tocf ·importa.ht "lo wa.rrant- their immunity a.nd .impuni-cy. 

From the procedural point of view, many of the comments I have made in 
connection with the subject of the prevention of an arms race.· in , outer ., spa-ce could 
equally well be a.ppl.ied to. that _of the prevention of nu.clea.r war. · 

Both items refer to the future it:l so. far as the goal .is to 11prevent" something 
which has not yet happened but .which could very well happen. There .is 'the differenoo 
that, if either of. these possibilities were to become a. reality, the extent of the 
consequences would in the second case be even more catastrophic. 

As . . th~ Heads of State. or Govermnent of the non-aligned countries stated at 
their seventh summi·t meeting held recently in New Delhi, "the greatest peril facing 
the world today is the threat to the survival of ma.nkirxl from a. nuclear war". The 
New Delhi Message likewise contains a paragraph pointing out that "the non-aligned 
countries, speaking for the majority of the world community, want an immed!a.te halt 
to the drift towards nuclear conflict which threatens the well-being not .only of 
humanity in our times but also of future . generations as well". 

At the root of the problem there -is an undeniable fact. As the Political 
Declaration of New Delhi says, "Nuclear weapons a.r~ more than weapona of war. They 
are inst:;z:umente of mass annihilation." Until full recognition is given to this 
essential difference between nuclear weapons arxl other types of weapons and between 
IUlclear war and other types of war, and until the logical conclusions are drawn 
from this di{ference, the nature of the queetiou of the prevention of nuclear war 
will be distorted a.nd all the . efforts based on the unique character of nuclear 
weapons will be fruitless. 

Document ®/341 of the Group of 21 is explicit as regards the nature of the 
problem and. the wa:y to deal with it, namely, through the setting up of a working 
group with an adequa.te mandate. 

I shall not, therefore, dwell fu-rther on this question, so as not to repeat 
ideas already expressed. Furthermore, I spoke about this matter in my statement of 
28 February last. The need to adopt the measures advocated by the Group of 21 is, 
in my view, indisputable. 

I feel obliged, however, to .state that what has happened ao far with respect to 
items 2 and 7 of our agenda., whiclf concern two issues of the utmost importance for 
the future of mankind, does not ; in mi vi~w, constitute a model of what the action 
of the sole 1JIIl]. tilatera:.l negotiating body in this sphere ought to be. When the 
attention of the interna.tion81 community, justifiably and deeply concerned at the 
possibility of an arms race in outer space and even more at that of the outbreak of 
a nuclear war, is directed with well-founded eXpectations towards the Committee on 
Disarmament in the hope of seeing a serious and thorough consideration of these 
problems and the gradual emergence of concrete and realistic measures for dealing 
with them, it is deplorable that all the Committee can offer is protracted and 
meaningless discussions on procedural questions: the inclusion of the item in the 
agenda., whether or not a working group should be established, the formulation of 
mandates with or without substance. The international community has the right to 
expect something different from the body to which it has given specific and unique 
competence in order precisely that it should not repeat once more another round of 
sterile debates but should find practical solutions to the problems of the world ta1lzye 

The Committee on Disarmament has a. tremendous responsibility. If it does not 
manage to fulfil that responsibility fully and effectively, that will be no victory 
for anyone but the defeat of all. 
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..................... ~..~ ... ""' ,vu.J-ua-1 ,.,.._.dJlslated from Chinese): V.~r. · Chairman, at today's 
meeting, the Chinese delegationwould like to submit some of our views on the 
~uestion of the prevention of nuclear war and nuclear disarmament. 

At the beginning of this session, many delegations re~uested that the issue 
of the prevention of nuclear war be included in our agenda. This is ~ reflection 
of the ardent desire of the people of the world to oppose the nuclear arms race 
and . to prevent nuclear war. The recent non-aligned summit meeting also appealed 
for urgent and practical measures to prevent the outbreak of nuclear war. We 
hope that the discussions in the Committee on Disarmament on the question of 
nuclear disarmament and the prevention of nuclear war will · give this priority 
item a new sense of urgency and vitality, so as to contribute to promoting the 
process of nuclear· disa-~ament and the lessening of the danger of .nuclear war. 

China has always attached great importance to the prevention ofnuclear war 
and nuclear disarmament. In our view, to ·assure -the effectiveness of the: measures 
against nuclear war, one Irrust first be clear about the source of the threat of 
nuclear war. In its· reply to the Secretary-General · of the United Nations~ 
dated 28 April 1982, on the prevention of nuclear war, the Chinese Government 
pointed out that "the threat of nuclear war comes from the two Superpowers 
which are intensifying their nuclear arms :taceand stepping up their deployment 
and preparations for a nuclear \var". Thi:;; fundami:mtal view of the · 
Chinese : Government is by nomeans based onour subjective p:resumption but rather 
on ·an objective evaluation of the present state ofthe world's nuclear a.I.T.la.IDents 
and the international situation. 

One of the main features of the current international situation and vtorld 
armaments is that the two Superpowers possess far greater military strength~. than· 
the rest of the world. They are relying on this enormous military strength t o 
engage inrivalry all over the world. They not only possess the most advanced 
massive conventional armaments but also have the largest nuclear arsenals. Their 
military build-up has far exceeded the military forces needed for their national 
defence and security. Yet even under such circun1stances, a full-scale arms race 
anC.. particularly a new round of the nuclear arms race between them has once •again 
been gathering momentum.. The present round of the arms race is centred on 
~uali tati ve conipeti tion. As a result, >thile the number of deli very vehicles of 
nuclear weapons may be somewhat reduced and some weapon systems may even become 
obsolete, the number of nuclear warheads will increase substantially; the 
accuracy and the ability to survive and ability to attack wilitary targets will 
improve to an unprecedented level~ and new breakthroughs in the means and 
capabilities of command, coi!IIDunication and . ccntrol in a nuclear war 'Will be achieved 
through their respective new weapons updating programmes. lul these important 
~ualitative improvements will again multiply their nuclear strike capabilities. 
These facts have shown clearly to the world that the two Superpowers are 
preparingthemselves for a nuclear war, and ohly they have the capability to 
launch such a war~ · 
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~ ...... ., ~ou.!...L'-'0...0.. -'-d.'-'""' e~.uu. !l-'-"'sent reality demonstrate that the growing threat 
of war comes not only from the acceleration of the arms race and the increase in 
armaments, but what is more important, it comes from the policypursuedby the 
States that possess such weapo~s and are engaging in the arms race, For many 
years, the two major Powers have used their massive armaments, and especially 
their nuclear arms, as an important means for external e:icpansion and rivalry for 
spheres of influence, This is the main reason why the two Superpowers are trying 
desperately to achieve military superiority, especially nuclear superiority, 
which is causing an increased danger of nuclear war. In our opinion, the 
identification of this fundamental reason will be of key importance to the 
formulation of measures to prevent a nuclear war, 

At present, the two major nuclear-weapon Pov1ers are both stepping up their 
deployment of nuclear weapons and preparations for a nuclear war, Under the 
pretext that it does not have sufficient nuclear armaments, one has openly declared 
that lt is readjusting its nuclear strategy to build up its nuclear strength on 
the basis of attempting to .win a nuclear war, Although the' other appears to be 
quite active on the que~tion of preventing a nuclear war, yet it has quickened its 
tempo of nuclear arms expansion instead of slowing it down, In addition, it has 
already ~eployed large numbers of nevi tY:PeS of medium-range missiles which are 
targeted on European and Asi~n countries, The two Superpowers have based their 
foreign policies on nuclear blackmail. They are talking about preventing a 
nuclear war, yet what they have been doing is just the ·opposite, Such discrepancy 
between words and deeds constitutes the greatest obstacle to nuclear disarmament 
and the formulation of measures to prevent a nuclear lllar, 

While opposing the threat of nuclear war, people must also be aware of the 
real threat posed by conventional war to various countries, Since the 
Second World War, many wars and armed conflicts in different parts of the·world 
have been fought with conventional weapons. Besides, with the. rapid development 
of military technology, modern conventional weapons are highly inju.t'ious · and · 
destructive. The two nuclear-weapon Po\vers, while intensifying their nuclear 
arms race, have also been updating and expanding their conventional armaments · and 
preparing for a conventional war. They are both reinforcing their wax command 
mechanisms and increasing their capacities for projecting troops to other regions, 
At present, certain sovereign States are still victims of aggression and military 
occupation by conventional forces. This is a harsh fact that cannot be overlooked, 
Therefore, it is also important to reduce the threat of conventional warfare, 
There exists no unbridgeable gap between a conventional war and a nuclear war; 
but a possibility for the former to escalate into the latter, We therefore hold 
that during our discussion on the prevention of nuclear war, we have to pay due 
attention to the question of reducing the threat of conventional war. This is in 
no way to understate the importance of preventing nuclear war, but more 
effectively to prevent the outbreak of a nuclear war, 
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:event war, either nuclear or conventional, the 
Superpowers that possess the largest arsenals and have the capability to launch a 
world war should be asked tc undertake their special responsibility earnestly. 
They should immediately stop the arms race, especially the nuclear arms race, 
and take the lead in reducing their colossal arsenals. They should and can do 
this to prevent nuclear war. However, what has been done in this respect is far 
from encouraging. It has been noted that during the bilateral negotiations 
between the Soviet Union and the Uni t.ed States on nuclear weapons, neither is 
willing to make any concession and both find their excuses in maintaining 
"equilibrium" and "equal security". Consequently, the negotiations are deadlocked. 
And in this multilateral forum, one Superpower advocates that "a freeze on 
nuclear weapons by all the nuclear-weapon States will help prevent the threat of 
nuclear war". Apparently, in their eyes, the concepts . of "equilibrium" and 
"equal security" are not applicable in their relations. with other nuclear-we~pon 
States, still less with other States of the world. While emphasizing ' 
"equilibrium", they are in fact trying to maintain their nuclear superiority 
over the other countries. Their "security" is based on the insecurity of other 
countries. Therefore, it is not conducive to reducing the threat of nuclear war 
if we do not identify the source of the threat of such a war, but generally call 
for all the nuclear-weapon States to undertruce nuclear disarmament without 
distinguishing between the nature and size of the nuclear forces. On the contrary, 
it will become a shield or an excuse for the Superpowers to refuse to shoulder 
their special respon~ibility. 

Of course, the other nuclear-weapon States also have a share in the 
responsibility for nuclear disarmament and the prevention of nuclear war. But 
we cannot ignore the fact that in the I·TOrld today, those countries with few 
nuclear arms are facing the same military threats as all the non-nuclear-weapon 
countries. As far as China is concerned, it is faced with the threat of massive 
conventional armed forces deployed along its borders as well as the threat of 
nuclear weapons. Therefore, we have to maintain our necessa2:'y defence 
capabilities while stepping up our economic construction. This is entirely 
different in nature from the nuclear arms build-up by the Superpowers. 

What is more, from the first day we possessed nuclear weapons we solemnly 
declared that we would not be the first to use nuclear weapons at any time and 
under any circumstances, and undertook unconditionally not to use or threaten 
t"o use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-weapon States and nuclear-weapon-free 
zones. This amply shows the defensive character of our limited nuclear force. 
Therefore, we are prepared to assume an obligation to reduce our nuclear weapons 
according to agreed ratios following substantial reductions in the nuclear 
arsenals of the . two Superpowers. 

Up to now, various countries have advanced specific ideas and proposals 
for preventing nuclear war. In our view, pending the realization of nuclear 
disarmament, a prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons can serve to reduce the 
danger of a nuclear war. The pressing demand of the non-aligned countries for 
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the conclusion of an agreement on the prohibition of use and threat to use 
nuclear weapons is justified and reasonable. If the nuclear-weapon Powers are 
sincere about reducing the danger of a nuclear war, it will not be difficult for 
them to assume the obligation of non-use. On the other hand, in view of the 
large quantity and high quality of tod~'s nuclear arsenals, a prohibition of 
use by itself cannot completely remove the danger of a nuclear war. During the 
second special session on disarmament of the General .Assembly, the Chinese 
delegation proposed that the two States possessing the largest nuclear arsenals 
stop the development and production of nuclear weapons, and reduce by one half 
the number of all types of nuclear weapons and their means of delivery, thereby 
creating the conditions for all the other nuclear-wec.pon States to halt the 
development and production of their nuclear v1eapons and hence to proceed to the 
proportional reduction and eventual destr~ction of all such weapons. This is an 
important measure for reducing the threat of nuclear war. 

In view of the above-mentioned root cause of tho threat of nuclear 1·1ar, we 
are of the opinion that the prevention of such a war not only requires us to 
take disarmament measures but also requires each country to adhere strictly to 
the :fundamental principles of th~Unj,};ed Nations Charter and the norms of 
international relations. A point of particular importance is .that no country 
should use military force to co:rnil'it aggression or engage in expansion against 
another country. In this connection, some delegations have emphasized that all 
States must comply with Article 2 cf the United Nations Charter which prohibits 
the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political 
independence of any State in international relations. This is absolutely 
justified. We express the hope that during its SUIT~er session the Committee on 
Disarmament will further discuss the 1-<ays and means to prevent nuclear Har. 

Mr. SY~LI (Morocco) (translated from French): I1Ir. Chci.rman, as this is tho 
first time that I have the pleasure of taking the floor under your cha.:i.:rmanship 
at a plenary meeting of the Committeey allow me to offer you my warm congratulations 
on your accession to that chairmanship and to tell you how pleased my delegation 
is to see you directing our work 1·1i th such talent and efficiency. The perception, 
wisdom and courteous authority you have shown have undoubtedly been to good effect 
and have resulted in the progress the Committee has made this month. 

vli th your natural goodheartedness, J!lr. Chairman, you have not missed a single 
occasion to praise the part I was able to play during the period of Morocco's 
chairmanship of our Comrr~ttec. I believe that that is in large part due to the 
great friendliness you have alway~ shown me 1md for which I am extremely grateful. 

Allow me also to take this opportunity in my turn to thank all those 
delegations which have been so generous in their w~rcls of praise for my 
chairmanship. While expressing my great gratitude I should like to say hO'I-1 much 
their words have touched me. 
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With your permission, Nr. Chairman 9 I should like to deal in my statement 
today with the question of the IJI'evention of nucleal' war and also that of 
"effective international 8rrangerr.ents to assure non-nuclear-weapon States against 
the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons". 

In accordance with its progra..."1'J:me of work~ the Corr.r.ni ttee on Disarmamen-'v is 
today beginning its consideration of the question of the prevention of nuclear i·Jar. 

The Moroccan delegation has already -v1elcomed the agreement reached in this 
Conuni ttee on the inclusion of that item in our agenda. \>/e cc-.n well be pleased 
with this happy initiative, v1hich should enable us without fm·ther delay to 
undertake serious negotiations on a subject of whose gravity we are all aware. 

It is obvious that the primary problem confronting mankind tod::w is that of 
its own sur vi val. Indeed, the threat of the annihilation of :1.ll life from the 
earth as the result of a nucleal' -v1ar seems to us an absolutely real one, and the 
greatest peril threatening our world. 

The source of this unprecedented threat lies in part in thG frenzied arms race 
we are witnessing, which is out of all proportion to the security needs of' the 
States engaging in it. \vben vle know that the destructive pm·:er CJf the States 
possessing nuclear weapons has reached a capacity to annihilate the entire 
population of the planet dozens of times over, we cannot but -v10nder what is the· 
true significance of this flouting of logic and common senaG on the part of those 
who are continuing feverishly to develop their nuclear arsenals 7 both quanti tE~ti vely 
and quali ta ti vely. · 

Furthermore, some nuclear-weapon powers are trying to gain credence for ideas 
that are, to say the least 1 dangerous, lilce tho doctrine of deterrence or the 
possibility of a limited nucleFD: war. 

Is not all this, in the last analysis, designed to prepare for and justify 
the use of nuclear weapons? l'1y delegation has already stated before this 
Cornmi ttee that it cannot share these ideas ~<Thich, it is obvious, seriously 
threaten international peace and security. 

In its vJOrking paper on th8 prevention of nucleal.' \var 7 docwnent CD/341 of 
4 February 1983, tho GI·oup of 21 declared in this connection: 

"Doctrines of nuclear deterrence, far from being the cause of the 
maintenance of international peace and security, lie at the root of the 
continuing escalation in the quantitative and qualitative development of 
nuclear weapons and lead to greater insecuri t;;,r and instability in 
international relations ••• Concern for common security and global survival 
should be the basis of international peace rather than the concoryt; of 
deterrence". 

The Final Document of the first special 3ession of the General Assembl~r 
devoted to disarmament~ \vhich -v;as adopted by conoensm: and whose validity is ::-:till 
recognized by all countries 1 states in its parc:graph 4 7 that nuclecil' weapons are 
those which pose the greatest danger to mankind and to the survival of civilization. 
That paragraph also declares that it is ess,::mti<~l to halt cmd reverse the nuclear 
arms race in order to avert the danger of '"ar involving nucle;:u· wea.pons. 

The Final Document also states 1 in paragraph 18: "Homoving tho t;hreat of a 
world war - a nuclear war -- is the most acute and urgent task of the presont clay' 1

• 
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Should we remain indifferent to the :warnings . and the lilBliY appeals made to 
us or should we, on the contrary, react and take the measures necessary to remove . 
the threat of extermination hanging over us? 

It seems to ~ delegation that we must take . such action in order to spare 
the world a catastrophe "'h.ich would certainly affect, if not annihilate, belligerents 
and non-belligerents alike. 

Just recently the General Assembly, in its resolution 37/78 I, requested 
the Committee on Disarmament to undertake, as a matter of the highest priority, 
negotiations with a view to achieving agreement on appropriate and practical 
measures for the prevention of nuclear 1-1ar. 

In its working paper CD/341, the Group of 21 recommended the setting up of 
an ad hoc working group to undertake negotiations to that end. The :t-1oroccan 
delegation considers that that is the best wa;y for our Committee to accomplish _ 
its task. 

The Moroccan delegation earnestly hopes that the consultations under wa;y on 
this subject will be crowned with success so as to enable us to begin the work of 
substance on this crucial natter. 

The question of the security assurances which should be given by the 
nuclear-weapon powers to the States not possessing nuclear weapons is one of 
fundamental importance for the latter countries. It is only fair that the 
countries which have voluntarily renounced the acquisition of nuclear weapons 
should be concerned about their own security. They are therefore entitled to 
expect that that security should be reliably ensured. 

The efforts that were made towards this end for many years produced the 
results which you all know, namely, resolution 255 of the Security Council and the 
unilateral declarations by the five nuclear-weapon Powers. But these results are 
rightly considered inadequate and in ~4ny ways unsatisfactory because neither 
resolution 255 nor the unilateral declarations offer real and credible assurances. 

It was for that reason that the General 1wsembly, at its first special session 
devoted to disarmament, after noting the declarations made by the nuclear-weapon 
States, urged them "to pursue efforts to conclude, as appropriate, effective 
arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of use 
of nuclear weapons". 

Since 1979, the question of so-called negative sec~ity assurances has been 
on the agenda of this Committee, which set up an ad hoc working group to conduct 
negotiations with a vievr to reaching agreement on effective international 
arrangements for that purpose, on the bazis of paragraph 59 of the Final Document, 
which I have just quoted. 

During a preliminary phase, the Ad hoc 1vorY.ing Group sought to identify the 
various elements of the undertakings not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons 
against non-nuclear-weapon States. At its more recent sessions the 
Ad hoc Working Group has concentrated its attention on and devoted its efforts 
to the question of elaborating a common formula which could be included in an 
international instrument of a legally binding character. 
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In that connection the Noroccan delegation would li.."l{e to ret:all that it has 
constantly supported . . tbe id:'ea of the adoption of a legally binding international 
instru.rnent, which might take the form of an international convention. Such a 
convention would, in our opinion, provide the non-nuclear-\veapon States \d th tangible 
protection from the nuclear threat. 

We are, moreover, pleased to note that in the Ad Hoc Working Group there - ia no 
objection in principle to the i.d.ea of an international convention, al tbough we are 
perfectly well aware of· the d.ifficul ties still standing in the way of the formulation 
of such a convention. 

Since it has still not been possible to find a co:rnmon fomula acceptable to all, 
the Ad. Hoc Working Group has very wisely given thougbt to the possibility of interim 
arrangements. In that connection, my delegation has already had. occasion to speak 
in favour of the adoptitm of a. resolution of the Security Council which could.,_ in 
our view, constitute n valuable interim arrangement, pend.ing, of course, the 
conclusion of effective international arrangements, which renains our pr:L':l<H'Y 
objective in the matter. 

We believe, ind.eed, that it is extremely d.esirable f c)r th8 Ad Hoc Working Group 
to continue to try to find. a formula acceptable to all and for the variomJ solutions 
envisaged. in this connection to be explored. further, \vi th a \.Jill to succeed in 
resolving the issue. 

Everyone is agreed. on the :L'Tiportance of tbis question. Unfortunately, 
four years of negotiations have not led to any positive result s . The progress made 
during this period. has been purely marginal and in no Hay commensurate \·lith the 
entirely justified. concerns of the non-nuclear-weapon States. 

The responsibility for this lies primarily and. particularly v:i th certain 
nuclear-1-1eapon Powers, which are quite obviously concerned. above all lvi th tbeir own 
security interests and. d.eliberately ignore those of others. 

T1any d.elegotions, includ.ing my o~m, have frequently expressed their anxiety and 
apprehensions in this connection. In a statement I P.lade before the Cor;J..';J.i ttee in 
June 1981, I said. that at the conclusion of the discussions vlhich bad. taken place in 
the Working Group my delegation had. had the impression thet certain nuclear-Heapon 
Powers were more concerned. about their own security than about that of the 
non-nuclear-weapon Pm.;ers. And. yet it ,,Jas for th·e benefit of the latter that the 
Ad Hoc Working Group was set up, with a mandate to negotiat e international security 
arrangements. We are still hoping that our apprehensions nnd d.oubts will soon be 
dissipated.; for the StateG which have voluntarily renonnced. the acquisition of 
nuclear weapons rightly expect---th-e Powers which possess such weapons to provide them 
witb quite clear tangible assurances against the use or tbreat of use of nuclear 
weapons. 

Since the impasse now reached. is in large part r1ue to the fact that there are 
fund.amental d.ivergencies in the security perceptions of the nuclear-weapon StEJtes 
and. in tbe content of tbeir unilateral undertakings, it is up to those States to 
make further efforts and to linprove the substance of the present assurances, so 
that the Committee can reach agreement on this essential matter. 

It should. be recognized tbat it is unreasonable to ask the non-nuclea:I'-weapon 
States to make further concessions and further sacrific:es. In any event my country, 
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, the non-proliferation Treaty has committed. itself to 
a non-nuclea!'-weapon status, finds it inconceivable that ad.ditional commitments 
should. be expected. from it.,. __ ... 

But however important -it is, the question of the granting of so-called. negative 
security assurances to non-nuclear-weapon States cannot make us forget the need for 
and the urgency of nuclear disannament. In fact, as w·e see it, there can be no 
complete and. absolute assurances so long as nuclear weapons continue to exist. As 
the Group of 21 rightly stated in document CD/280, which it submitted. to the 
Committee last year, "The most effective assurances of security against the use or 
threat of use of nuclear weapons is nuclear d.isannament and prohibition of the use 
of nuclear weapons". 

Nuclear disarmament, the task to which the international community attaches the 
very highest priority, is in our view the only thing that will restore a climate of 
confid.ence and. guarantee peace and. security in the world. 

Itr delegation appeals to the nuclear-weapon Powers to show the political will 
necessary to reach a satisfactory agreement on the question of negative security 
assurances for the non-nuclear-weapon countries. This would. und.oubtedly be in the 
interests of all. · 

In an important statement he made to the committee last year, the distinguished. 
representative of Sweden, Ambassador Lidgard, very properly d.~~w our attention to 
the fact that a large number of non-nuclear-weapon States had. referred to the 
relationship that exists between the attitudes of the nuclear-weapon Powers and the 
risk of horizontal proliferation. 

It must indeed be recognized that the cred.ibili ty of the non-proliferation regime 
is being placed. in d.oubt by the behaviour of the nuclear-weapon States themselves. 
Those who have adhered to the regime have lost their faith in it. Those who have 
not adl1ered. to it, seeing the experience of the others, are hardly tempted to follow 
their example. 

For in fact ·this international legal instrument has in practice proved. to be 
ineffective and d.iscriminatory. 

It is ineffective because it has no real meaning for the States to which it was 
supposed. to give assurances and ad.vantages so as to prove to them that it '"as 
pointless for them to plunge into the nuclear arms race and to show them the benefits 
they would. d.erive from adhering to the non-proliferation regime. Unfortunately, 
neither of these two objectives has been attained. 

The non-proliferation Treaty is discriminatory because what it does in effect 
is to establish a club of countries arrogating exclusively to themselves the 
possession and. prod.uction of nuclear weapons. 

In order to coax and. entice the other States into resigning themselves to such a 
situation, the nuclear-weapon Powers have dangled before their eyes the rewards of 
the security they would. obtain, together with access to nuclear technology for 
peaceful uses. 

But what has happened. in reality? 
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.1.uc: I"vwt:.r.;::; (:I..L.Lc:au.y .f:N;::;;::;c:ssing nuclear weapons have continued ''i th impunity to 
possess, test, produce and. stockpile nuclear 11eapons without the slightest 
limitation or constraint, The States parties to the non-proliferation Trenty find 
tbemsel ves ·1-1i th tbeir hand.s tied. because they have renounced the acquisition of 
n;lClear weapons without at the same time securing' access to the advantages of the . 
peaceful use of nuclear energ;:..·. 

Are not these States justified in thi~~ing that in adhering to the Treaty they 
have si..-'llply been swindled.? 

This beinc so, bas not the time come to reconsid.er the Treaty \·lith a view to 
making it more credible and. better able to ensure the security of all States? 

We would then have a treaty which, instead. of creating an exclusive club of 
countries 1-1hich retain entire freed.om of action L"1 the matter of nuclear weapons 
afte2· persuad.ing other States to renou.l'lce tb e possession of sucl' weapons for all 
time, would. provide sure and. reliable assurances to the non-nuclear-weapon Siates, 
strengthen the non-proliferation reGime and open the way to nuclear d.isarmament. 

To conclude, the Moroccnn delegation vJOuld like to nake one observation on the 
subject of tbe adjective 11negati·..re 11 which '.-'e sometimes attach to tbe 1vo:::-d 
"assurances 11 • 

In fact, as you all 1c"1ow, ·sffective international arrangements are commonly 
called. "negative sec·.1ri ty 2ssurancesH in tl'le .jargon used by Om:' Comni ttee. True, 
that is merely a question of style, but m:y deleg;stion has al1~ays ·vJond.ered. why such 
assurances have been called 11 nsgotive 11

• I cnrmot bid.e from you the fact that my 
d.elegation has always felt u..-r1coruortable at th8 use of the word "negative" in 
com:pany with th8 word. "nssurzncesn, s ince it seems to us there is a veri table 
contrad.iction betwee11 these tvlo terms. 

Furthermore, the word "nega"'Give" in our vie'ti h2.s a pejorative sense, whereas 
assuranc8s ought and. must essenti2lly be somethi..'1g positive, and. not only for the 
States which benefit from t l:er:1 but also for those which provid.e them. 

Although the word. "negative" was employed by contrast with the expression 
"positive assurances" which vie use elsevJhere, it ivould certainly i."1 this case have 
been better to speak of passive assurances or, simply, security assurances. 

,As I have just said, this is a matter of fo:rm and. not of substance, but it is 
nevertheless of sone i.':lportc:mce if we want the words 'lie use to ex:press 
appropriately and. correctly the ideas we wish to convey. Perhaps some of our 
eminent colleagues, members of this Cor:rrnittee, 1-1ho are very distinguished linguists, 
might be good enough to give some thought to this question and. to provide us wi tb 
a more adequate formulation. I•tr d.elegation will certainly be grateful to them 
for the attention they may kindly give to this observation. 
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__ __ from French): . The Chairman thank_s the distinguish~ 
representative of MOrocco, Ambassador Ali Ska.lli, for his statement ani for the very 
kind and, indeed, far too generous words addressed to himself - words valued all · 
the more in that they were based on feelings of frie~ship which the Chairman 
greatly appreciates. · 

[Speaking in English] The next speaker on the ~ist for tod~ 1 s plenar,y meeting 
is the distirlgu.ished representative of Japan, Ambassador lmai, whom I now invite .to 
take the floor. · 

. Mr. IMAI (Japan): Mr. Chairman, I have asked for . the floor today primarily to 
introduce . a working paper entitled ''Verification of compliailce in arms control and 
disarmament agreements" which unfortunately is not available as yet, but I am told 
that it will be available today as document crJ/37-9. I believe that this subject · 
has relevance to all the items taken up by this Committee. 

But ·first of all, since this is my first intervention in the plenary this 
month, I vould like to start by congratulating you, Mr. Chairman, on your assumption 
of the iiiiportant office for the month of April. My.delega;tion is very much pleased 
that umer your e:Xperienc.ed guidance the Committee on Disarmament is making steady · 
progress. I would also like to take this opportunity to express our sincere 
appreciation ·to the Chairman for last month; .Ambassador Skalli of Morocco, who 
exerted such great efforts to lead the Committee -out of a very difficult procedural 
impasse. 

I do not need to re-emphasize here the importance of verifica·tion procedures 
in any disarmament agreement. Without proper arrangements in this respect, it is 
very difficult to work out effective and credible disarmament accords. In this 
sense, verification is an integral part of any such agreement. At the same tiine, 
verification is a complex matter, as many of us who have had experiences in either 
its formulation or its ._implementation have been made painfully aware. · 

There are a number of reasons for this situation, and one might enumerate 
some of them in the · following manner. For one thing verification is most closely 
connected with the specific prohibition and/or other commitments undertaken in an 
agreement, which, .- needless to say, are the main theme of any such agreement. 
Secondly, verifi~ation measures, which are often heavily technical, 'are the actual 
interface between the letters of the agreement and the furictioning real world. As 
such, verification measures have to encounter various restraints and limitations, of 
a technical, legal and other nature. In other words, and in most of the cases, 
there have to be strong feedbacks from viable and effective verification 
possiqilities to the main body of the text, especlally with regard to scope. Here, 
! .would like to :recall a very fine working paper on the subject presented to the 
Committee on Disarmament by the Canadian delegation in 1981, namely, 
document CD/167 and its appendix. Although the paper was presented in connection 
with .chemical weapons, it also represented one of the most comprehensive descriptiom 
of the various methodologies involved. That paper with its appendix stated that 
absolute verification, or 100 per cent effectiveness of verification, although 
desirable, is extremely difficult, if not impossible, · to achieve. The problem then 
is: "how many per cent uncertainty may be acceptable in what case?", and here, in 
addition to the consideration of political judgement, one has to exercise a certain 
amount of cost/effectiveness judgements as well. What complicates the matter further 
is that different techniques of verification have different curves of so-called 
diminishing returns vis-a-vis the input of increasing costs and efforts. One has to 
work out a delicate balance between priorities and the relative importance of 
particular provisions of treaty commitments against the cost/effectiveness of the 
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e>.o:;o:;u.., ... e>.~.~::u. v~::J.:..L.L..Lve>.!..J..U1! wt::c:t.l:iw..'es, and here, obviously, I am· not - talking only of 
monetary cost, but include in this concept social and politi·c#J: co'$ts. 

The t hird. reason for the complexity arises from the somewhat phir"osophical 
approaches to the verification exercise themael ves. Within the co'miiiuni ty of 
verification expert,s, there has been a l ong-standing debate as to whether or not the 
exercise in 'q_uestiori is a. game played in a. hostile atmosphere -be'tween the . two 
adversaries. This is the so~cB.lled zero-sum approach, in .... lhicll the ve:dfication 
side's loss is a gain on the side of those who carry out violation s trategies. Of 
course, this game theory approach has problems of its own, in that loss and gain may 
not be assigned the same value. Another approach is to focus our attention on that 
aspect of verification which. is related to the confidence-building me13-s;ures ~ · ·This 
idea has a number ,of merits; f:or example, in reality, the effec ti:veness of 
verification \fill greatly increase ,,d th good co-operation from those whose activities 
are being verified. This ia the basis on which national activities, including 
record-keeping and report-making and, if and when appropriate, some measures of 
national self-inspection, can be very useful. Although it is obvious that these 
national measures cannot take the place of international on-site inspection, they can 
nevertl1eless greatly facilitate international inspection, if carried out in good 
faith. It will allow us to plan random-based international on-site inspection more 
effectively, and ~ contribute to reducing the number of such inspections required. 
In some cases, such international co-operation is a prerequisite for fact-finding. 
The minimum stipulation along the line of such c~operation is an undertaking not 
to wilfully obstruct the employment of national technical means. One can realize 
also that the effective discharge of verification measures would greatly increase 
the co-operative atmosphere and would be conducive to the furtherance of tl1e 
cause of disarmament in general. 

This leads us to another and possibly more basic reason for the confidence
building measures type . approach, namely, that any disarmament agreements have to be 
based on a measure of mutual confidence among the contracting parties, and that 
verification is a means to maintain such ~onfidence, and to restore it whenever 
there arises a case of suspicion of violation of the agreement 9.y any one of the 
parties. Unless there is this basic element of confidence, -in other words, if an 
agreement is to be. ·based on deep suspicion among the parties, it is difficult to see 
that any disarmament agreement could be workable. In this sense, verificat~on is _ 
often conceived of .as a means to c1ete:r: violation by providing credible tecluii.cal . 
means to detect pos~ible violations. This me8ns that verification measures a,hould 
be able to deal with various scenarios of possible violations a.n9., I should add, 
\vith an adequate level of confidence of detection . ~api;tbilities. ~-; It a,lso means that 
the text of an agreement should be very clear as to whai; activities are p~ohibited 
and, as the case may be, what .specific actions are p:~;omised with ~egard to, say;_ 
the disposal or destruction of the existing si;ook of prohibited w4:terial or weapons. 
This is because the scenarios for possible _violations are di fferent from one 
prohroited .item to another, and tht.1S di:(ferent concepts of .·verj,fication approaches 
should be already in . the minds of those ,.;ho write ~e- t~xt of all agreement. When 
one takes ·this confidence-building measur·es app:roach . to verification, then t..'lere . 
are two things that stand out very clearly. 'llfley are:. (a) a trend of suspicious 
events, including continued attempts to avoid verif~cation application, may be 
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a more serious sympto.m of violation of confidence than an iso·lated case of 
SUSpiciOUS evidence, azld (b) the parties should CO""()perate toward quick restoration 
of confidence by accepting ad hoc on-site inspections whenever sufficiently well
establ_;i;sh~d ohallenges are presented. 

Another,: ·pe:rtinent question is what happens when and if violation has been 
definitely proven to have taken place. This is i.Uidoubtedly a very delica~e issue, 
for· ollE:)· thing because it means that the basic confidence upon which the disarmament 
agreement has been built may no longer hold. One may· _talk about retaliation or 
abrogati9n,-but .that means that the agreement itself was a failure, although such 
measur.es~ will obviousl;y have to be retained as the last resort of deterrence. One 
may· be able to talk about the application of sanctions, but historically, sanctions 
under such circumstances are a very complicated matter; including the inati tutiona.l 
problems of their implementation. What -complicates the situation further' is the 
question whether one can talk about conclusive evidence of violation or not. Some 
prol:>lems regarding the use of prohibited weapons, or their deployment, m$Y be 
easier to handle, because these are often cases of counting a number of discrete 
events. I would, however, not overly discount the difficulties involved in these · 
cases either. More troublesome are the cases in which measurement of material plays 
the major role. 

Here, allow me, Mr. Chairman, to indulge in a bit of technical discussion. In 
any scientific exercise of measurement of bulk material, one has to first take a 
representative sample from the bulk, Whether or not this sample represents the 
chemical or other composition of the entire bulk is an issue in which a certain 
degree of uncertainty is inevitable. The sample is then put to mea~ement or 
analysis in which various instruments are employed. There is no such thing a.s 
absolutely accurate measurement or analysis, and they are always associated with a 
certain error band · or range of uncertainties. The compound effects of instruniental 
and human uncertainties can become of considerable order, especially with 'those 
instruments actually employed in the field. Then, again, verification procedures 
carried out on random sampling bases can provide confidence oruy on a 
probability basis. One makes such statements as "the material produced (or 
destroyed) was so many tons plus or minus so many kilograms~ arid I n~e this 
statement with 90 per cent certainty". Similar problems of the representativeness 
of samples have been raised a number of times regarding the use or after-effects of 
certain chemicals in the actual areas of hostilities. 

I have no intention of over~empbasizing the technical problems of this nature, 
and indeed in many cases, or, I should say, most cases, arrangements have been 
devised adequately to circumvent these particular problems. But all solutions 
worked out have accepted this uncertainty range and probability statement, and 
therefore the need for international co-operation to keep the uncertainties to the 
minimum as the starting point. It might be important to be always aware of this 
point when we talk about various modes of verification. 

The above discussion about iriherent uncertainties associated wi. th random · · 
on-site inspection does not necessarily lead us to the need for continuous and 
resident on-site inspections all the time, which .is undoubtedly very costly and 
very Ciini.bersome. The "black box" approach is one of the devices to circumvent 
this difficulty, and can be very effective in certain cases. I will merelymention 
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aera employed as part of IAEA safeguards, which takes 
d. .1:1.1.v vl.U.·o::: u.L .I:J.LI..Lvu.tu.~vull'-e:w..tling fuel . movements (but nothing else) as an effective 
black box ac~ly ·. in use~ 

In fact, there are many cases in Which direct access to the material, equipment 
or facilities in question is genuinely not recommended. I would mention only four 
examples. The object in question mqy contain militarily sensitive information, the 
revelation of which might e~danger national securit,y or invite an undesirable 
p~~liferation of such technology. The arrangement adopted in the SALT negotiations 
regarding MIRVed IC"ill1s is an example of how to solve this type of problem.. 
Secondly, the material or facilit,y may involve grave safety h~ards • . Highly 
radioactive nuclear material can be an example. In this case, the measurement of 
radiation energy and calculation back. to the composition of various isotopos in the 
nuclear fuel takes the place of direct measurement. The third example is when the 
material or facili t,y is located in the middle of an indu.strial complex, in 
association wi:th other activities which are not included in the disarmament 
agreement, and often full of proprietary information. The problem can be solved, · · 
for example, b,y designating a limited area of permitted access and designing the 
plant iri such a w~ that all the necessary measurements may be taken in these 
access-permitted areas. T'ne fourth and last eXample is the well-known one of 
uftderground nuclear testi.rig, Vlhere seismic signal analysis is adopted as -the major 
instrument of detection. 

1 do not want to plunge the Committee into an:! further teclmical issues. The 
whole purpose of exposing distinguished delegates to the above brief discussion is 
to emphasize certain t,ypes of complications which the verification procedures may 
involve, so that when the job is given to the teclmical experts to work out the 
details, the original agreement should have sufficient clarit,y in defining the scope 
of the prohibition and its interaction with verification procedures to allow the 
technical community to proceed 'vith the given assignment with as clear and 
objective an approach as possible. For one thing, the most important 
characteristic of effective verification is that it is objective and can keep the 
extent of reliance on subjective human judgements to the minimum possible. 

In our working paper, we have also taken up the problem of undeclared or 
clandestine activities, as follows: 

"On the first instance, only those activities that are meaningfully 
verifiable mqy be included in the scope. In this context, in most of the 
case.s only those materials and facilities declared by a State part,y may 
effectively be taken up for the purpose of verification activities. 
Undeclared or clandestine activities, materials or equipment do not usually 
come into the pictU+e except when they happen to affect visibly the portion 
under verific~tion activities, or happen to be detected through national 

. teclmical mearis. 

"At the saJlle tim~, verification should be so designed that effects from 
clandestine activities, if a.rv, are bound to become as visible as possible 
so that by-challenge verifications may be triggered. It is the basic 
assumption of the arms control and disarmament agreements that any undeclared 
or .clandestine activities are also proi1ibi ted". 
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.m summa.r~zJ,Ilg 1;ne considerations regarding clandestine. ,activi"ti"is, th~re are 
all the more reasons Yfhy (i) routine, random on-site inspections have to be carried 
out, preferab~ based on records and reports to be prepared b,y the national control 
system, (ii) ~at~onal tec;hnical means have to be encouraged, and (iii) whenever a 
plausible challenge has be.en made, the parties in question should arrange for an 
ad hoc on-site inspeCtion so that the particular issue ma;y be dealt with 
immediate~ and~ as I said at the outset, so that the basic confidence embodied in 
the original disarmament agreem::;nt ma;y be quickly restored. 

In our working paper we have also touched upon the question of an 
international body which would b? given the task of co-ordinating the various · 
verification activities. To what extent sud1 a body should be authorized to 
conduct various verification-related activities, including checking national 
reports, dispatching international inspectors, receiving tnformation obtained b,y 
national technical means, carrying out an analysis of collected data., and. making !'1-
prelim.iriar,y evaluation of the results of such analysis, ma;y depend upon the nat'ilre 
and scope of individual disarmament agreements. 

There is one thing that needs to be emphasized, however, and it is that the · 
existence of such an international body is ver,y much desirable and ma;y indeed be 
necessary in order to maintain a:ny particular verification scheme as a viable, 
effective and ongoing component of the disarmament regime. 

It was based upon this firm conviction that Japan proposed, during the 
second special session of the United Nations General Assembly devoted to disarmamen~ 
the formation of an international verification unit within the framework of the 
United Nations, which should, as a first step, begin to accumulate all available 
information and knowledge on verification techniques and applications. And I 
would like to remind the distinguished delegates that Japan at that time submitted 
a working paper entitled ;;S tren{:,-thening of the role of the United Nations in the 
field of verificationn, · 

In an attempt to introduce our working paper on the subject of verification, 
I have taken the liberty of emphasizing some of its salient points. This is 
because we believe that verification is a ver,y important subject, ·and that it 
probably forms the central issue in our negotiations both on chemical weapons and 
on a nuclear test ban, and on whatever other disarmament measures the Committee 
on Disarmament may take up in future. One cannot talk about verification in the 
abstract because, as I said earlier, the subject is so close~ interlinked with 
the specific commitments. At the ·same time,- it is ver,y·difficult' to talk about 
disarmament measures which are no.t linked with specific measures of verification. 
None of us are naive enough to olaim that by solving the issues of verification 
and compliance we have i'l.lmost finished the work on a disarmament. agreement. At ' 
the same time, it seems to me that by looking ver,y close~ at these issues and 
achieving agreement on a substantial portion of them, we shall indeed make ver,y 
major progress towards the achievement of the goal, 
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thanks the distinguished representative of Japan, 
.n.wua,>:>;:;ouL).L- .ul:ld..J.' ·- ..[u.s.: H.L;:; · t;un1..cibution and for the kind words addressed to the 
Cha:i,.rman for.- the .month of }larch, -Am:eassador ·Ali S:Y.alli, -· and to himself. 

_The. next ·_speaker OJ;l the Chair's list is the distinguished representative 
of Czechoslovakia, Ambassador Vejvoda, -v;hom I now .invite to take the floor. 

rid-. VEJVODA (Czechoslovakia): ;l'1r. Chairman, n:zy delegation spoke extensively 
on the prevention of nuclear -vrar on 12 April. Today I would like to touch briefly 
upon one more aspect of this problem, namely, ensuring the safe development of 
nuclear energy. _Thls item has recently been placed high on the agenda of 
interna tiorial relations although s unfortunately, not yet on the agenda of this · 
Committee. ·· 

Czechoslovakia belongs to these countries vrhich are, already nm1, vi tally 
inter~sted in the pea9eful deve,lopment of nuclear energy. "Geological oil and 
natUral gas reserves in my · country are extremely lin!ited and offer no hope of a 
substantial increase in output. 11ost of the hydroelectric energy resources which 
can be exp;Loited economically are already being utilized. In .the case of coal
mining, which has been our major source of enerBY, the prospects for further growth 
are also. v~ry li.mi ted. Current forecasts dratm up in Czechoslovakia for the period 
to the:year 2000 show that t}le future development of our fuel and energy structure 
should be based primarily on the: ex~ansion of nuclear power. And this is by no means 
a forecast for the distant future. Already this year we are about to reach a limit 
bt=:yond which arrj increase in energy consumption 1-1il1 have to be covered by nuclear 
power. 

There are at present two nucle.ar reactors functioning in . Czechoslovakia. An 
additional six reactors are to be put . into service between 1983 and 1986. 

Special attention is being paid to the smooth and safe functioning of nuclear 
power plants both in our domestic legislation and in our relations with our 
neighbours. At the end of last year vre signed an agreement with Austria. >·rhich 
envisages a_ considerable and -regular exchange of information and the carrying out 
of consultations aimed at maintaining the safe operation of nuclear power plants in 
the proximity of our common borders. _Let it be noted that this is tl1e first agreement 
of the kind, between two States vri th different social systems. -

But it is certainly not only my count~J which has problems with the shortage 
of energy resources. Rather, this has become a Universal phenomenon • . The world's 
needs in energy have gone up more than 10 times since the beginrlinG of the 
twentieth . century and they continue to rise. by 4-5 per cent each year. ..At the same 
time, it is clear that the. constant depletion of the limited .reserves of organic 
fuel will soQn bring about a significant gap be~veen th~ required and available 
quanti ties. This gap will not be bridged by the . so-called alternative energy 
resources such as the energy of wind or of the tide, solar energy, etc., since their 
efficiency is low. Hence, before a new source of energy is found there is only one 
s..:lution- the development of nuclear energy. 

From the historical point of viffi{ the nuclear p~;er industry is a very young 
bran~h. The first -nuclear p~ver plant in the USSR produced electricity .just three 
decades ago. Since then that industry has >vi tnessed a dynamic development and 
today it preduces electricity in many countries. "By January 1981 there Here more 
than 250 nuclear power plants all over the ~>rorld, td th an aggregate p~ver of about 
140 million kilowatts which is expected to rise to 300 million kilm-m tts by 1985. 
The Tenth Congress of the International Conference on Energy vrhich took place in 
Ist:1nbul in September 1977 estimated that the aggregate power of all nuclear power 
plants in the 1•TOrld in the year 2000 lrould amount to 1,300-1,650 million kil~vatts. 
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~uc~ear power p~a~vs are, if I may say so, distributed throughout the world 
irregularly • . Most of them are situated in western Europe, principally in Franc~, 
the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany, Spain, Sweden and Switzerl~d. 
The nuclear power plants in these countries represent about 25 per cent of all 
nuclear power plants in the \vorld. The USSR, the United States, Canada and Japan 
also have an efficient nuclear p~ver indust~Jr. It is also being actively developed 
in a number of socialist countries. 

The dynamic development of the nuclear power industry entails the danger of the 
possible release of radioactive substances and the radioactive contamination of wide 
areas through the del~berate destruction of nuclear power plants. 

According to . speciaiists, · the destruc.ticin of one such plant with a power 
of 1 mil~ion kilowatts would be compara~le to the radioactive contamination 
resulting from the explosion of a 1 megaton bomb as far as the short·-term effect 
is concerned and would be tens of times higher for the period of a year or more, 
A different set of radioactive i sotopes would make the conqequences of nuclear 
contamination through the destruction of nuclear faciiities more lasting as 
compared ·with the consequences of the explosion of a nuclear \veapon. 

According to 13, Rambe:z;g, an American Gpecialist who deals •fi th the problem 
in his book entitled Destruction of nuclear energy facilities in \var, the 
radioactivity remaining from a nuclear weapon of 100 kilotons is lower than 
that resulting fromthe destruction of a reactor of lOO .megawatts, _Upon the 
destruction of a reactor of 580 mega\vatts doses exceeding the highest j ~dmissible· 
level would be formed within an area of 10,000 km2, Some 60 days after the 
destruction of a reactor, there \vould be 100 per cent mortality within 70 km 
from it. 

Mr. Ramberg also says that ha.d nuclear -power plants , ~xis ted during the 
Second World War in Europe, the major part of its territor,y would not be suitable 
for human beings. 

For these reasons, the Czechosloval:: delegation considers that the question 
of ensuring the safe development of nuclear energy is organically linked to the 
problem .of i;he prevention of nuclear wa+. It has in faat been d].scussed in the 
Committee · qn Disa:rmami:mt ·and other international forums for several years. It 
goes hand iri hand ·with the· -proposals of many countries advanced ·in the Committee. 
Thus, the statement of the Group of 21 (document CD/187) issued in -connection with 
the Israeli attack on the Iraqi nuclear reactor on 7 June 1981, says that ·the 
Group of 21 "considers that this unprecedented attack, and the untenable reasoning 
used to justify it, are matters of special concern to the Committee on Disarmament". 

It has also been discussed vti thin the United !fa tions and is dealt with in 
several ·resolutions adopted by the United Nations General Assembly at its 
thirty-seventh session. 

We consider that the Committee on Disarmament is the best place for multilateral 
negotiations on this problem. Hy delegation has also taken an active part in the 
Committee's discussion on the protection of peaceful nuclear facilities. The only 
thing we objected to and continue to object to is the linkage between this problem 
and that of the prohibition of radiological weapons. \fe consider that these are 
two different questions which are at different stages of negotiation. The 
prohibition of radiological weapons is a thoroughly studied subject which is now 
at the stage of the preparation of a treaty , vrhile the problem of ensuring the safe 
development of nuclear energy is, as far as specific considerations are concerned, 
in its initial stage. 
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All attempts to combine these two questions into one international 
agreement. c~use many difficulties nnd have represented, for four years already, 
an ·obstacle to the elaboration and adoption of a treaty on the prohibition of . 
radiological weapons. " 

\ve would like to express our satisfaction at the fact that the. Ad Hoc· 
vlorking Grou.p on Radiological Weapons hc-.s started its deliberations and is 
dealing, at least for the time being, with these two problems separately. We 
welcome the creation of the tl'to J;'E!Spective subgroups. 

It is our considered view that during the summer part of the Committee's 
session we should put aside all disagreements of a procedural or legal na~re 
and focus on the substantial consideration both of the problem of the safe 
development of nuclee.r energy and of the prohibition of radiological weapons. 

IVJ.r. IJEWERE (Nigeria): Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would like to join those 
who have taken the floor before me to congratulate you on the occasion of your 
assumption of offipe as the Chairman of our Committee for the month of April. 
You have left no one in doubt about your qualities as an experienced diplomat 
and a great leader. We have seen, under your Chc'lirmanship, and as demonstrated 
this morning, that it is possible for. this CoiJlilli 1;1;ee. to start i.ts work at 10.30 a.IP. 
sharp. liay I also seize this o pportUiu ty to place on record our appreciation · 
of the very valuable contribution made to our work by your predecessor, 
Ambassador Skalli of Norocco, who took sufficient pains to ensure that we 
adopted our agenda during his tenure of office in March after almost tl<TO months 
of procedural problems. 

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I shall confine my short remarks on 
this occasion to two main subjects on our agenda, namely, chemical weapons and 
the prevention of an arms race in outer space• 

On the first topic, chemical weapons, I would like first of all to express 
our thanks to the Chairman of the J~d Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons, 
l>..mbassador J.I'IcPhail of Canada. Like his predecessor, Ambassador Sujka o:f Poland, 
he has approached his task with remarkable seriousness of purpose and sense of 
direction. His method has made it possible to minimize drift and interminable 
arguments. It is our fervent hope that the expectations expressed by various 
delegations regarding the elaboration of a convention aimed at a comprehensive 
ban on chemical weapons will not be misplaced. 

· Ny delegation is of the view that the extensive work carried out in the 
month of January this year within the chemical weapons ':larking Group and in 
which technical experts participated, the many proposals of various delegations, 
including those of the Superpowers and the ongoing deliberations of the Ad Hoc 
Working Group on Chemical \veapons constitute a sound basis for concrete 
negotiations that could produce a comprehensive ban on the development, production 
ancl .stockpiling of chemical weapons. The distinguished representative of the 
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USSR, Ambassador Issraelyan, in his intervention on 12 April said, . "The 
Conn.i ttee . is on the eve of the decisive stage of the negotiations aim·ed at the 
elahoration q;f a convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons". I hope 
that the two Superpowers will demonstrate •11i th concrete results that · the adage 
"to \lrhom much is given much is expected" holds true for them too. 

Let me reiterate my delegcJ.tion' s firm conviction that the technical issues 
of verification and. compliance are not insurmountable, and that the time has 
now come for the. two Superpowers to demonstrate with a sense of urgency the 
much-needed political will 1:1i th e. view to reaching agreements on a comprehensive 
chemical weapons treaty under effective international control. 

In the process of working out the detai_ls of a convention, my delegation 
favours a general purpose criterion rather · than selecting cerlain substances 
only for p~hibition. In the view of my delegation, the latter could provide 
a fe.~tile loophole. Though most o.f the chemicals or substances il:l this regard 
may not be weapons in themselves, .one .can liken them to nuclear facilities· 
vrhich may be military or peaceful, depending on who is making the declaration. 
Most de],egat.ions seated around this table have expressed willingness to proceed 
seriously with progress on a convention banning chemical weapons. In particular 
it is reassuring to note that the Soviet Union has indicated flexibility on its 
once-hardened position and . also the United States d.elegation' s detailed 
proposals made at the beginning of this session have come a long way to 
providing a live picture of a future chemical weapons conVE;!ntion. So the ball 
is now in the Committee 1 s court; \ve have the ingredients for what looks like a 
cheniical weapons . convention. My delegation therefore urges the Committee to 
seize the bull by the ·horns now. 

It is the belief of my delegation that the present momentum in favour of 
the elaboration of a chemical weapons ban should be maint<U_ned. In order to 
advance the cause of our work on this question, .may I suggest that a chemical 
weapons convention drafting group be set up YTithin the Committee. Such a body, 
made up of representatives of various groups within the Committee, should be 
charged with the responsibility of elaborating a comprehensive chemical \Veapons 
treaty. Such a drafting group shou.lc concern i .tself with identifying those 
areas where agreement ha.s been reached, while the remaining provisions can be 
inserted in the draft as soon as final agreement on them is reached. We should 
not let this momentum slip away. The merits of this proposal, we believe, are. 
psychological and procedural in nature; by collating those areas where there · 
is a consensus, H will help to focus attention on those topics needing further 
treatment. 

I would now like to address another agenda i tern of the u.tmost priority to 
all mankind, namely, the prevention of an arms race in outer space. Although 
the United Nations General Asseml)ly at its thirty-seventh session, in 
resolu.tion 37/83, requested the Committee on Disarmament to "establish an 
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ad hoc working group on the subject at the beginning of its session in 1983, 
with a view to undertaking negotiation:;; for the conclusion of an agreement or 
agreements, as appropriate, to prevent an arms race in all its aspects in 
outer space", it is ?-. ;natter for regret that this Committee has not even 
started setting forth. on the hard and difficult road of resu.l t-oriented 
negotintions. 

Events in recent years have shown that the extens.l,on of the arms race to 
oute:r space poses a real threat i;o international peace and security. For 
instal1Ce ~ the growing rivalry be'tween . the two. Superpowers over the development 
of space-based anti-satellite defence systems such as destroyer systems or 
ASAT has introduced a new dimension into space warfare prospects. The 
destabilizing .consequences of such space >-reapons with regard to international 
secu.ri ty ~.nd .the maintenance of our fragile peace are only too obvious. 

In }he opiniorJ. of my delegation, the increase in the use of anti-satellite 
weapons, high energy lasers and particle-beam weapons runs counter to the 
spirit and letter of the outer space Treaty of 1967 and other relevant ,legal 
instruments whose objective is to promote the exploration and use of outer 
space for peaceful purposes. 

At this point, my delegation feels concerned about the announcement coming 
from Washington earlier this month urging American scientists to forsake the · 
three-decade-old cloctrine of deterring nuclear war through the threat of 
retaliation and instead pursue a defensive strategy based on space~age >-leaponry 
designed to "intercept ancl destroy" incoming enemy r.1issiles. According to the 
opinion of some experts, this proposal "raises the spectre of an arms race in 
space \ihich u.l timately could be more expensive and dangerous than the one 
taking place on earth". In a. reaction the Soviet leadership >vas quoted ?-S 
saying, "Should this conception be converted into reality this 'iould actually 
open the floodg?,tes of e- runm1ay race of all types of strategic arms, both 
offensive and defensive". 

The arms r 8,ce is a live is cue and one should approach the ·problem of 
disarmament 'rti th a s ense of re 2..lism and honesty. Nobody doubts that the 
United States .is the richest country on earth but r.w delegation believes that 
a proposal fer a $2 trillion Elili tary cxpendi ture f or a five-year period is, 
to say the least, disturbing, especially in a world where most people can 
hardly afford three square meals a clay, and vrhere ignor.:mce and disease ravage 
E:ocieties that vle consicler members of the same hmn2n f 2-mily. 

Let u.s think of the fund.s to be involved in such a monumental and ambitious 
project; let us think of the tests that wili be carried out -- and here we 
chicle ourselves thinking of a nuclear test-bc-n treatyJ Unfortunately, 
figu.res are not available to 1mow how much the other Superpower spends on 
its own "defence 11 , if the word defence can be appropriate in this context. 
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(Mr. Ijewere, Nigeria) 

lor C.A. de Souza e Silva ofBrazil eloquently s:poke 
of vertical proliferation among the Superpowers in his statement to this 
Committee. Inventing a weapori to destroy ano·ther weapon only draws back the 
hands of the clock of disarmament. A defensive arms race would only escalate 
thE! offensive one already under way. Each .side would feel compelled to ir1crease 
the number and destructiveness of weapons with which to penetrate the defences 
of the other. · 

My delegation feels that instead of the star war epitome, .tpe two · 
Superpowers should engage .in serious, objective and honest negotiations to 
achieve a meaningful disarmament and peace • 

. Since virtually no "scientific wizardry" on the part of either one of . 
the two SuperpOwers can assure any long-term superiority in absolute te~s, 
let the Superpowers hearlten to the voice of reason by undert~cing meaningful 
negotiations within the Committee on Disarmament and other forums with a view 
to concluding an effective and comprehensive treaty aimed _ at preventing the . 

· ·ru.rther D'iili tarizatiori of outer space.. It is therei'ore in this context that 
my delegation fully endorses the views of the Grou.p of 21 as contained in 
document CD/329 to the effect that negotiations on the prevention of an arms 
race ·in outer s·pac~ should aim at conc],u.ding "an agreement or agreements, as 
appropriate, to prevent an arms race in outer space in all its aspects". We 
wou.ld also like to associate ourselves with those delegations that have called . 
for the establishment of an ad hoc working group on the issue under an 
appropriate mandate. 

In the opinion of the Nigerian delegation, the voice of reason suggests 
that the Committee take immediate measures aimed at engaging in practical 
negotiations in order to elaborate a comprehensive agreement to prevent an . 
arms race in all its aspects in outer space, in consonance with the provisions 
of United Nations General Assembly resolutions 37/83 and 37/99 D, if outer 
space, the common heritage of all mankind, is not to be tu.rned into a 
cataclysmic battlefield. 

Now is the time to establish, firmly and legally, outer space as a common 
heritage of mankind. }fuy I conclude by calling to mind the words of Harry Truman: 
"All through history it's the nations that have given 'the most to the generals 
and the least to the people that have been the first to fall". 

The CHAIRHAN: The Chair thanks the distinguished representative of 
Nigeria, Ambassador Ijewere, for his contribution and for the kind and 
well-deserved word.s addressed to the Chairman for the month .of 1-iarch and the 
good vlishes to the Chairman for the r.1onth of April. 

The last speaker on the Chair's list is the distinguished representative 
of the United States of America, Ambassador Fields, to whom I now give the 
floor. 
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:s of America); Mr. Chairman, as we come to the 
c~u~~ or our spr~ng sess~on, permit me a brief survey of the state of the 
Committee from the perspective of the United States delegation. 

This session began on a high note with the · visits to the Committee by many 
distinguished government officials, including the Vic~~P~esident of ~h~ 
United States, the Minister for External Affairs and Deputy Prime ' Minister of 
Canada, and the Foreign Minister and Deputy Chancellor of the Federal Rtipublic 
of Germany. ,These important visitors were followed later by the Foreign Minister 
of the N_etherland.~, the Minister of State of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office 
of the United Kingdom, the Director of Political Affairs ·oi'the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of France:, and the State Secretary of Foreign Affairs of Norway. 
The Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of Poland and the Deputy Minister for 
Foreign Affairs ·of Bulgaria joined this distinguished host of--vlsitors and also 
addressed ' the Committee. ·Aside from the prestige of their respective high 
offices, eacp brought· to the ·committee their expressions of ' respect and 
encouragement for t,he Coimnittee. For our part, Vice-President Bush brought a 
major new initi.~ti.ve on chemical weapons to the Committee. However, despite the 
auspicious beginn;in_g and the attention devoted to our work, the Committee wasted 
almost two months of precious time -- virtually two-thir:-ds of its spring session 
on futile debate. Consideration of agenda items and procedural arrangements 
were linked to important substantive measures awaiting ibs consideration. This 
was ~ deplorable situation Hhich prevented any real progress for this half of 
our 1983 session. Our performance this spring cah only serve the interest of 
our critics and depreciate their opinion of our role as a negotiating body. 
Let us learn a lesson from these mistakes, lest we, as Santayana cogently warned, 
"are damned to repeat them". 

We have, however, taken some small steps in this sessio~. bur agenda 
finally settled, we re-established our working groups, elected their chairmen, 
and finally began to settle down to the substantive work of the Committee. 

The achievement of a ban on chemical weapons, a priority item for the 
Committee -- and certaintly of my delegation -- got off to a promising start~ 
The Working Group, under the capable leadership of Ambassador McPhail of Canada, 
moved quickly to organize itself and set about ·the important task of resolving 
differences. Continuing the extremely useful method of work begun under · 
Ambassador Sujka last year, contact groups were established to focus on key 
issues. The Working Group is considering the wealth of material developed on 
this subject -- and, in particular, the "basic provisions" tabled by the 
Soviet Union last summer (CD/294) and the United States "detaH.ed views" 
tabled this year on 10 February (CD/343). The : Chairman, aided · by"': hfs ·oohsu·ltations 
and the energetic work of his contact group leaders, has placed us in a good 
position to make significant progress in the coming summer session. Let us all 
dedicate ourselves to this vita l task. 

Similarly, the radiological weapons Working .Group, under the skilled 
chairmanship of Ambassador Lidgard of Sweden, has been organized into two 
sections -- one to continue work on the traditional convention under negotiation 
in the Committee, and one to deal with the collateral question of attacks against 
peaceful nuclear facilities. This approach will hopefully move the Committee 
toward creative solutions to the problems which face it. Again, the prospect of 
progress is at hand, so let us grasp it firmly. 
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(Mr. Fields, United States) 

1 negative security assurances and a comprehensive 
-conti~uing .under :t;;he. experienced chairmansl:liiS of. 

Ambassadors;;Ahll)ad ' of Pak!st~n and GarQia .Robles of Mexico, , respectiv~ly, hav:e . 
tended . to rely. more on . informal c;onsultations in pursuing these :goals but s~e.m 
to be now in an operational mode. The same can be said for the Working .Group · · 
on a Nuclear Test Ban under the chairmanship of our departing colleague, 
Ambassaddr ·Herder. -I WO\,lld be misleading you, Mr • . Chairman; however, if I 
expressed any ·satisfao.tion regarding the work of this particular Group., Today, 
it ·still has,· not. reached agreef!lent on .a, programme .of work and, thus, has not 
yet begun.'conaideration of the important issues under its ma,ndate • . My deleg~tic;m 

: hopes that the Workina Group. .will settle this. procedu.rabproblem once and for 
ail at its next meeting so that .ifhis important Group can begin ':lscfuLwork at 
our summer session. 

We have also had useful and informative discussions on the subjects of the 
prevention of nuclear war and outer space. Informal meetings on these subjects 
have reflected the keen interest of some delegations in the immediate creation 
of working groups with full.riegOti~ting mi:i"ridates ar\ir a more cautious approach 
to these subjects by other delegations. The Committee has through this process 
made some progress in reconciling these opposing approaches. My delegation has 
tried to keep an open mind on these questions, but has not, as yet, heard 
compelling arguments that we have definitvely established the existence of a 
dangerous void in international law which demands the urgent attention of the 
Committee or a precise focus on concrete issues on which negotiations can take 
place. It seems to my delegation that there is a perception by some delegations 
that the creation of a working group somehow in and of itself solves these 
complex and often obscure problems. If we were to accept this approach, we 
would have a proliferation of working groups -- well beyond the resources of 
most delegations in the Committee to cover adequately. We believe it would be 
better to concentrate on the completion of the work before us, while at the 
same time exploring the substantive issues relating to these complex subjects 
on which we can develop a common approach. As the sole multilateral negotiating 
forum for disarmament, we must always be vigilant to those areas where 
disarmament negotiations are necessary and appropriate. 

I began my statement on a somewhat pessimistic note. Our performance has 
not been something of which we could be proud. But let me end on a note of 
optimism. We are now facing a six-week recess. I believe that there is at 
this time a common view as to our tasks during the summer session. Unlike last 
year, t-lhen we faced a shortened session, we will have a full 11 weeks of 
concentrated effort to move forward on the issues confronting us. The procedural 
questions are, hopefully, behind us, and I detect in the Committee a strong 
desire to approach the coming session in a workmanlike fashion and get down to 
serious business. I pledge my delegation to this effort. 

As this will be the final intervention of my delegation in plenary for this 
spring session, I should like, through you, Sir, to extend the congratulations 
and best wishes of my delegation to Ambassador Gerhardt Herder on his new 
posting as the Ambassador of the German Democratic Republic to the United States. 
He leaves the Committee after over eight years of distinguished service here, and 
hewill bewell remembered for his efforts. We are happy that he is going to 
Washington and know that he will be an effective member of Washington's 
diplomatic corps. He wish l:lim the very best. 
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r thanks the dtstinguished representative of the 
unJ.t;ea .::::;r.ar.es 'OI Amer1ca, Ambassador Fields, for his contribution. That 
concludeetM Chair's list of speakers for today. Does any other representative 
wish to . take the floor? 

If such is not the case, it remains for the Chair to announce that the 
next plenary meeting of the Committee on Disarmament will be held on Thursday, 
27 April, at 10.30 a.m. Once again we shall ·be faced with a situation where, 
for technical reasons, it will be impossible to interrupt the meeting for lunch 
and to go on in the afternoon. I would therefore once again appeal to delegations 
to enable the Chair to start the meeting on time. 

The meeting stands adjourned. 

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m •. 




